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It's been a busy, busy, busy year!
the November issue has taken the form
1
1of an analysis of the past and a glimpse into the
future of square dancing. A 27th birthday for SQUARE
DANCING Magazine is a good time to reflect and
to project. Somehow 1975 has been an in-betweener,
a year devoted to continuing projects started earlier
and planning for a Bicentennial celebration coming
in the months ahead. So, this anniversary issue is "business-as-usual." To be sure a few things will be different, such as our color cover and the unveiling of
the 1976 premium records. The Bicentennial show and
a rather unusual treatment of the Style Lab which you
will discover in a few pages are just two "specials."
So, welcome as we take a look at November 1975.
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You Gotta Have Heart
recently back from the
National Square Dance Convention in
Kansas City, shook his head thoughtfully in
talking about the event that attracted 22,053
dancers to that mid-America city. "You
know," he said, "it is really quite amazing,
that many people, that big an event—and all
handled by amateurs."
It is true, square dancers are an amazing
bunch. They learn by doing and they usually
end up by doing it—whatever the job may
be—quite well. Who in the world but a group
of square dancers would have the nerve to
tackle something that would make a group
of professional convention planners apprehensive? What is the answer? How can amateurs
do these things, plan these events and put
them across? Maybe we have a clue.
The word amateur is derived from the
French amator meaning lover or amatus, the
past participle of the verb arnare, to love.
Perhaps this is the answer. To one who loves
what he is doing, nothing is impossible. And,
in that respect this has been the year when
square dancers around the world raised almost
$1,000 to buy wheel chairs for an eager group
of paraplegics in Japan whose one hope is to
learn to square dance.
1975 was the year when an all time record
was set for attendance at a single square dance
event.
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FRIEND OF OURS,

It was the same year when dancers from
all over attended a LEGACY Convention in
Cleveland determined to find methods of providing leadership training wherever needed.
It was a year when CALLERLAB—The International Association of Square Dance
Callers, further proved its solution to the unending stream of new, often non-descriptive,
experimental movements by releasing a series
of quarterly movements agreed on by caller
leaders. It was also the year when that same
group gave serious study to a system for identifying levels for square dancing.
Perhaps 1975 will best be remembered as
a year of good dancing, of filled classes and
many healthy clubs. This, of course, is the key
to it all. Here in the club is the heart of the
square dance movement.
Who knows what lies ahead? We are concerned to a degree about the size of these
big events. Next year we can expect 30,000
or more to attend the annual Convention to
be held in Anaheim. One day perhaps we will
run out of special facilities, structures geared
to handle such large crowds. But we must
realize that the big meeting halls, sports
arenas and coliseums are built for spectators,
places where from 8 to 10 to 50,000 or more
can sit and watch as others perform. Our situation is considerably different. Square dancing
has the unique distinction of being the largest
participation activity, anywhere.
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75

75,000 Readers of this Issue
or not, the little old magazine
1.11 continues to grow. This month :30,000
copies of this issue are going into homes of
square dancers in every State, every Canadian Province and into approximately 50 countries overseas. Figuring on the average of
about 2'/2 readers for every copy, that works
out to 75,000 readers!
But we're not satisfied. We're aiming for
that 100,000 circulation mark and, with the
help of you and all of the SIOASDS members,
we'll make it yet. If you like SQUARE
DANCING we'll thank you kindly to check
page 13 and help sign up some of your
friends.
ELIEVE IT

aimed at telling the non-dancing public more
about its American dance heritage.
Occasionally in this activity we bite off
more than we can chew. We innocently get
involved in public performance that leaves us,
and square dancing, with egg on our face. For
that reason, when an opportunity conies along
to present square dancing to the public in a
"live" performance, on television or in the
movies, think carefully before taking the job.
It's a big responsibility and though sometimes the very thought of appearing on the
tube, the big screen or the stage is flattering
to us, let's be sure that we are equipped to
do the job. "Yes," you may say. "But if I don't
take it on somebody else perhaps someone
even less qualified—may step in and do it."
(Please turn to page 6)

A Veteran Feature
the Style Lab has had a special
place on these pages. Geared to the
dancer, teacher and caller alike, it searched
the how and why of dance styling from the
very simple to the most complex. This month
with the expert help of Ron Kelley, photographer, and Bruce and Shirley Johnson's Santa
Barbara dancers, we came up with a new look
which you will see when you turn the page.

E,OR YEARS
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Presenting Square Dancing
to the Public
heart—that
I urge to tell others about square dancing.
During the coming months many of us will
be taking part in Bicentennial performances
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PASS THE OCEAN
committee of
CALLERLAB —The International Association of Square Dance Callers, has selected
two movements to be featured this last quarter
of 1975.
PASS THE OCEAN is a rather uncomplicated and unique method of getting into an
ocean wave formation at right angles to the
dancers' original starting position. Beginning
with two facing couples (1) the four dancers
pass thru (2) and then with each dancer turning 90° toward his partner, they quarter in
(3) and then step forward into a right hand
ocean wave (4). This movement can be done
comfortably in four steps.

rr HE QUARTERLY MOVEMENTS

The QUARTERLY
MOVEMENTS
FERRIS WHEEL
•■
••■
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FERRIS WHEEL is a smooth method of
getting from two parallel two-faced lines into
double pass thru position. Starting with the
two-faced lines (5), the two couples facing out
do basically what they would do in a wheel
and deal. In this example they move forward
and start their turn (6). At the same time those
couples facing in step forward until they are
shoulder to shoulder. Then, executing the
same type of movement as in a wheel and
deal-,-the same-t-wo-couples in the-eenter execute a weather vane action that revolves 180°
(7), after which they wheel to face each other
in the center, standing directly in front of the
couples on the outside to end in double pass
thru position (8).

While Ferris Wheel may be executed from
different setups, this particular starting formation will probably come in for the greatest
amount of use.
The quarterly movements, a service of
CALLERLAB designed to provide mainstream dancers with tested movements on a
controlled basis, appears to answer the needs
for square dancers who would like to have
a few good movements presented at sensible
intervals. Two-movements-will-be presented
when it appears that two good ones are available. Otherwise one or no movements may
be recommended by the Committee. We hope
that you enjoy the full color treatment of the
movements this month.

(Presenting Square Dancing
to the Public, continued)
True. But think, aren't there people in your
area that are qualified, either to give advice
or to do a professional job?
Appearing on T.V. is not always the simple
matter it might seem to be. Early this past
year we saw an example of square dancing
being presented in a less-than-satisfactory
manner on a nationally syndicated television
show. It wasn't that the caller who did the
calling was unqualified he was qualified. He
just wasn't prepared for the unorthodox methods of the production crew. And, although he
fully expected to give a positive performance,
he suddenly found himself "on-camera" with
a bunch of non-dancers, no more prepared for
this ordeal than he.
What do you do in a case like this? As a
starter—unless you're sure what's going to
happen—don't do anything! Don't say "yes,"
don't sign a contract, don't start to call
unless and until you know exactly what is
going to happen and what is expected of you.
Had this particular caller knowledge beforehand, he might have worked briefly with the
non-dancers, and even with them, made
square dancing look good.
*
A few years ago a caller was called in to
do a segment "live" on the old Dinah Shore
Show. Flattered and not unhappy by the description of what was to take place he said
"yes" he'd do the calling—but, he added, it
had to be a good representation of square
dancing.
Once at the studio it was discovered that
the show had its own choreographer and he
had his own ideas about the professional
dancers involved and what they were about
to do. The caller was to look at the contrived
routine and then call what the dancers were
doing. It all happened so fast. There was little
time for discussion and reasoning.
It wasn't bad enough that the dancers
would be doing a parody ridiculing square
dancing but there were only two couples—
not four—who would be doing the dancing
6

and the introduction the star rehearsed gave
the impression that this was the way it was
in today's square dancing circles.
By this time the caller was getting a little
panicky. What had he gotten himself into?
What kind of an impression would this make
on more than one million viewers, most of
them non-dancers?
With less than 15 minutes to go, the answer
became apparent. It just couldn't go on! But
how to get this across?

The star was busy with last minute make-up
and a final script check with the director. The
concerned caller moved in, wondering just
what to say and how to get his concern across.
Miss Shore stopped her talking and turned to
the caller, "Well—what do you think of it?"
she asked.
Caught a little off guard, the caller thought
quickly—"I guess it will go over all right
that is if you don't mind stepping on the toes
of several hundred thousand square dancers."
The director was interested. "What do you
mean'?"
"Well sir," our hero was off and running,
it was now or never. "If you let this performance go on—with just one half of a square
projecting a corn-ball image that square
dancers have been fighting for the past ten
years, the folks at Chevrolet (sponsors of the
show) are going to get so many irate letters
they won't know what hit them. Sorry, but
that's the way it is."
"It's that bad, is it?" the director asked.
"It's bad," said the caller.
"Let's kill it," said Dinah. "We don't want
to offend anyone. And, anyway we have that
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75

extra vocal number we can run in to fill the
slot." And so that was why, some 12 years
ago, that a million housewives across the
country didn't see a square dancing demonstration that would have been a sheer disaster.
It was no big deal on the caller's part. It
was nothing that any caller in a similar situation wouldn't and couldn't have done. And
it is nothing that a caller won't be called on
to do in the future.

In the movies it's the same thing. If a caller
or a dance leader is brought in as technical
advisor to oversee a square dancing sequence,
he should have a clear understanding of what
is to happen before he starts anything. It may
take a bit of "selling." All too many people
in the entertainment world still think of
square dancing as the old barn dance—jug on
the floor—hob nailed boots and all the trimmings. When they call you in these folks are
asking for advice. They want to avoid public
disfavor.
The late George Stevens, who directed the
Oscar winning "Shane" and other biggies in
Hollywood, once said to a caller he had assigned as technical advisor. "You are the expert; I know nothing about square dancing
depend on you to give me dancing
and
that will do justice to this picture." This was
an ideal situation—both from the standpoint
of the caller and the production staff. No one
responsible for a multimillion dollar movie
wants to stir up the wrath of the public. And
the square dancing public, in particular, can
be very vociferous when it finds its activity
poorly represented.
There's much more that can be said and
will be said on this subject in the coming
months. Protecting square dancing is everybody's business and projecting a positive
image in front of the non-dancing public is
a good step in the right direction. This is a
good time for every area to determine not
just who its willing workers are but who exactly are the ones who are knowledgeable and
experienced in the theater arts.
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The Fashion Feature

u

to the back of the magazine, this month Fashion Feature
moves up. We hope you enjoy the full color
treatment on the next page of the dress described below.
SU ALLY RELEGATED

Pale pink—a perfect choice to complement
Peri Lebeck's fair coloring. Selecting an embroidered cotton polyester fabric, Peri has
trimmed her dress with ready-to-buy pink bias
trim edged in tatting. A Spadea pattern was
used for the dress and our dancing-seamstress
suggests that anyone wanting to adapt this
pattern to a square dance costume be knowledgeable about the bodice. As it is made to
fit loosely, Peri suggests making an empire
bodice and then covering it with this pattern.
The original pattern has two pieces, tubeshaped and cut on the bias. These form both
the bodice and wide, soft sleeves. The dress
features a midriff section and a three tiered
skirt. Photographed at the University of California at Santa Barbara, Peri and her husband,
John, live in nearby Goleta. (Spadea # 70923)
7
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Don't be afraid of your caller — He's your riendi

Dear New Dancers:
your square dancing back
1 in late September or early October, you
have now discovered many facets of this activity which have been opened for you during
your learning sessions. Perhaps by now you
have come to realize why square dancing is
known as "Friendship set to music" and why
they say that ". . friendship is square dancing's greatest reward."
As we mentioned here last month, you have
probably discovered by now that to make an
error in square dancing is normal. The important thing is to find out what you did that
was wrong and then try to get it straight in
your mind in readiness for the next time the
movement is called. Here are some other
points concerning your hobby which you may
have discovered.

ment. Then, before you finish that movement
you will be given your instruction for the next
movement, etc. To be a good square dancer,
you will find that you should move to the
beat of the music, completing each movement
comfortably before moving effortlessly into
the next one.

Reaction Time—How long should it take you

Styling. If you move comfortably, making the

to react to one of your caller's calls after you
hear it? Contrary to some belief, hearing isn't
a signal to try and rush through a movement.
Under normal circumstances you will hear
one call while you are still in the process of
completing another. There may be still two
or three steps to complete and in these few
seconds you think what you are going to do
before you actually start into the next move-

most of the music and taking a step on each
beat, avoiding roughness, sharp erratic turns
and uncomfortable movements in the process,
you are undoubtedly developing a good sense
of square dance styling. There is a correct
way of doing every movement. If you wonder
about it, why not ask your caller to show you?
Because every movement has a definite starting point and a definite completion point, it

F YOU STARTED

Dancing to the Music
Each movement requires a definite number
of steps. To take fewer than the number required for comfortable dancing means that
you'll be rushing things. Everyone should caution himself: "Slow down—slow down.
What's the rush? I'm on the beat of the music
and as long as I'm not promenading too far
from the center of the square—even though
the caller has given the next call—chances are
I won't be late."

is of the utmost importance that these points
be well understood by each dancer.

Important! Your caller will plan his evening
program or lessons in such a manner that most
of the reviews will come in the very beginning
of each class. For that reason he will have
certain things in mind that he wants to accomplish during that first period. Thus it's
very important to plan to be on time. Actually
being on time is a good habit to develop, not
only for your lessons, but for your square
dance club enjoyment later on. Also, it's just
as important to stay to the end of class sessions, to get all the practice and pleasure you
can.

Your Caller. The caller in modern square
dancing is a mighty important person. The
dancer must be able to understand everything
he says. Square dancing is constantly changing and because there are quite a few basics
to learn it's like studying a foreign language.
One goes to school and learns and practices
until he can react automatically. It's even a
little bit like learning to drive a car. Once
you get it clear in your mind what it is that
you're supposed to do and after you have a
chance to practice, then you can move automatically and almost without thinking.

Your caller is your friend. There was a time
when your caller, just like you, was learning

how to square dance. Since that time his enthusiasm for this activity has grown to the
point where he is calling and teaching. There
are probably few problems that you may encounter that he hasn't already experienced at
one time or another. Whether it's a hint concerning costuming, a tip covering some difficult movement, or just some simple advice
concerning footwork, chances are your caller
will come up with the answer. It's a good idea
to introduce yourself to your caller and your
caller's wife or partner early in the course.

Lost? Even the most experienced dancer gets
lost at times but he has learned to get back
to his home position ready to start over with
the next familiar call. You will develop helpful thinking habits as you go through your
learning stages. The lady thinks: "This is the
man I'm starting my right and left grand
with—therefore this will be the man I finish
with as a partner." The man thinks: "I am
number 3 man. At the end of the next movement I will find my way back to this spot
in the square."

What about the rounds? In the early days of
square dancing, it was always traditional to
inter-mix with the squares couple dances such
as a schottische, a waltz, a two-step, etc.
These colorful, old free-style dances have
been replaced in today's modern square dance
movement by composed round dances which

If you make a mistake —
smile. (Everyone else will
think it's his fault!)
Seriously — to err is
human. To get back into
place and ready to start
over again when
something familiar is
called is just plumb
smart!

have definite patterns, and are often set to
brilliant, toe-tapping music. Because round
dances require that a dancer give special attention to the beat of the music as well as
to the phrase and the feeling of the musical
selection, those who take part in modern couple dances often make exceptionally fine
square dancers. It's all part of the square
dance activity. It's a good way to know more
people, and even though it may take a little
while to learn how to do the two-step or a
waltz, the great satisfaction that comes with
the learning is well worth the effort.
Don't get discouraged. Just remember if
you are having trouble, you're probably not
alone. Others aren't sitting out and watching
you or making fun of you. Everybody is in
the same boat. Stick with it. You will be glad
you did.

How are you at learning names? Your enjoyment of your class time is bound to increase
as you get to know more of your fellow class
members. It isn't necessary to learn first and
last names—just the first names and nicknames are enough.

Don't get discouraged! Believe the word of
thousands of dancers who took lessons before
you. It's worth every goof, every mile you
have to drive to the dance, every effort you
can possibly make to learn the fun of your
new hobby. Of course, some nights will be
a little bit more difficult than others. Don't
take things too seriously. Square dancing is
fun. As someone once said, "Fun is a three
letter word with U (you) in the center." If
you have a good time, others will too.

Smile! When you are dancing, smile. It tends
to light up the square for all the others. You

When the tip is over don't forget to say
"Thank you."
don't have to be a good square dancer to smile
but by smiling you can certainly appear to
be a happy square dancer. And, as one oldtimer said, "If you make a mistake, smile, and
everyone else in the square will think that
it's their fault."

NEXT MONTH
What lies ahead when your learning days are
over? What about these festivals, jamborees, and
conventions? What are the special events you have
to look forward to in square dancing? Where do they
fit into the general pattern and fun of the club
dancing? We'll be talking about these and other
subjects in the coming months, so look for your
December issue of SQUARE DANCING and this special section.

WHAT DID HE SAY?
Virtually everything a caller says in one of his calls means
something. Some of the terms will be fairly simple. Others
will tend to be a little more complicated and will take
continued practice. Your handbook for the terms your caller
will be using during your learning period is the Basic Movements of Square Dancing published by The Sets in Order
American Square Dance Society. If you'd like to find a
complete definition of an allemande left or pictures showing
a square thru or any of the first fifty terms, you'll find them
here. The cost is 250 each (150 each in lots of 100 or more).
Write to The Sets in Order American Square Dance Society,
462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, California
90048 for your copy of this helpful booklet.
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AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
ANNUAL MEETING
The following four pages cover the business aspects of SIOASDS for 1975.
Actually, SQUARE DANCING magazine speaks for itself in what it has done
and continues to do for its members and for square dancing in general. Coverage
of every aspect of the acitivity is our goal. This includes support of such worthwhile independent groups as CALLERLAB,. the National Square Dance Convention and LEGACY. Several scholarships are awarded to promising callers each
year to attend the callers' colleges of their choice. Our only motto seems to
be: "If it's good for square dancing—then SQUARE DANCING magazine will
lend its support." Here are a few SPECIAL messages:
To You New Dancers who have been receiving the past few issues from your teacher—we
invite you to become a regular member of SIOASDS and receive SQUARE DANCING at
your home each month. The series, "Dear New Dancer" continues in coming issues and each
month you'll find many articles that will capture your interest.
To Those of You Who Once Belonged but who perhaps have dropped out of the activity we
send you this 27th Anniversary issue with our compliments and we invite you to rejoin and
keep up with the "new look" of SQUARE DANCING. We can promise you much of interest
in each issue during the coming year.
And To All You Callers and Teachers, and there are about 600 of you who have been receiving
the past few issues as a gift from us—we hope you have discovered how SQUARE DANCING
magazine can help you with your calling and give you a deeper insight into the activity
as a whole. The more than 500 dances you receive as a part of the Workshop section each
year, the regular TEXTBOOK chapters, the CALLERLAB Quarterly Movements and much,
much more are all good reasons for you to join SIOASDS.
To All of You—we invite you to be a part of the largest membership
square dancing group of its type anywhere. Your membership not only
brings you SQUARE DANCING magazine each month but it helps to
support the many valuable projects of SIOASDS. This is a great time to
join!
_J

Give a MEMBERSHIP to a friend
The PERFECT GIFT for a square dancer

W

for a square
dancing friend could you possibly find?
With a year's membership in The Sets in
Order American Square Dance Society your
friend will be reminded of your thoughtfulness each month when his copy of SQUARE
DANCING arrives in the mail. Add to this
the fact that he'll receive his own Premium
Certificate which entitles him to obtain any
or all three of the 1976 Premium LP Records
and the special set of two caller-accompaniment records. Remember, to be in time for
Christmas the gift order must be received by
December 9, 1975. If the recipient of your
gift is already a member of SIOASDS his
present membership will be extended for another year.
There's bound to be something of interest
HAT MORE SUITABLE GIFT

and value in each issue of SQUARE DANCING, regardless of whether the recipient is
a caller, dancer, newcomer or old-timer. Your
gift will be appreciated by everyone who is
concerned and interested in the Promotion,
Protection and Perpetuation of the square
dancing activity. Of course, your efforts to
introduce SQUARE DANCING to others is
always appreciated.
(
A Gift Membership in
Tin. Sets iii

Order AMERICAN SQl'AltE DANCE SOCI
has been presented to you by

You will be receiving the Society's Official Publication SQUARE DANCING each month during the coming year

This gift card goes to the new member.

Announcing the Brand New

1976 YEARBOOK
available at a pre-publication
price to members $350

(Please tear along t
he dotted line)

Regular price after December 31, 1975—$5.00
This special volume, containing all of the dances that appeared in the 1974 & 1975
issues of SQUARE DANCING magazine, will be off the press in early December.
Pre-publication copies should be mailed out by December 15th. The more than 1100
dances included in the 100 page (81/2"x11") volume are listed alphabetically in sections (patter calls, singing calls, rounds, etc.) and one master index appears in the
back of the book. Here is your opportunity to be first with this invaluable reference
book—and at a discount.
To reserve your copy, just fill out and return this order form
with your remittance—TODAY
Please send me

copies of the 1976 Yearbook

as soon as it is off the press. Enclosed is my remittance of
$3.50 for each copy if received by December 31, 1975.
(Californians please add 6% Sales Tax)
(Please print)

NAME:
ADDRESS'
STREET
CITY

STATE

ZIP

Here's your opportunity to do a friend a favor
A membership in SIOASDS is a great gift for a dancing friend. Use this form and
send it along with your remittance. If we receive it by December 9th we can send
a gift card in time for Christmas. ALSO, if not for a gift, perhaps you can talk some
of your dancing friends into having you send in their $6.00 fee for them. Whichever
route you go—we thank you.
(Please Print)

NAME:
ADDRESS:
STREET
CITY

I

STATE

If you need more room for additional names please use an extra sheet of paper
(or two). If you'd like a gift card sent, please check the box to the left and be sure
Send your name is included in the A section above (regardless of whether you are ordering
a gift the Yearbook or not). Please show the amount enclosed for subscriptions (memcard berships) only in the box to the right. Add up the total amount being sent in and
show in the total section below. Thank Y.

ZIP
Amount for
Subscription

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED--$

The Sets in Order American Square Dance Society.
462 N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75
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Ken Anderson
New York BLUE

Harold Bausch
Nebraska BLACK

Shelby Dawson
California BLACK

Orphie Easson
Canada RED

Tex Brownlee
North Carolina RED

Tommy Cavanagh
England RED

Bruce Johnson
California BLUE

Curley Custer
Maryland RED

Ernie Kinney
California BLUE

Bob Dawson
Florida BLUE

Harry Lackey
North Carolina BLUE

Announcing
the "Spirit of '76" square dance
"Sound Documentaries"
for SIOASDS members only)
rrHIS YEAR OUR PREMIUM LPS take the form of Bicentennial Albums, saluting our country's 200th birthday.
The 24 callers selected to appear on the three albums
represent a good cross section of those in the activity
today and they bring to members of SIOASDS the sound
of square dancing as it is at this point in time. Covering
traveling callers, recording artists and home club callers,
many of the names and faces will be familiar; some will
be new. They come from 11 States, Canada, England,
Germany and Japan.
Once again the calls on the albums are divided into
three groups: ONE the basic (1-50) movements, TWO
the extended (1-75) basics program and THREE mainstream (14 movements beyond the 75 extended basics
used in contemporary square dancing.)
How do you get these Premium selections? You need
only be a dues-paid member of The American Square
Dance Society. When your membership is due for renewal, you will be sent a standard renewal form and at
the same time you will be sent your 1976 Premium Certificate. You will have the opportunity to order from one
to five of each of these Premiums. The only charge will
be a small fee to cover postage and handling expenses.
Members whose expiration date is earlier than December, 1976, and who would like to receive their premiums now, may arrange to do so. Just send in a request
for the pro-rated amount which will extend your membership through December, 1976. When the pro-rated
amount is paid, the Premium Certificates will be mailed
and you may then order your Premium Records.
Production of these albums was by Ken Kernen of our
staff. Serving as MC for the 24 callers is the Editor of
SQUARE DANCING Magazine, Bob Osgood.
To the callers appearing on these records who taped
the calls for us and to the many square dance record
manufacturers who so graciously gave permission to use
their recorded music—a great big THANK YOU! You
make it possible for us to offer these Premium LPs to
our membership and we want you to know that your
helpful cooperation is truly appreciated.

"RED" Basic Program of Square Dancing
(Basics 1-50)
Tex Brownlee (Ticklin' Banjo, Thunderbird 503)
Tommy Cavanagh (Kona, Hi-Hat 625)
Curley Custer (Thunderbird Romp, Thunderbird 501)
Orphie Easson (Golden Reel, Windsor 4166)
Dick Leger (Up Jumped the Devil, Sunny Hills AC3127S)
Elmer Sheffield (Lisa, Red Boot 110)
Bob Van Antwerp (Love's Gonna Live Here, Red Boot 175)
Bob Wickers (Chaparral, Thunderbird 504)

Jack Lasry
Florida BLACK

Warren Rowles
Iowa BLACK

."'

"BLUE" Extended Basics Program of American Square
Dancing (Basics 1-75)
Ken Anderson (Mountain Dew, Thunderbird 506)
Bob Dawson (Hell Broke Loose in Georgia, Sets in Order
HD-56)
Bruce Johnson (The Other Side, Pulse 102)
Ernie Kinney (Joie Blond, Kalox 1108)
Harry Lackey (Boil 'em Cabbage, Kalox 1119)
Jim Mayo (Rubber Dolly, Pulse 101)
Bill Peters (Whup Whup, Kalox 1140)
Masaru Wada (Mim, Red Boot 300)

Dick Leger
Rhode Island RED

Elmer Sheffield
Florida RED

Martin Mallard
Canada BLACK

Bob Van Antwerp
California RED

Jim Mayo
Massachusetts BLUE

Chris Vear
Germany BLACK

al
Vaughn Parrish
Colorado BLACK

Masaru Wada
Japan BLUE

"BLACK"

Mainstream Program of American Square
Dancing (Basics 1-75 plus 14 Mainstream movements)

Harold Bausch (Boil 'em Cabbage, Kalox 1119)
Shelby Dawson (Shelby's Banjo Hoedown, USA 505)
Ed Fraidenburg (Rollin' Harp, Kalox 1170)
Jack Lasry (Streaken' Dolly, Thunderbird 505)
Martin Mallard (Whiffletree, Top 25068)
Vaughn Parrish (Jack's Special, Square Tunes 161)
Warren Rowles (High Gear, Sunny Hills 170)
Chris Year (Cubam, Kalox 1083)

ESPECIALLY FOR CALLERS
Drawing from the great library of Windsor Records,
we offer, as a single premium, four classic hoedown tunes
that have been extended to approximately five minutes
playing time each. These two 45 RPM, 7" records have
been produced especially for those who call. They are
available to members of SIOASDS as a single premium
package for a small postage and handling fee. Here are
the four tunes (two records) in the package:

Bill Peters
California BLUE

Golden Reel
Chordex

Stoney Point
Wild Cat

Bob Wickers
Missouri RED
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in Dance
Planning a Pageant and
Putting It All Together
to the Bicentennial
IlLyear, more and more square dance groups
are being asked to take part in area celebrations. In some instances the participation will
simply be a fifteen minute exhibition. It may
be a single scene in the town's Bicentennial
pageant, or perhaps it will play a larger part
portraying dance in several scenes. It may be
that you are contemplating an entire show
built around the history of dance in America.
Whatever may be the case there are many
ways to put together a Bicentennial performance.
The performance, simple or ambitious, will
provide today's dancers an opportunity to
take an active part in a Bicentennial celebration. At the same time they will learn more
about the history of the activity of which they
are a part. Simultaneously you will be involving the audience. By having fun and enjoying
yourself you will find that this fun is contagious. By doing your job well you will be
informing the public about this country's
dance heritage and, who knows, you might
just encourage some of these "viewers" to become "doers".
S WE DRAW CLOSER

The Show Plan

We are going to expand on the idea of a
cavalcade or pageant but some of the same
observations and suggestions will hold true if
your group is interested in doing just one or
two dances.
To start with, take a look at all the various
possible segments of American Square Dancing and decide what it is that your pageant
16

is going to portray. You can't possibly do it
all so initiate a list and then begin to pick
and choose. If possible include what is uniquely available in your own area. Square dance
groups across the country will be putting on
performances of this type but there is a good
chance that by tapping local resources you
may come up with bits of American folkdance
lore that is indigenous just to your own area.
Find out all you can about the people you
portray and the dances they did. This should
be a project of all who take part, letting them
discover how their ancestors lived, worked
and dressed.
It may be that one large square dance group
may decide to take on the entire pageant,
with the members changing costumes for each
segment of dance history to be covered. Or,
the show may become the project of a number
of different groups in your area with each club
taking on one specific segment or scene. In
this way, more people can become involved.
All the parts of the cavalcade can be rehearsed separately and then finally be drawn
together as the time for the performance approaches.
A third method might be to involve any
authentic groups that your area might be fortunate to have. In parts of Texas, New Mexico,
Arizona and California some dancers might
be available who could do an authentic La
Contradanza, and in that way illustrate the
Mexican influence on the American square
dance. It might be that a tribe of American
Indians live in the area who would be willing
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75

to add an important scene to your cavalcade.
Or, you could possibly come up with a composite performance having one unit producing more than one number, several others including an ethnic assemblage or two adding
their unique talents.
One good way to build a show program
is on a chronological basis—working from the
past to the present. You may wish to take
some license with this as you present area
dances and, at the same time different geographic sections of the country.
The various dances to be incorporated in
the program must be visual. The dancers must
remember that while they are enjoying themselves they are basically dancing for the pleasure of the audience. The dances that look the
best are not always the ones that are the most
challenging to the dancers. To avoid a great
sameness and to make sure that the viewers
are not bored, the various dance sequences
should be kept short. "Leave them wanting
more" is a good show business adage to apply
to your performance.
The Pageant Idea

Undoubtedly there are a number of different types of pageants or cavalcades. The
one being covered here is a type of show that
relies on the color, music and motion of the
American dance for its effect and not the acting ability of the performers. It is not a dramatic performance and for that reason little
happens on the stage that requires anything
but good dancing. The simple entrances and
exits and movement from one dance formation to another can be learned almost in a

A square of happy
dancers circle to the left in
the costume of the 1940s,
Air.cfir.r, +kr, f-1.-1.1-Norr-linr,

LI PG '9G11../041 LI II IG,

flowered shirts and the full
skirts. The days of the
starched, full petticoats
have not yet arrived.

single rehearsal. The dance milts, however, are
the prime ingredients and do need to be well
planned and rehearsed.
In this pageant it's important that something is happening all of the time. The voice
of the unseen narrator coming over the public
address system sets the scenes and weaves the
story. His commentary comes in as one group
has just completed its dance and another formation is in the process of getting set.
As the narrator describes a particular scene
where the dancers have gathered in a large
hall and are engaged in friendly conversation
until it's time to start the dance, the dancers,
on stage, pantomime the part. Chances are
there is enough "ham acting ability" in virtually any dancer to carry this off effectively.
Professional actors involved in similar stage
plays can often look greatly engrossed in what
they're saying, which may be only the continuous repetition of "Rhubarb and Bananas,
Rhubarb and Bananas, Rhubarb and Bananas"
in low tones.
The selection of the person to do the narrating should be based upon more than just a
good microphone voice." The man or lady
should not be overly dramatic or overpowering in delivery. He or she will be talking about
a fun activity and this should get across to
the audience. The narrator must be completely aware of what is going on and allow for
applause and crowd reaction. He must be
quick to move on to the story line, setting
the scenes and making sure that there is no
uncomfortable lapse" between segments. A
well-paced show is important.
CC
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Except in rare instances where you will be
working on a stage or in a facility that has
a set constructed for the purpose, imagination
will provide a good backdrop. The narrator
can do wonders with such comments as
"Imagine yourself in a country farmhouse
. . . over there at the side is the main door
. . . the floor has been swept and cleared of
all furniture, etc."
Participants should limit properties as
much as possible, with each person responsible for carrying off stage anything he brings
on with him.

If the show is to be put on in a large arena
or amphitheater where there is no procenium
and no curtains to worry about—fine. However, if you are working on a regular stage you
may find it best to simply have the curtains
pulled at the beginning and left open for the
entire show. Let the use of lighting—if available—serve as your curtains. Lighting can add
variety to the show, can pick up a single couple doing a Minuet or expand to cover the
entire floor of a coliseum. Its color can change
with the moods. It can go suddenly dark as
one group exits and it can gradually lighten
as a second group has taken its place. In some
facilities it is possible to use small, almost unnoticeable (to the audience) strips of fluorescent tape to mark floor positions for a group
entering in the dark.

and if you are fortunate enough to find someone who understands the art of staging a performance of this type, all the better.
The successful show will not arrange all the
bright and noisy numbers in one lump but
will intersperse them with those dances that
are more subdued and quiet. Try sneaking up
on the audience and start with something unusual. Get their attention early in the show
with something wild and raucous and then
level off a bit with a number or two more
on the quiet side.
Aim for variety with your music. Strive for
the contrasts of 2/4, 4/4 and 6/8 rhythms.
If available and if your staging allows, you
may want to use "live musicians" for some
of your numbers. Here again, depending upon
the size of the facility in which you are working, you will want to give special attention
to amplifying the orchestra so its music can
be projected fully to the audience as well as
to the participating dancers. Your best bet
may be to use records for then you have infinite variety and a complete control of the
volume of sound getting out through your
speaker system. With records you can change
your instrumentation for every number.
Work out your music script carefully in
advance. If you are making use of records
then have dubs (acetate reproductions) cut
for your rehearsals to avoid wearing out the
originals. Nothing is more disconcerting nor
sounds more amateurish than a scratchy
record as background to a finished performance.
You can go to taped cassettes. Each segment can be recorded on a different casette
and keyed for instant replay.
Remember that without rhythm and music
of some sort, there would be no dancing. Perhaps you have noticed how the spirits of
dancers are picked up with a good tune, one
that has a lively or distinct rhythm and a
pleasing melody. The choice of good music
will have a similar effect on your audience.

Variety is All Important

Aim for contrasts in your show script. A
pageant where every act, every dance is done
in a large circle projects a sense of sameness.
Try to arrange the script in such a way that
you may be working from a floor filled with
squares one minute to long lines the next. If
you have a dance, say a circle formation, and
then follow it with a round dance, plan it in
such a way that your couples fill the floor
rather than just make another circle. Much
of this is the responsibility of a choreographer

The Callers

One of the unique features about American
Square Dancing is the caller. In your performance be sure that this fact is not underplayed
or overlooked. Depending upon the scene, the
caller can become an important "stage manager," getting the dancers into position and
double checking to be sure that everything
is ready before he starts. From the standpoint
of effectiveness, you may find it wise to prerecord both the music and the calls so that the

dancers as well as the audience can hear distinctly. In the case of prerecorded sound, the
caller will still want to be visibly present,
mouthing the words as though he were actually calling. If the caller is to call "live" then
he and the live musicians (if they are to be
used) need a suitable system for monitoring
the sound.
In some of the scenes recalling early dancing, for authenticity the caller may join in and
dance right along with the other dancers. If
it is practical the caller may want to use a
wireless mike. In this instance it will be important for him to be close enough to the
source of sound so that his voice coincides
with the background music. If the audience
is to be a big one, and if the dancing creates
a noisy audience reaction then it's important
to anticipate the sound problems.
The Production Staff

If yours is to be an ambitious program, one
which will be a representation of the entire
200 years of American Square Dancing and
play an "official" role in a Bicentennial celebration, then you will need some behind-thescenes organization.
Depending upon the size of the pageant
you plan, you may need a producer and a
production staff to take care of the nittygritty, to oversee the entire production, to line
up rehearsal halls, help find necessary finances,
plan costuming and round up the properties,
lighting, sound, etc. that are necessary.
If it is to be a small show, one act or a
fifteen minute segment put on for the local
Kiwanis or P.T.A. group, your caller, with the
help of club members, may take on the duties
of director and producer. If the performance
takes on greater proportions and if several
groups are to be melded together into a single
production, then a qualified person will be
needed to serve as coordinator or director. It
will be his responsibility to make each group
complement the next. At first he will rehearse
each group separately, providing guidelines
which it will follow in its days of independent
rehearsals. Then, when he brings the entire
assemblage together he will be in a position
to make necessary changes here and there to
be sure that he has achieved the feeling of
one show, rather than just a collection of nonrelated units.
To be most effective your director and your
producer should have a good understanding
of square dancing. All too frequently a person
without knowledge of the activity tends to

be "cornball" and to ridicule the very things
we would be trying to project through our
participation in a pageant of this type.
This is a good time to mention that no show
that might jeopardize what has taken years
to develop in the field of square dancing is
worth the price. So before saying "yes" to
anyone regarding your participation or the
participation of your square dance club in a
pageant, be sure that you will be projecting
a positive image of square dancing. Remember there is a difference between having
fun and making fun of or ridiculing.
Costumes Are Important!

Without the benefit of sets, the color on
the stage will conic from costumes worn by
the performers. An effect of colorful, traditional authenticity need not be expensive. If
many groups are to take part and each person
appearing will be in only one scene, the most
workable solution will be to have the dancers
provide their own costumes. Here you may
need to do a bit of research.

Several of the major pattern companies
have already come out with patterns spanning
200 years. To adapt some of these costumes
to danceable standards will not be difficult.
Remember that costumes of an era influenced
the dancing that was being done. Hoop skirts,
for example came from an era of the Minuet
which required that male and female partners
danced a "respectable" two or three feet
apart. Some of the closer ballroom positions
used for the polkas, schottishes, etc. may call
for less bouffant costumes. All of this will be
discovered in your research.
For costume help check your local library,
museum, the Bicentennial committee in your
area, or perhaps members of a local historical
society. There may be groups of church ladies
or others in the community who would be
happy to have a part in a once-in-a-lifetime
production of this type. And, don't overlook

the thrift shops in your town. An old felt hat
can, with a little ingenuity, be turned into
an excellent three cornered specimen right
out of George Washington's time.
Meetings and Rehearsals

In the early stages, those who are to plan
your pageant and create your script will want
to hold organizational meetings. As time goes
on, other meetings involving representatives
of each participating unit will tend to keep
everyone up-to-date. Finally, as the time for
the pageant nears and just prior to a "dress
rehearsal", the entire cast and production staff
may get together for a sit-down "dry run."
With a large production, availability of the
facility may govern final rehearsals. If possible
aim for more than one rehearsal. However,
you may find that the day before or the morning of a performance is the only time that
you will be able to get the entire cast together. In this event, it will be important for
the director to know exactly what is to happen each moment. A "placement" rehearsal,
allowing each group an opportunity to make
its entrance and exit and get acquainted with
the traffic pattern of the hall, will be important. Then, at least one full rehearsal to check
timing, music cues, narrator's script, etc. will
prove exceptionally helpful to everyone—especially to the production staff.

The Minuet, as danced by Dena and Elwyn Fresh at the 1959
National in Denver, sets the scene of Colonial elegance.

The Pageant Script

Of the many pageants, large and small, that
are expected to incorporate square dancing
during the coming Bicentennial, no two will
be the same. The following prototype is no
more than an example of the type of script
you may want to devise for your own area
pageant.
In this sample script we have utilized the
dances described during the past year in the
pages of SQUARE DANCING Magazine. We
have arranged them more or less in a chronological order and have added certain touches
which may or may not be possible for some
areas to produce. The Indian sequence in the
beginning may call for the "real thing" if Indians live in your area. Don't overlook the possibility of involving an Explorer Boy Scout
troop that may have had Indian lore and dancing as a recent project.
This particular script is created with a large
production in mind. Possibly it would be set
in an amphitheater or on the floor of a large
stadium, with spectators on all sides. This
would call for large numbers of dancers for
most of the segments, utilizing a single couple

( i.e. The Minuet) as a contrast and depending
upon the dancers to fill fairly large areas of
floor space.
In most segments we are suggesting pretaped sound tracks. However, in the play
party games it would be most effective if the
singing of the dancers could be heard. In an
instance like this the singing need not be necessarily good, but it should be loud!
The narrator's words are in italics. The action is in regular type and some of the sound
cues appear in parenthesis.
Use this as a springboard for your own
script. Just remember to keep each segment
fairly tight and not too long. Keep it filled
with variety and let it say to the viewing public, "This is your dance. We invite you to join
us in our classes and clubs during the coming
year. However, if you don't choose to dance,
just become aware of the large part dancing
has played in the history of your country!"
To start a show of this type is no small
undertaking and will require a great deal of
love, patience and understanding. There may

be moments as show time grows close when
nerves tend to get a bit ragged when unexpected changes require last minute script alterations. But remember, in the final perform-

ance only the love must show.
In the vernacular of the stage where such
phrases as "Good luck" and "Have a good
performance" are taboo—"Break a leg!"

PROLOGUE

Short sequence of Indian dances, red light expands to cover wider area of stage. (Fade recorded sound of Indian music.) Indians, still

All lights are out except for a single red spot
on center stage.
(Gentle music to set the mood and to quiet
the audience.)
Narrator: Man has always danced. Perhaps his
first dance steps, setting their own rhythm,
were strictly a means of keeping warm. Possibly someone added to this by striking two rocks
or two sticks together to provide an outside
source of rhythm. (Sound effects under narra-

tion: feet slapping on a hard surface, rocks
striking each other and finally one stick hitting against another.) Along with the rhythm,
those dancing and those sitting on the animal
skins along the walls of the cave may have
begun chanting (sound effect of chanting
"live" or recorded on tape) and this, millions
of years ago, perhaps marked the beginning
of music and dance.

(The rhythm changes to the sound of Indian
tom toms.)
The spotlight expands to show a number of
Indians doing a ritualistic dance.

dancing, shuffle from the center of the stage
to the sidelines in all directions.

SCENE ONE—The Revolutionary Period
As the Indians exit costumed American colonists move in quietly and fill the area. In pantomime they greet each other as though they
were just arriving for a dance. (Under the
voice of the narrator barely audible is the
"rhubarb and bananas" sound of the dancers'
conversation.)
Narrator: With the coming of settlers to the

Narrator: We might be correct in saying also
that the Americans have always danced. Before recorded history, dancing was their way
of expressing anger and love. It expressed their
religion and it would be difficult as one
watched the Indians dance to say whether
these early Americans were dancing a prayer
or praying a dance.

new world, the people brought with them their
folk songs and dances from their homelands.
They did them as they remembered doing them
"in the old country."

Voice from the floor: Let's have a dance.
Immediate reaction as group forms into con-

This array of Bicentennial
costumes came from patterns
produced by Simplicity. At
least a half dozen pattern
companies feature costumes
spanning 200 years of
American history and these
patterns are readily available
in fabric shops and
department stores.

tra lines. (See April issue SQUARE DANCING
Magazine for descriptions and calls.)

sets are filled.

Narrator: From England they brought their

favorite "The Firemen's Dance."

longways country dances or contras, as we call
them. Just imagine yourself in a community
meeting hall in 1776 as the townspeople are
about to do "Fisher's Hornpipe."
Music and calls can be prerecorded. A caller
should be visible at the head of the dancing
area to give the appearance of the prompter.
If live music is being used the caller may want
to work with a wireless mike for this segment.
Do dance for about four changes or approximately two to three minutes. At conclusion
the dancers react with applause and normal
exuberance and immediately start milling
around the dance area.

Narrator: Folks danced when and where they
could. It might be a kitchen junket in somebody's home, with a caller standing on a chair
in order to be heard. Or it might be held here
in the community firehouse in Bridgeport,
Connecticut. It's a warm night so the firefighting equipment has been moved out-ofdoors and the townspeople, who usually dance
upstairs, have gathered on the large barnlike
first floor.
Dancers form into Mescolanza formation (see
March issue of SQUARE DANCING Magazine) and the caller is busy seeing that all the

Narrator: Ah, they're all ready to dance their
(Music and calling start.)
Dance goes through about four times. One
suggestion, when passing through to the next
line after one sequence is finished, try passing
through twice so that no couples are left "inactive." (Great contrast of sound when everybody yells "Fire, fire, fire!") The dance ends,
lights dim and one couple in elegant Colonial
costume moves to center stage as the other
dancers fade to the sidelines. A white spot
picks up the dancing couple doing the Minuet
(sound up, then down under narration.)

Narrator: The "Society" dances of America,
delayed by the six months or so that it took
them to cross the Atlantic, came from the
grand ballrooms of Europe. The dance masters
then taught them to the more affluent citizens
in the large cities, such as Boston and New
York, and itinerant dance masters took them
to the smaller towns and villages. Here you
watch the Minuet as it might have been done
at the time of our country's birth. (Up music.)
Minuet for approximately one minute. Then,
as lights go up, dancers in mountain dress
come on to center stage to loosely form a big
circle of couples and singles and foursomes
holding small inaudible discussions.

SCENE TWO The Mountain Dances

SCENE THREE—The Play Parties

Narrator: (Over action) In contrast to the Minuet, we are going to travel now up to the
mountain areas of Tennessee. The great dance
researcher, Cecil Sharp, when visiting this area
in the early part of the 20th Century, was
amazed to find a pure form of dancing still
in existence that could only have come from
the country circle dances of England's past.
These dances were done in large circles. Sometimes all the dancers would be working as a
unit, circling left and right. At other times
every alternate couple would go out to the
couple on its right and do a figure and then
move on to the next couple and do a different
figure with them. These dances were known
as Running Sets, Big Circle or Mountain
dances. (The music starts and dancers are now
ready to go.) And, as you can see, the caller
calls and dances at the same time.

Narrator: What you are about to see is not a
square dance. As a matter of fact, it's not a
dance at all. It's a Play Party game. In various
parts of our country and at different times
in our history, certain restrictions were placed
upon the people to discourage them from dancing. But Americans, being the musical, funloving people they are, discovered that Play
Parties could be a satisfying substitute. The
main difference, as you will notice, is that
these people who are now gathering for an
evening of Play Party fun will not be accompanied by any music. They will sing songs
that fit the movements they will be doing. As
you watch, you will notice in these traditional
party games some of the same movements that
are used in the square dances of yesterday
and today.

The dance starts and the caller calls "live."
(For dance descriptions, patterns and actual
calls, see the May and June issues of SQUARE
DANCING Magazine.) Without repeating
any of the dances continue for four or five
minutes. At the conclusion of the dance,
dancers react normally, then begin to talk in
small groups around the circle.

During the final part of this narration several
people have joined hands and are encouraging
the others to get into the big circle with them.
Finally, with a little extra urging even the
most bashful have been brought into the
circle.

Narrator: You will notice our friends are all
in a circle and ready to start this typical Play
Party called "Shoo Fly." Most of these Play
Parties need no leader, for everyone here has
been doing them from the time he was very
young. However, it may have been some time
since the last party evening and one or two
who remember the patterns will start the singing and the game. The others will join in as
they remember what comes next.
Caller (From the circle): All right, everybody,
let's go.
The singing and the patterns start and continue through to completion. As the last of
the figures is completed, the participants obviously pleased with themselves laugh, shout,
applaud, slap each other on the back, or do
whatever seems to be natural. (For the music
and the words see SQUARE DANCING Magazine, February, 1975.)

Clothes worn by mountain people were simple. Made of homespun fabric, notice there is no crease in the men's trousers.
Shoes and other accessories were strictly for practical and
utilitarian purposes.

Under the next narration the dancers move
into lines similar to that used in a Virginia
Reel.

Narrator: There might be a few minutes be-

tween the Play Parties. Some folks would sit
down and talk a bit, or they might move right
into the next set as they are doing here. This
form, like the Big Circle Play Party, is typical.
It's called Paw Paw Patch and the participants
line up much as they would for a Virginia
Reel, the men on one side facing the ladies
who are on the other side. You will notice that
the action is broken into three parts, with different verses for each of the parts, until finally
the lead couple has moved to the other end
of the line and a new couple is ready to start
the action.
At this point the group starts singing and the
action gets underway. At the conclusion, the
dancers move directly off center stage to the
sidelines.

SCENE FOUR Dances of the Western
Plains
(The music starts for the Varsouvianna.)
As the previous dancers are making their exit,
a new group of dancers comes in from the
sidelines dancing the Varsouvianna. They do
not stay in circles but fill the floor, doing as
many different variations of the dance as possible. (Fade the sound so that the dancers are
able to hear—narrator's voice over the music.)

Narrator: There were as many ways to dance
as there were ethnic groups here in America.
As they began moving West the dancers intermingled and the dances blended together more
and more. Right along with the squares and
the longways dances and the big circles were
the couple dances or round dances. The early
rounds were freestyle renditions, with each
couple trying to outdo the others, recalling or
inventing variations. What you are hearing
and seeing is the Varsouvianna—La Varsouvienne. Some people called it "Put Your Little
Foot." Others referred to it as "Have You Seen
My New Shoes?" A young college student
called it "Varsity Anna" and one dance authority with international leanings swears its
true title—in honor of two great cities—is
Warsaw-Vienna. Regardless of what you call
it, watch as the dancers recreate a true American dance.
Go through about six times to an ending.
(Music starts for the Schottische.) One or two
couples start as more join in.

Narrator: This is another couple dance borrowed from Europe but so much a part of
American dance history. It's the Schottische.
Dancers do a number of variations including
the Horse and Buggy. (Music ends.) At the
conclusion of the dance everyone moves naturally into squares. The squares start with a
Number 3 couple in position. The man
Number 3 will be the caller. Some shouting
and calling "One couple over here" as the
action goes on, but the sound fades as the
narrator speaks.

Narrator: The large dances with many squares
dancing at one time may not have been too
common in our early West. This is because
only so many dancers could hear the caller.
So, if it was to be a big dance with more taking
part than could possibly hear the caller, they
improvised as you'll see here in what is typically a Western Cowboy or Prairie dance.
Each of the squares has its own caller and
each consequently is doing a different dance.
Some of the dancers are using the old traditional clog step and one or two are trying out
a Texas Two-Step with an Abilene or Sweetwater Lift. The band is about to start so let's
watch.
(The music starts with a traditional hoedown.)
Callers start calling at different times. (For
sample calls see SQUARE DANCING Magazine, September, 1975.) The entire number
lasts for about three or four minutes with
some squares ending early and the dancers
turning to watch the others finish. Finally,
when the last square finishes and after the
music has ended, all yell and clap. (Sound dies
out.) Dancers fade off stage as lights dim.
(Early California-Mexican music starts softly
at first.)

SCENE FIVE: The Mexican Influence
In Mexican costumes of the Dons, dancers
come into the arena casually and form for the
La Contradanza. (To be covered in a coming
issue of SQUARE DANCING Magazine.)

Narrator: The Western United States was to
have its influence on the dance of America.
In 1850 when California became the 31st state
in the pre-Civil War Union, the early Dons
and their ladies had beautiful dances that

would soon add their influence to our national
dance. Here is just such a dance, the California La Contradanza.
Lights up quickly (Music starts) as the group
does this early American dance. (Music ends)
Non-noisy ending by dancers. (Background
music starts) Dancers move off. (Music for a
Grand March typical of the era begins.)

SCENE SIX: The Henry Ford Era
Visible but not yet in the center light are
couples in formal attire marching in from two
ends of the hall. (Fade music under narrator.)

Narrator: Several times the great American
dance faded and almost disappeared from the
scene, sometimes just barely keeping alive in
small communities across the country. Then
one day in the early 1900s, a gentleman who
tended to change America's life-style as much
as any single individual could fell in love with
the American heritage of folk dancing. The
man who brought the world the tin lizzy was
about to bring back the great American dance.
During this narration the couples are coming
in with a fairly spectacular variation of the
traditional Grand March—two couples meeting at the foot of the hall and coming up four
abreast—reaching the top of the hall the first
foursome moves to the right as the second
moves to the left, etc. Meeting once again
at the foot of the hall they come up in eights
and then with the first eight moving to its
right and the second eight moving to its left,
etc. they form into squares as the narration
concludes.

Narrator: Henry Ford, aided by Benjamin Lovett, created in Greenfield Village near Dearborn, Michigan, a living museum of American
dance. Each Saturday evening the dancers,
attired in formal wear, gathered to do the early
dances. The evening always included a Grand
March and sometime during the program the
guests would be sure to form squares for "The
Lancers."
(Music starts.)
Do fifth part of the Blonde Lancers (See
SQUARE DANCING Magazine, October,
1975.) End with bow and curtsy. (Music ends
and segue to music fill.)

Narrator: The many dances done by the Fords
and their friends were included in a special
book called "Good Morning." Ford even had
his own record ccompany which recorded
many of these dances, including this stately
old Waltz Quadrille.
(Music "First Couple Down Center." Possibly
use actual Henry Ford recordings.) These
records and books may still be available by
writing to Greenfield Village in Dearborn,
Michigan. However, your best bet will be the
public library for the books or the private
collections of callers in the area for the
records.
Dancers go two times through the routine.
Following the second time through the
dancers thank the others in the squares and
then move around the dance area to get ready
for a couple dance. (The music starts.)

Narrator: Ford's dancers also discovered the
rounds. Here they do a medley of favorites.
(NOTE: Rounds for the Bicentennial will be
covered next month.)
This could be one, two, three or more, with
short segments from each one and the music
retaped from existing Henry Ford records if
available.

SCENE SEVEN: The Lloyd Shaw Era
As the Ford dancers leave the floor a group
of youthful Cheyenne Mountain dancers race
in and move directly into a Heel and Toe
Polka. (Music down as narrator talks) Just
about the end of the narration the dancers
form double squares for a Royale. (Coming
soon in SQUARE DANCING Magazine).
(Start music under narration.)

Narrator: Just about the time that Ford's influence had worn down a bit, a mountain man,
school teacher and administrator from Colorado Springs, Colorado, picked up the torch and
rekindled the flame of American Square Dancing. His name was Lloyd Shaw, or "Pappy,"
as his youthful dancers called him. Starting
in the mid-1930s, Shaw became immensely
interested in Cowboy Dances of our West. He
tracked down the old dances and recorded
them in a book "Cowboy Dances," and with
two sets of Cheyenne Mountain dancers set
out to tell the world about square dancing.
Traveling from one coast to the other during

the 1930s and late 1940s, they awakened a
war-weary world with the sounds of the fiddle
and the old traditional calls. Here is our version of these dancers doing a Royale or Double
Square.
(For music possibly use one with Lloyd Shaw's
voice—Old Decca series. You'll most likely
find these in the record collections of some
of the old-timers.)
Dance about three to four minutes. Dancers
exit fast in columns of fours to one side of
the hall as final group of contemporary
dancers wander on from the other side and
go through the (quiet) process of forming
squares.

SCENE EIGHT: To the Present
Narrator: What we've seen to this point is just
the prelude to what is to come. As World War
II ended, returning service personnel, war
workers and others set out to start new homes.
New communities sprang up overnight and
folks began to look to each other for ways of
bringing neighbors together in a friendly, traditional American way. And what better or
more American way than through square
dancing? One of the offshoots of the recent
war was the fast-growing electronics industry
and from it came the modern public address
system, which made it possible for the caller's
voice to reach hundreds of dancers with sufficient volume and clarity to be understood.
Partially due to this, the face of square dancing began to change.
.

Narrator: The big boom period for square
dancing hit many areas in the early 1950s
and patterns began getting a bit more
complex.
(Such dances as Riptide, Arizona Double Star,
Venus and Mars, etc. We'll be covering some
of these in coming issues.)

Narrator: And, with the advent of modern
calling came new terms and new patterns.
Just a minute or so of a visually interesting
series of Ocean Wave patterns.

ENDINGS: Finale
There are a number of ways to conclude your
pageant program. Decide on one that fits your
particular script. Here are a few suggestions.
(1) A visual and audibly pleasant singing call.
Go two times through then out.
(2) A parade of review, with all of the dancers
in their costumes marching across the stage
or floor of the arena.
(3) Include all or most of the participants in
the program in a Canon Waltz. (This will be
explained in a coming issue.)
All of this with a narration going over the
top.

Narrator: We are going to take you through
the years to watch the changes. First, as things
were in 1947.

Narrator: And, finally, after traveling through
the more than two hundred years of American
dance history together, noticing how one age
of dance has been built upon the last, we
blend all the dancers in one final salute to
our Bicentennial. We have watched how the
present has emerged out of the past. We can
only imagine that more and more of you will
take your place with us in the circles, squares,
lines and couple dances in the future.

( Such dances as the Texas Star, The Route
and others.)

THE END

Dancers are in squares and are ready to go.
Caller at the head of the hall, is ready to start
calling. (Start music introduction soft.)

NEXT MONTH and in the months to follow there will be more segments

in this Bicentennial series. December will feature the couple dances that go
with 200 years of American history. In addition to the suggestions of different
themes will be reports on Bicentennial pageants as they appear.
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The Dancers

TIME TO TALK TURKEY
TF ITS NOVEMBER, then Thanksgiving is just
laround the corner and what would a
Thanksgiving dance be without Tom Turkey
in evidence—at least some semblance of Mr.
Torn? This month Phyllis Howell's nimble
fingers bring us a tiny Torn made from a walnut to use where and how we wish.
Materials Needed (per bird)

Oaktag or heavy construction paper
Walnut (shelled and reglued)
1-11/2" round wooden disc or piece of bark
1 red pipe cleaner
1 white pipe cleaner
Red, yellow, black marking pens or crayons
Glue

Cut two wings (see illustration) from the
construction paper, decorating the ends of
them with the crayons or marking pens as
desired. Glue one wing to each side of the
walnut.
Next glue the walnut to the wooden disc
or the bark (or whatever you prefer as a base)
with the white pipe cleaner between the walnut and the disc.

Procedure

Cut a 3" piece from the white pipe cleaner.
Starting at the bottom of the walnut, glue this
piece to the walnut up around one end. Leave
11/4" free to anchor the head pieces to.
Cut a 21/4" piece from the red pipe cleaner.
Fold this in half leaving a rounded fold to
form a wattle.

Cut one tail section from the construction
paper (see illustration) and decorate as desired
with pen or crayon. Glue the tail to the back
of the walnut bringing the bottom corners
around the walnut to give it body shape.
Cut two head pieces from the construction
paper (see illustration for shape), coloring the
inner circle red, the second circle black and
the
. balance yellow. Glue these two head
pieces together, inserting the remaining end
of the white pipe cleaner around the back
of the head to hold it upright.
Glue the folded piece of red pipe cleaner
in front of the head for the wattle.
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75
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They
Remember

An Idea for

PARTY THEMES
a special
E theme for a dance at which time they ask
the caller to program singing calls appropriate
to the theme. Sometimes this works out fairly
simply for the caller; at other times it can
be a problem and he may spend considerable
time trying to find dances which would be
suitable for the evening.
Don Pfister of San Diego, California, submits an idea which, over the years, he has
found to be most acceptable for party themes.
In fact after special dances he frequently has
dancers come up and ask, "How do you find
all those calls to fit a theme?"
Here is his secret which he shares for all
to use. All it takes, he finds, is a decent collection of records, an imagination and the desire
to give the dancers something to coordinate
with their theme. By substituting original
names for current titles, adjusting a few words
within the call itself, he comes up with whatever theme needs to be matched.
For example, at a recent Hawaiian Luau
square dance, these were some of his "original" dances and their source:
EIIREQUENTLY CLUBS WILL PLAN

Orchid a Day from Daisy a Day
Kane from Old Hilo was Okie from Muskogee
Polka from Kailua was Gal from Pennsylvania

THE CALLER'S WIFE
Saugus, California, have a great idea although they do
not claim originality for it. This is a program
book for the caller's wife in which male club
members sign up ahead of time to partner
the lady for a tip and after which the caller's
wife can take it home for souvenir.
Each time a guest caller is invited, his wife
is presented with this booklet at the beginning
of the evening. It is then up to her to accept
as many or as few dances as she wishes. Often
the forgotten member of a team, in this instance she is made to feel important.
Cheers for the Sierra Hillbillies!

TrIHE SIERRA HILLBILLIES of

BICENTENNIAL
REFRESHMENTS
provide your club
rk with a taste of 200 years ago? Here are
three familiar names; in fact they go all the
way back to our childhood, but we'll venture
a guess the recipes are not as well-known. In
fact there's some question about the tastiness
of these particular dishes. Do let us know if
anyone tries them.
SALLY AMBITIOUS to

Hasty Pudding

Old Man from the Pali from Old Man from
the Mountain
Palm Tree came from Pine Tree
Not only callers but knowledgable dancers
might work out such calls for an upcoming
party theme. A little ingenuity could save a
great deal of work.
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Who doesn't remember the song,
Father and I went down to camp
Along with Captain Goodin,
And there we saw the men and boys
As thick as hasty puddin'.
Well, here's a recipe for one style of "hasty"
puddin'.
"Mix one quart of corn meal with three
quarts of milk; add three eggs and a gill of
molasses. Put on to boil at sunrise in order
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75

to eat at three o'clock. The trick is in tying
the bag properly as the meal swells very
much." (Sorry we don't know what type of
bag you must tie nor how many persons this
will serve.)
Pease Porridge

And perhaps you remember,
Pease porridge hot
Pease porridge cold
Pease porridge in my pot
Nine days old.

Here is what pease porridge was all about
back two centuries ago.
"Take a quart of green peas, put them to
a quart of water, a bundle of dried mint and
a little salt. Let them boil until the peas are
tender; then put in some beaten pepper, a
piece of butter as big as a walnut rolled in
flour. Stir it all together and let it boil a few
minutes; then add two quarts of milk. Let it
boil a quarter of an hour; take out the mint
and serve it up." (We're not sure how the
nine days improved it.)
Johnny Cake

Perhaps this is one item that is still in
existence. Anyway, in the olden times Johnny
Cakes appeared to be eaten by all classes of
citizens. They were also called Journey Cakes
as travelers took them along on long trips.
"Scald one pint of milk and add to three
pints of Indian meal and a half pint of flour.
Bake before the fire." Or another version adds
salt, molasses and shortening (no quantities
given) with the batter being worked up into
a stiff dough and then baked.
Traditional Thanksgiving

And looking back two hundred years ago,
we find that the Thanksgiving groaning board
was not complete without pumpkin pie—
much as we would serve today. Only the original recipe we found from that era certainly
took much for granted in that the cooks obviously managed without cookbooks and followed the premise "some of this and a lot
of that." For your holiday enjoyment here is
a traditional pumpkin pie of yesteryear.
"Pare a pumpkin and take the seedy part
of it out; then cut it in slices. Pare and core
a quarter of an hundred of apples and cut
them in slices. Make some good paste with
an egg and lay some all around the brim of
the dish. Lay half of a pound of good, clean
sugar over the bottom of your dish, over that
a layer of apples, then a layer of pumpkin
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75

and again so until the pie is full, observing
to put sugar between every two layers and
all the remaining sugar on top. Bake it half
an hour and before you send it to the table,
cut it open and put in some good, fresh butter."
That Bird

And just so we don't overlook Tom Turkey
in our Thanksgiving celebration this year,
here is what Benjamin Franklin had to say
about the noble bird: "I wish the Bald Eagle
had not been chosen as a representation of
our country; he is a bird of bad moral character, like those among men who live by sharpening and robbing; he is generally poor and
often very lousy . . . The turkey . . . is a much
more original native of America."
And how do we honor him? With carving
knife and fork and hungry appetites!

BADGE OF THE MONTH

\AS
t
TEN\

WILMA DUNLOP
We're always shouting, "Square dancing is not barn dancing anymore," and
yet here, seemingly, this month we're
putting it right back there. Only this
time, we're putting modern-day square
dancing into the barn.
Ten years ago the Barnlofters started
dancing in the loft of a barn in Nashville, Tennessee, and thus the choice for
a club name. Today they've grown into
a large and active club that sponsors at
least one class each year and holds an
Annual Night Owl Dance each New
Year's Eve.
Appropriately the color of their
barn-shaped badge is barn red!
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cctuARE DANC€ DIARy by

a square dancer

Along with the rest of the 20th
Century, square dancers' expertise
comes up with its share of
INGENIOUS CREATIONS

INSTANT
REPLAY
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We invite you to send in
your suggestion for a scene
in the Square Dance Diary.
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ROUNDANCER

National Convention
Choreography Panel

MODULE

REPORT
the 24th National Square Dance Convention met on
Friday, June 24, 1974, during the Convention
in Kansas City. Moderators Frank and Iris Gilbert and Panelists Edna and Gene Arnfield,
Harve and Marge Tetzlaff and Charlie and
Nina Ward have prepared a comprehensive
report on the meeting as a handbook or proposed guide to show some of the important
aspects of good dance technique and choreography. For those who were unable to attend
the panel meeting, we'd like to pass on some
of the information contained therein.
"To compose a round dance is similar to
any other form of artistic endeavor. It is a
creative effort inspired by many different motivations such as the feel of a certain recording
or musical score which makes you want to
express yourself in a dance; the satisfaction
of having your dance enjoyed by many; the
publicity you will receive, etc.
"If you follow certain proven rules you can
expect to produce a quality product. It makes
no difference on what level the dance is written—following the basic rules will receive
better teacher acceptance which is the way
your dance is promoted to the dancers. To
`follow the rules' idea does not mean to use
the basics in one standard way, but to create
new ways to use them, assuring that they are
tied together with other basics in a manner
that provides proper step and body flow.

ryl HE CHOREOGRAPHY PANEL of

Tips to the Composer

"The following items are suggested for use
in composing good, flowing, enjoyable round
dances:
Any step leading across shall be accomplished with the left foot for left turns and
the right foot for right turns.
"Research and study every figure used beSQUARE DANCING, November, '75

fore applying a cue term to assure that it is
correct for the steps described.
"Place each person in the proper position
from the last action before starting the next
basic or figure. Eliminate 'fudging' to get into
position for the next movement. To do this
try out the basic you have selected with all
steps and positions correct, and see if this puts
the couple in the proper position to do the
next basic you have in mind to use.
Use of Gimmicks

"Comments have been made that a 'gimmick' is needed in a dance to make it a hit.
This may or may not be the case; however,
a 'gimmick' does not mean some 'goofed-up
action. It is meant to mean a new, interesting
way of using a figure or basic.
"Follow the standard abbreviation list and
pattern the cue sheet after the standard format.
"Select music that will be readily available
at the time the cues are released if it is to
be a 'pop' label; otherwise use suggestions
from the round dance record company.
"Study music phrasing, which generally repeats in groups of 8, 16, 24, and 32 measures.
Once in a great while a repeat will occur in
12 measures. In some musical arrangements
a coda or other musical extra, consisting of
from one to six measures, is included. In round
dance terminology this is called a 'bridge.'
This must be recognized and steps included
to cover these measures before starting the
next repeat or part of the dance. Great care
should be taken to assure that the dance steps
follow the accents, the quicks, slows and the
general feel of the musical arrangement to
establish a memory pattern from which the
dancers can easily identify and relate the
dance steps to the music. This is somewhat
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like the words that have been written to the
tune. Numerous dances have been written to
include in the routine eight measures of a
certain group of basics with the man on the
inside, with a changeover on measure eight
to place the man on the outside to repeat the
same group of basics.
"All cue descriptions should. show the man's
action first i. e. hitch/scissors (man hitches,
woman does a scissors), except for the
twirl/vine which is established in order for
the woman to be ready to twirl before the
command is actually completed.
"All descriptions of figures and steps should
be directed to the man with the understanding
that the woman will be doing the opposite,
unless definite instructions are given to clarify
her actions or there is a transition involved
wherein the man or woman takes more or less
steps than the partner to place them on identical footwork for the following steps.
"Do not just copy a figure used by some

Adam and Margie Arnot, Las Vegas, Nevada
after arriving in the U.S.
from Great Britain, Adam and Margie
Arnot were introduced to the pleasures of
square dancing. Not long after their graduation in the spring of 1961, they became interested in round dancing.
There was very little round dancing in the
Las Vegas, Nevada, area in those days and
most of it was confined to easy level. During
the summer of 1969 interest increased and the
Arnots were approached to start a basic class
which included three square dance callers and
their partners in addition to 12 other couples.
That was the beginning and Adam and Margie now hold two basic classes a year in addition to teaching three nights each week for
their own club, "Adams Rounders," The club
badge is in the shape of an apple.
C OME FIVE YEARS
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other composer, as it can be wrong and getting into and out of the figure may be a problem, so research before using."
This is just a sampling of the information
contained in the report. It offers some very
good advice to those who are interested in
writing a round dance routine and if the suggestions were followed the round dance activity would certainly benefit. Anyone seeking
help is invited to write to the moderators who
have offered to aid in finding answers to questions regarding choreography. Send them to
Frank and Iris Gilbert, 14331-113th Avenue
North, Largo, Florida 33540.
The syllabus also includes a Cue Sheet Format and an Abbreviation List, both of which
were adopted as a proposed standard. Both
are to be used and tested for one year, after
which the 1976 Choreography Panel will review any comments and suggestions received
during the year and establish and approve the
final format and list.

The Arnots have taught and conducted
rounds at several festivals in Nevada and Arizona, including the Lake Havasu London
Bridge Festival. During the last week in August they were on the staff at Fun Valley,
Colorado.
Adam is president of the Las Vegas Square
and Round Dance Callers Association. They
also try to attend as many seminars as they
can and like to keep up with the new techniques. Their greatest satisfaction comes when
they see the dancers they have taught and
developed from their beginners' classes out on
the dance floor enjoying themselves.
Margie retired from her job in the Purchasing Department of the Stardust Hotel a few
months ago and in her spare time likes to play
tennis, sew and knit. Adam finds dancing a
complete change from his job as Stock Control Superintendent for the Nevada Test Site
where he has worked for fifteen years.
The Arnots have one married son who is
in the Marines, at present stationed in Okinawa. They are proud owners of a new travel
trailer and are looking forward to making new
friends during their travels in the "dancing
world" and hope to enjoy the pleasures of
square and round dancing and meeting new
friends for many years to come.
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75

Callers Textbook

• Chapter thirty-seven
Standardization: How and Why it Works
By John Strong, Salinas, California

(continued)

This chapter of the Callers Textbook began last month with a discussion
on why standardization is important. First, dancers are able to travel to any
area in the world and be assured that the basics will, for the most part, be
done as they are in their own local clubs. Secondly, it is an aid to callers
who must rely on dancers executing each call in a certain manner and with
a specific number of steps in order to build his calls comfortably. The chapter
continues with some thoughts on standardization insofar as new movements
are concerned.

Standardization is NOT regimentation! The freedom of the dancers, their
natural exuberance, whatever it might be that allows the dancer to express
his enthusiasm for square dancing is not jeopardized by standardization and
good styling. The dancer should realize that seven other people depend upon
him being in the proper place at the correct time. Other than in precision
exhibitions where "every little finger has to be in the right spot," modern
square dancing should in no way inhibit the dancer's fun. Only when this
fun is wrongly directed does freedom of movement become a problem.
The caller has the opportunity and the responsibility to explain to his
dancers that the great pleasure of the activity comes not so much in individual
interpretation as it does in the satisfaction of finding all eight dancers working
simultaneously together, blending from one traffic pattern to another.

Use Discretion in Adding New Movements
What about the new calls that are not among the 75 foundation basics?
Use them with care. Recently as many as 300 new "inventions" have been
poured into the square dance market place during a single year. Many callers
have access to these new calls and for that reason a caller needs to ask himself
certain questions. "Has this call been standardized?" Sometimes in the past
a new movement has come out with more than one call. A good example
was "snaperoo" and "star thru." The movements were identical. The calls
were not the same. For a time some callers were using a "snaperoo" while
others were using "star thru." The result: great confusion for the dancers.
If you're looking for a measuring stick, check the new movement against
this definition of a basic: "A basic is a necessary movement with a short,
clear call that cannot otherwise be given descriptively in the time needed.
The call should not be confused with the sound of other calls. The movement
itself should not be one that could be called just as well with existing basics.
The movement should be smooth-flowing (not erratic or awkward) and should
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75
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lend itself to rapid teaching. Last, to be considered a basic, a movement
must prove its ability to withstand the test of time through continued usage."

Has the New Movement Been Checked?
A clearinghouse of calls has been created by CALLERLAB—The International Association of Square Dance Callers. New movements are continually
screened by qualified members of a Quarterly Movements Committee and
those that meet the necessary requirements are passed along to callers everywhere. This is a distinct advantage to the caller who doesn't have the time
or perhaps the tools to research every new movement in order to determine
if it is well constructed, is a necessary movement, if it's name can be clearly
distinguished from other calls and if it appears to be suited to the specific
movement. This system has made it possible for callers to introduce the same
movements at the same time to square dancers everywhere.
Good judgment plays such a large part in the role of any caller. It's important for him to start the dancers out correctly so that they understand not
only how to do the basics in a standardized way, but that they also understand
why this standardized way is important. It's not difficult to describe what
would happen if there still existed half a dozen ways to do some of the primary
basics. Frequently we encounter unusual ways of doing an allemande left,
a grand right and left, a do sa do, circle to a line, ladies grand chain, etc.
WHAT IS YET TO BE DONE? Part of what must be understood is just what
there is to standardize. Immediately most of us think of "the meaning of
each basic figure," and "dance styling of each basic." It is, indeed, in that
area, but ever so much more. For instance: What does Dance Level mean?
Beginner, Intermediate, Advanced? Plateau A, B, C? We've started on this,
but there is much more to be done and accepted. Traveling callers and dancers
could certainly benefit from this subject. How about Note Service terms and/or
abbreviations? How about a designation for Rounds and their level and use?
Maybe even a Calendar to avoid conflict with major dance events, one you
could check before you schedule your event. And who knows what else. There
is so much we can do to improve your recreation without sacrificing but a
minimum of personal freedom that I feel we should get started on standardization as quickly as possible John Strong.
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If these "substitute" movements are good enough then they, too, could in
time become "standardized" and have their own calls, different of course
from those calls already accepted into the activity. A dancer should understand the dependence a caller has upon the basics being done in a specific
way in order for him to build a satisfying dance.

Non-Standard Dancing by Experienced Dancers
What a caller does with a group of experienced dancers who are not adhering to accepted rules of standardization often reflects upon his ability and
maturity as a caller. Scolding or berating the dancers over the microphone
when they have come to the dance to enjoy themselves is not the answer.
If the problem is a case of rough dancing, with yanking and extra twirls
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the caller may, at just the right time, be able to explain in a gentle manner
that his main concern is for the safety and pleasure of the dancers. Perhaps
in the caller's experience someone has been hurt, one of the dancers or someone who was an innocent bystander. Explaining this to the dancers might
help. Complimenting the dancers on the things they are doing correctly is
a good lead-in to explaining some of the things that they are doing poorly.
A number of years ago CALLERLAB recognized and endorsed SIOASDS'
Caller/Teacher Manuals as accurately documenting the accepted standardTHE TWO CALLER/ TEACHER MANUALS for teaching basics 1 through
75 are in use throughout the square dance world. Recently these two manuals
were endorsed by CALLERLAB and have been used as a "point of reference"
by callers and teachers everywhere. Here are the two endorsements.
CALLERLAB—The International Association of Square Dance Callers, endorses and recommends the Caller/Teacher Manual for the Basic Program
of American Square Dancing (published by The Sets in Order American Square
Dance Society) as an accurate description of the terms which form the foundation of American Square Dancing.
CALLERLAB—The International Association of Square Dance Callers, endorses and recommends the Caller/ Teacher Manual for the Extended Basics
Program of American Square Dancing (published by The Sets in Order American Square Dance Society) as an accurate description of terms commonly
used in contemporary square dance programs.
ization and style of dancing. As a result, callers can say, "This is the method
and the style that is being accepted by callers all around the world. When
you dance this way you can dance with confidence anywhere you go." The
very fact that such a recognized system exists should prove to be a great
reassurance in years to come.
Actually, the emphasis on standardization should never stop. Callers who
have workshop programs for their clubs may find that instead of simply concentrating on more material and what we dance they can spend more time
going back over the basics in order to polish the dancing and to emphasize
how we dance. This will mean keeping track of "trouble spots" that occur
during the course of a dance. Often the caller may discover that dancers
are doing a movement incorrectly or awkwardly only because they were never
taught to do it correctly in the first place. A little time taken during a workshop to "check out" standardized styling of the 75 basics can pay big dividends
in better club dancing later on.
Standardization then has to do with the terms or language of square dancing, making sure that what we call sounds familiar to dancers wherever they
may be. It has to do with interpretation or the way each basic is executed.
Good standardization does not stifle the full enjoyment of the activity but
it does serve to protect it. Through standardization we can hope to retain
more dancers, have healthier clubs and a greater longevity for all who take
part in the activity.
SQUARE DANCING, November, 75
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The Night I Was Upstaged
by Chasen's Chili
Being the recollections of a country boy
calling a one-night stand for Lucille Ball
By Ken and Sharon Kernen

arrived, I found myself
thinking, "Good grief, Ken, how did you
get yourself into this mess? I suppose you
could fall in the pool and drown but it might
dampen the festivities." Determined to make
it a night to remember my wife, Sharon, and
I arrived with my meager list of tunes, keys
and tempos that I hoped this square dance
band, unfamiliar to me, could play.
At last our big chance came and we were
introduced to the famous Lucy, complete
with red hair and a broken toe. She quickly
sized me up and said, "You're too darned
young to be a square dance caller!" With my
confidence slightly shaken, I told her I had
been calling for thirteen years and would
guarantee her a good time! (I kept wondering
why I hadn't had the foresight to dye my hair
gray.)
Lucy had artfully set the stage for a real
square dance extravaganza. In the center of
the backyard, a beautiful, hardwood, interlocking floor had been installed and large
white lanterns had been strung from the trees.
There was a special stage constructed at one
end for the band and myself and the backdrop
for all of this was a lovely pool (the one I
had earlier considered using as the tool of my
demise). All of this, coupled with a five-piece
band such as they surely have in square dance
callers' heaven, set me to feeling about three
feet nff nf the ground.
Soon the guests began to arrive. Smiling
faces kept going by that were so familiar but
all I could remember was, "Oh yeah, he is
the baldheaded guy that used to play in the
old Dick Van Dyke Show." Later on as my
numb faculties became a little more astute,
I was able to put names with such faces as
Polly Bergen, Ava and Zsa Zsa Gabor, Ross
Martin, Bernadette Peters, Goldie Hawn,
Sally Struthers, Allan Ludden and Betty
White. All just a bit overwhelming for a plain
old (excuse me, "young") country boy like me.
S THE GREAT NIGHT

Having been forewarned that we might be
requested to fill in a little time, we had come
prepared to do a round dance exhibition. Delighted at the chance to kick up our heels,
we walked onto the floor. The music started
and we danced into our routine with more
than the ordinary amount of good posture and
energy. (Guess the thought lurked in the back
of our minds that just maybe we could give
Fred Astaire a little competition.)
As we finished and looked around our only
audience was a few trees, bushes and a couple
of crickets—everyone had completely disappeared. With egos slightly wounded, we wondered if we were really that bad. Red Dog
Weber, a member of the band, walked over
and said, "You kids were really great; it was
too doggone bad you were upstaged by Chasen's chili." Chasen's, world famous as one of
the most exclusive Beverly Hills restaurants
and particularly noted for their fine chili, had
begun to serve just as we had started our routine. So it seems no one really saw our great
debut and Fred Astaire remains unrivaled. To
be honest, after tasting the extraordinary
chili, we didn't feel at all bad about taking
second billing.
After eating, the crowd began again to
gather and it soon became evident that it was
time to square dance. I stepped up to the
mike; the band rollicked into a good, solid,
oldtime hoedown and we were off. They really
got into the swing of it and I just fell in step
with the exuberance of the group. Much to
my delight, they were a fun-loving, responsive
group of people. After about every third song
performed by the band Lucie, Jr. would say,
"C'mon, let's square dance," and away we'd
go again. (Great taste that kid.)
Nothing more accurately proves that all of
these great people are just very human like
all the rest of us in that they discovered something that has been giving millions of us joy
and pleasure for many years, Square Dancing!
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INDIES on THE SQUARE
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS

F

square
dance patterns are not so plentiful. May
I reemphasize—when you find a pattern, do
not hesitate too long before you buy it. It may
not be shown in the next issue of the pattern
book.
As this is written (mid-August), three of the
major pattern companies each show one
square dance dress pattern. Simplicity # 6452
features two lengths of gathered skirt with
ruffled tier, a scoop neck and puff sleeves.
McCall's #2786 is shown in two lengths with
two necklines, two sleeve styles, a princessline bodice and a wide, laced belt. Butterick
# 5959 is a reissue of its original square dance
pattern and shows two skirt lengths gathered
at the waist with ruffled-on tier at bottom
of skirt, two styles of necklines, three styles
of sleeves and a bonnet.
Be Original

However, because only three "true" square
dance patterns are offered, do not feel inhibited in your designing. Basically all you need
are patterns for a bodice, a regular and a puff
sleeve, and a gore for your skirt, all of which
have been adjusted to fit you well. Put your
altered, well-fitted pattern onto pellon. A
tiered skirt requires no pattern.
You can even start out with a "basic pattern" as shown in your favorite pattern
maker's book. Then throw caution to the
winds and have fun designing with your pattern!
Along with many of you, I used to think
that a pattern was "sacred." The pattern company had made it and that was the way it
had to be. Then I got venturesome (first with
street dresses before we started to dance) and
I would interchange collars, sleeves, skirts,
etc. The next step was altering the patterns
themselves, slashing and spreading, and lapping. No, I didn't cut the original. I would
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75
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trace it onto tissue paper first. Remember,
with Scotch tape or glue, anything you alter
can be put back into its original shape.
In the interim I have purchased a couple
of pattern design and drafting books to guide
me. Check your library, local department and
book stores, as well as any local college book
store. Many books are available now.
You may already be aware that dress patterns are drafted from what are called
"slopers" which come in the various dress
sizes and are basically the same as the "basic
patterns" mentioned before. Using these
slopers, the pattern draftsmen at the companies design the many patterns that appear on
the market.
Altering A Sleeve

Using a regular sleeve pattern as a guide,
shall we see what might be possible for each
of us?
Fig. 1

Figure 1: Copy your pattern onto tissue
paper. Draw parallel lines as shown. Cut or
"slash" from the top of the pattern down to
but not through the bottom seam line.
Fig. 2
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Figure 2: Spread the pattern apart on the
slash lines. Place extra paper under the sleeve
and glue it into place. Add paper to the top
of the sleeve (see dotted line) for more puff.
This sleeve now has a puffed top and fitted
bottom.
Fig. 3

Glue pieces to tissue underpaper.

Figure 3: For a bell sleeve or one gathered
into a cuff, simply reverse the direction of
the slash, cutting from bottom to top and
spreading the bottom. The cap will flatten out.
Add to the bottom edge with a curved line.
Figure 4: For a regular, full puff draw two
parallel lines across sleeve pattern, 2" from
the bottom edge of pattern and 2"-3" apart.
On a piece of tissue paper, draw these same
two parallel lines. Cut the sleeve apart and
spread evenly, using the guidelines to keep
the pattern straight and even. Add to cap and
bottom of sleeve (see dotted lines) to give
desired am
puffand-fullness.

Work with a friend so that you can help
each other with the fitting, etc. If you are
making a big departure from the original and
have a doubt in your mind as to how it will
turn out, make it up in an old sheet, piece
of muslin, etc. Watch you local stores for a
sale on muslin or other fabric and buy several
yards to have on hand.

Ideas
Also check the evening and bridal dress sections of the pattern books for sleeve, neck and
bodice ideas. Many of these will have designs
which you may be able to adapt for square
dancing. Always keep in mind, however, that
you are planning a dress for square dancing.
Let's keep our square dance attire identifiable
as such and not just wear "anything"—no
matter how attractive to dance in.

PASS TO THE CENTER
an Analysis by the Author
By Jack Murtha, Yuba City, California

T

has been
available to callers since it was first published by Will Orlich in 1966. With the revision
of the standard basic list in 1972, it was added
to the extended basic list.
The tentative revision of the call list by
CALLERLAB in 1975 again includes this call
after searching discussion both by the basics
committee and the general assembly.
Perhaps it would be useful to callers in general to note the assets and limitations of pass
to the center as a member of the Mainstream
Basics Program. The call naturally evolved as
we increased the use of ocean wave figures
38

HE CALL, PASS TO THE CENTER,

and used the popular dive thru. This caller
is not as tall as a modern basketball center,
but even at six feet found the task of "diving
thru" a challenge when the arching couple
averaged five feet one. Of course, the inability
to use dive thru when in an ocean wave also
intrigued the caller who likes to choreograph
a good deal of his own material.
Pass to the center was designed to provide
a dive thru equivalent or replacement for use
in right or left shoulder passing situations. It
is most clearly seen by dancers when used
with a preceding movement that is easily
blended to a pass thru action, such as:
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75

One and three square thru, right and left thru
Swing thru, boys run
Wheel and deal, pass to the center
Square thru three quarters, left allemande

Jack Murtha has been active in square dancing for many years and is a leader in the
Northern California area. This article will
prove helpful to interested square dance
choreographers.

One and three square thru, slide thru
Right and left thru, flutter wheel
Sweep a quarter, pass to the center
Star thru, cross trail, left allemande

Head gents and the corners go forward and back
With the opposite box the gnat
Right and left thru the other way back
All eight circle left
Four boys square thru
Circle half with the girls
Pass to the center
Boys square thru three quarters
Left allemande

It is less easily seen by dancers from an
ocean wave, either right or left, although as
in trade by this is only a matter of a few
practice trials until the couple facing out
clearly recognizes the partner trade action
needed.
It is least easily seen at first when used after
a right and left thru or two ladies chain movement done with the outside couples. Years of
conditioning to the "Chicken Plucker" (right
and left thru, dive thru, pass thru, etc.) contributes to this problem, since dancers do
learn early how to adjust their body positions
for the next call, and the adjustments for pass
to the center and dive thru following a right
and left thru are quite different for the man.
Pass to the center is most useful in patterns
where a natural pass thru (or step thru) possibility has been set up to be followed by a
two-couple movement in the center of the set.
One and three star thru, pass thru
Circle halfway round
Pass to the center, curlique
Left allemande

One and three flutter wheel
Half square thru, swing thru
Boys run, half tag trade and roll
Pass to the center, swing thru
Turn thru, left allemande

There are some situations in which pass to
the center may be used, but dive thru is not
a legitimate call.
One and three square thru
Do sa do to an ocean wave
Pass to the center
Square thru three quarters
See saw the outside two
To a left hand ocean wave
Pass to the center
Left square thru three quarters
Box the gnat, change hands
Swat the flea, change hands twice
Left allemande

SQUARE DANCING, November, '75

There are a few places where I never use
pass to the center. I personally prefer dive
thru before a zoom or substitute. It is my
belief that the zero sequence of dive thru, pass
thru, dive thru, pass thru is more interesting
than pass to the center, pass thru, pass to the
center, pass thru.
The five syllable name is a stumbling block
to some callers and probably one reason the
call hasn't been used more in singing calls.
However, it can be nicely used that way also.
MARIA (Figure) Hi-Hat 417
Heads do sa do then square thru
Four hands round you go
Do sa do and then slide thru
Now do a right and left thru
You flutter wheel and then sweep a quarter more
Pass to the center (say "pass" on the upbeat)
Square thru three hands, swing the corner lady
Left allemande, promenade, etc.
ME AND BOBBY McGEE (Figure) Jay-Bar-Kay 126
Heads go up and back, pass thru
U turn back, star thru, veer left
Wheel and deal
Pass to the center, pass thru
Square thru outside two
Three quarters round
Then trade by, swing corner lady
Go left allemande, come back, do sa do
Promenade, etc.

These are some particularly comfortable
calls to use preceding pass to the center:
Half tag trade and roll
Sweep a quarter
Circle half
Spin chain thru
Wheel and deal
Double swing thru
Double spin the top
Dixie style to an ocean wave

(Please turn to page 87)
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has been added to the
25th National Square Dance Convention for 1976 in Anaheim, California. It is the
Bilingual Information Center under the Social
and Special Events Committee and the directors are Noah and Cora Kang.
After reading about the Japanese dancers
who attended the Convention in San Antonio,
Noah felt that since there will be so many
dancers coming from foreign countries there
should be a group in Anaheim who would be
familiar with those countries, in language and
customs, to greet these dancers and make it
doubly enjoyable for them.
The Fangs now have dancers who speak
French, Dutch, Spanish, and two who speak
Japanese and hope to add other bilingual
dancers to serve on their committee.
What To Do and See
By now you surely have made two minor
decisions—how to get to Anaheim and where
to stay. Next you must make the major decisions of when to dance and when to sightsee.
And just as important, where to go, as there
are literally hundreds of sights to see and
things to do.
A must for first time visitors to California
is Disneyland, which is located just across the
street from the Anaheim Convention Center,
site of the 25th National Square Dance Convention. Most dancers will get an opportunity
to see Disneyland at night during the Midnight to Dawn afterparty to be held there on
Saturday night, June 26.
Most scheduled tours will begin on Tuesday
before the Convention, June 22. Four daytime
tours are scheduled daily in and around the
Southern California area. One you won't want
to miss is the popular tour through the largest
film production studio in the world, Universal
Studios. On the tram tour you will see "behind
the scenes" views of buildings and backdrops

it
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used in some of your favorite films and television shows.
The Queen Mary tour is also well worth
a visit. You will be able to see the bridge,
engine room, staterooms, promenade deck
shops and Jacques Cousteau's Living Sea.
A tour of NBC Studios and famous Farmer's
Market also includes a visit to the Sunset Strip
and Grauman's Theater (where the stars' footprints are) on the way to the San Fernando
Valley and "Beautiful Downtown Burbank."
At the NBC Studios you will be taken on a
tour of this facility where so many of your
favorite TV shows are filmed.
Knott's Berry Farm, Movieland Wax Museum, a Shop and Show day to the coastal cities
and a tour to Tijuana, Mexico, are among the
many sights to see. And then there's Lion
Country Safari, Sea World on Mission Bay in
San Diego and beautiful Capistrano Mission
in San Juan Capistrano.
Project—South of the Border
Not all of the tours are over by Sunday
the biggest and best is always left for last.
Sunday afternoon and evening is a great time
to spend a fully escorted evening amid the
sights and sounds of Tijuana, Mexico. After
crossing the border the headquarters for the
evening will be the Fronton Palacio, home
of the fast paced Jai Alai games. Dinner will
be served at El Fuente Restaurant and a full
evening of shopping in the colorful shops is
also included in this outstanding conclusion
to a week of Convention and sightseeing activities in Anaheim and around Southern California.
Don't delay! Get your registration in today.
You'll find a handy pre-registration form in
the center section of the October issue of
SQUARE DANCING. Fill it out and send it
in to the Advance Registration Director, P.O.
Box 1141, Merced, California 95340.
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75
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Those with items of special interest
should send them to NEWS EDITOR,
SQUARE DANCING, 462 No. Robertson
Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif. 90048.
Letters will be read and appreciated
although time may not allow the personal acknowledgment of each one.

Connecticut
Connecticut NEATS (New England Association of Teen Square Dancers) will hold their
2nd New England Teen Festival on Sunday,
November 9th. The group will be dancing to
many of New England's favorite callers at the
Community Center in Bloomfield. For information contact Felicia Noga, 262 Kennedy
Road, Windsor, Connecticut 06095.
Panama Canal Zone
Caller and spouse Dennis and Pat Gagne
recently graduated their very first square
dance class, the Sunday Swingers, so it really
was a beginners' class in every sense of the

The joy of
accomplishment is
reflected on the
happy faces of
members of the first
square dance class
in the Panama Canal
Zone.

word. Two squares completed the lessons and
since graduation Dennis has continued teaching the group, adding Plus 10 and Mainstream
movements to their dancing repertoire. He is
also conducting another class of beginners.
New Zealand
Although it may seem a little early, the folks
in New Zealand would like all their friends
in square dancing to know about their Big
10th Convention which will be held June 4th
to 7th, 1976, in Tauranga over Queens Birthday weekend. A warm invitation is extended
to any overseas dancers who can make the
trip to join the dancers from "down under"
at the first convention ever to be held away
from the main centers of population. This will
be the first time the convention has been held
in June and the first time the Callers' Association will be presenting the program. Tauranga
is situated on the warm east coast, 120 miles
from Auckland. It has a wonderful climate
and regular air and other transportation. On
June 26th an organized square dance tour will
leave New Zealand for the U.S.A. Jack and
Sadie Hilton, caller for the host club of New
Zealand's 10th Convention, the Orange City
Squares, will be among those making the trip
to the U.S. Now is the time for any overseas
tour leaders to plan a tour to New Zealand
and include the 10th Convention in the
itinerary.
Alaska
The square dancing Calladines, Harry and
Verna from California, have just returned
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from one of their sightseeing and dancing junkets—this time to Alaska. They report that
they were warmly welcomed by the members
of the Big Dipper Club in Juneau, who had
arranged for them to dance on Mendenhall
Glacier and earn their Glacier Worm Badge.
In Whitehorse they danced with the Sourdough Stompers with their caller Don Sumanik and added another badge to their collection
(for dancing in Yukon Terrirory). Then they
journeyed to Fairbanks and were made welcome by members of the Polar Promenaders
and Santa's Swingers. These groups had arranged for the Calladines to dance at the
North Pole (Alaska, that is). These clubs dance
the farthest North of any club on the North
American Continent. In Anchorage the host
clubs were the Hoedowners and Northern
Lights at Elmendorf Air Force Base.

Clubs' Festival October 31 and November 1
at Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge in Springfield. Jerry Schatzer and Leonard and Norma
Parks were listed as caller and round dance
leaders. Sorry the information arrived too late
for our September and October editions, but
we wanted the folks to know that we weren't
overlooking their correspondence. It just
didn't arrive in time. Hopefully, other correspondents will take note and remember that
our deadline for copy is two months (60 days)
prior to date of issue.
Georgia

Columbus now has a club to call its own.
The formation of a class by several area
dancers and local caller, Jim Isom, led to the
newest club on the scene, the Fountain City
Squares. Officers John Feek, Elvin Amon, Lee
Newman and Jan Newsome are forging ahead
with the club activities. They have already
had club participation in the local Salibury
Fair, held a barbeque and have started a new
class to promote square dancing and increase
membership.
New Mexico

Shuffles and Ruffles Pecan Harvest Hoedown will be held November 29th at the
Woman's Club in Carlsbad. Dick Parrish and
Rex Coats are the scheduled callers.
Tennessee

In keeping with the Bicentennial theme of
the nation, Anchorage has designed its own
emblem for the period of celebration. Red,
white and blue in color, it features an outline
of Alaska in the center of a huge number 76.
Local square dancers have taken the emblem
and added a dancing couple in the lower left
corner to show the involvement the activity
will play in the big celebration.
Missouri

We recently received two news items from
the State of Missouri—unfortunately both arrived too late to include them in the proper
issue of SQUARE DANCING. The first item
concerned the 2nd Annual Bootheel Festival
at the Holiday Inn in Poplar Bluff on September 26th and 27th, Cal Golden was scheduled to call. Item Two announced the Missouri Federation of Square and Round Dance
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T.J. Talley has recently been appointed
Recreation Director of Spring Creek Dude
Ranch at Hickory Valley, which is located
just an hour from Memphis. Square dancing
is a major activity at the Opry Barn at the
Ranch, along with western shows, bluegrass
festivals, etc. The Dude Ranch offers many
things from camping, fishing, horse trail
rides to a petting zoo and the raising of exotic
animals. A square dancing and camping
jamboree was held in October and many special events were planned, including a hay ride
and weiner roast.
New Jersey

A one-day "Mini-Festival" will be sponsored by Northern New Jersey Square
Dancers' Association on November 29 at
Caldwell College in Caldwell. Manny Amor,
Glenn Cooke, Kerry Stutzman and Don Williamson will call for square dancing. Rounds
will be cued by Bob and. Jean Kellogg and
Doc and Peg Tirrell. Dancing will be from
1 to 5 pm and 7 to 11 pm, with a roast beef
dinner to be served from 5 to 7 pm. Contact
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75

Frank and Lorraine Mooney, 44 Sagaiiiore
Trail, Sparta, New Jersey 07871 for details.
Virginia

John Marshall Hotel in Richmond will be
the locale for the 20th Richmond Square and
Round Dance Festival November 7th and 8th.
Indiana

An exciting dance weekend will be held
November 7 to 9 on beautiful Lake James in
Pokagon State Park in Angola. Max Forsyth
and Bill Peterson will call the tips and Frank
and Phyl Lehnert will be in charge of round
dancing. Trailerites are welcome!
Nevada

The Junior Swingers of Las Vegas recently
hosted Art Shepherd's tour group from New
Zealand. Art brought forty dancers with him
to mix with the local dancers. Everyone had
a good time, dancing to both New Zealand
and Las Vegas callers.
Mississippi

The Northwest Council of the Mississippi
Square Dance Association will hold a Council
Dance on November 29th at the National
Guard Armory (Ft. Nicholson), Greenville.
Allan Stewart will call.
Illinois

Lincoln Mall in Matteson is one of the largest and most beautiful shopping centers in the
area. The Mall was donated for a Benefit
Dance for Exceptionals in August. Different
wings of the Mall were set aside for round
dancing, youth dancing and various levels of
square dancing. It is hoped that dances of this
sort will be held in other areas of the country.
next August.
Pennsylvania

Perry Squares of Erie are holding their 9th
Annual Horn of Plenty Dance on November
8th at Fort Le Boeuf High School in Waterford. Cal Golden, Dewey Berry and Hal
Greenlee will be on hand to call for the square
dancing while George and Eileen Eberhart
will conduct the rounds.
Florida

Hot off the news wire comes the information that Gordon Blaum will call the tips for
thirty squares of dancers during half time in
the Orange Bowl in Miami. The date is December 1st and the nationally televised football game will be between the New England
Patriots and the Miami Dolphins.
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75

Congressman Benjamin A. Gilman (center, facing the camera)
circles to the left with graduates of the square dance class
in Vestal, New York.

New York

Shirts and Skirts of Vestal will be celebrating their 20th Anniversary this month. The
club name came from a call by the late Ed
Gilmore, "The same old shirt and a brand new
skirt go into the middle and scratch the dirt."
The group will hold their Anniversary Dance
November 14th at Clayton Avenue School in
Vestal.
They all came dressed for the graduation
ball. All that is, except one—Rep. Benjamin
A. Gilman of Middletown, who wore a black
suit, white shirt and red tie. But he made up
for it by square dancing with the best. The
occasion was the graduation of students from
Orange County Community College's course
in square dancing at Montgomery Elementary
School. Rep. Gilman was there to let the
Orange Squares know that he would support
the House resolution H.J. RES. 114 which
would make square dancing the country's national folk dance. "I think it's a great idea.
Square dancing deserves recognition, especially for our Bicentennial celebration," Gilman told the graduates. Then he took off his
coat and joined in the dancing. "He did it
pretty well," commented caller Don Hanhurst.
Is your city, town or state represented here?
We'd like to include as many areas as possible,
so let us know what is happening in your
locale. Remember, the deadline for news is 2
months (60 days) prior to date of issue. November 1st is the deadline for the January,
1976 issue.
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This Fabulous
Collection
of more than 1100
patter calls
breaks
drills
singing calls
rounds
quadrilles
contras
mixers
All the dances that appeared
in the 1974 and 1975 Workshop
sections of SQUARE DANCING
(Sets in Order) Magazine.

for the special pre-publication
price of only $350
REGULAR
PRICE

Ever since Sets in Order (SQUARE DANCING magazine) started the
Workshop section back in the mid-1950s, these Yearbooks have kept
pace with the changing times of this activity. Callers, teachers, and
dancers alike have collected these volumes for a number of different
reasons. For those actively calling, the Yearbook is an immediate
reference to some of the best dance material ever written. For others,
it's a "memory trip" of some of the "fun" times of recent years.
Whatever your reason may be, don't miss this opportunity to
get your copy.
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For slightly more than you would pay for an evening
of dancing you can take advantage of the pre-publication price and have a copy of the 1976 Yearbook sent
to your home for only $3.50. The regular price of $5.00
for non-members goes into effect January 1st. We've
made it easy for you to get your copy. Just turn to
page 13 of this issue—fill out the special order form
and send it in today.
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SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING
November, 1975

O

this month is one of
the many who are the mainstays of the
activity—the club caller. We'll be visiting the
Chicago, Illinois, area and plan to drop in on
one of Marvin Labahn's groups to participate
in the dancing. Marvin's material is, for the
most part, club and mainstream. It includes
the 75 basic movements plus mainstream and
CALLERLAB figures. Remember, these are
"favorite" calls and not necessarily original
with Marvin.
UR FEATURE CALLER

Head ladies chain across
Heads star thru
Pass thru
Circle up four
Heads break to a line of four
Curlique
Circulate one time
Boys run
Make an ocean wave
Swing thru
Boys run
Couples circulate
Wheel and deal
Dive thru
Substitute
Zoom
Pass thru
Left allemande
Heads curlique
Walk and dodge
Right and left thru
Curlique
Walk and dodge
Partner trade
Right and left thru
Pass thru
Bend the line
Pass thru
Bend the line
Curlique
Triple scoot
Circulate one time
Boys run around the girl
Trade by
Centers only partner trade
Pass thru
Left allemande
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(63)
Heads square thru three quarters
Separate go round one
Make a line of four
Star thru
Double pass thru
Partner trade
Center four star thru
Pass thru
Separate go round one
Make a line of four
Star thru
Double pass thru
Partner trade
Center four square thru three quarters
Left allemande
Heads to the middle and back
Heads curlique
Scoot and dodge
(Men turn thru
Girls slide over)
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
Promenade
Heads slide thru
Square thru three quarters
Make an ocean wave
Split circulate
Split circulate
Girls do a U turn back
Bend the line
Star thru
Slide thru
Flutter wheel
Sweep a quarter more
Left allemande
Heads curlique
Boys run around the girl
Make an ocean wave
Girls trade
Girls run around the boy
Tag the line
Face right
Wheel and deal
Star thru
Pass thru
Bend the line
Slide thru
Left allemande
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(68)
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from October to June and averages 50 onenight stands each year. His interest in journalism has led to the publication of several articles in SQUARE DANCING magazine,
American Square Dance, and the local area
publications, Around the Corner and Squares
Round the Midwest. Throughout the years he
has kept square dancing before the public with
many news releases to the local newspapers.
Since his retirement from General Motors, he
has become active in a new field—calling
square dances during the afternoon hours at
grammar schools, high schools and colleges
under the auspices of the student council activities program of the hiring schools. Marvin
is not only a caller, he is also a great promoter
of square dancing!

Heads right and left thru
Star thru
Pass thru
Swing thru
Girls trade
Boys trade
Swing thru
Boys trade
Girls trade
Right and left thru
Center four split the outside two
Go round one to a line of four
Pass thru
Join hands arch in the middle
Ends turn in
Center four pass thru
Split the outside two
Go round one to a line of four
Pass thru
Ends fold in front of the centers
Pass thru
Trade by
Left allemande

MARVIN
LABAHN

One and three right and left thru
One and three star thru
One and three square thru three quarters
Swing thru
Girls fold behind the men
Peel the top
Right and left thru
Swing thru
Girls fold behind the men
Peel the top
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Pass thru
Left allemande

(62)

After about two years of square dancing,
Marvin Labahn began the process of learning
to call under the tutelage of Art Butler in 1954.
During the next year his calling was limited
to appearances as guest caller for one tip at
the various clubs he and his wife, Lillian, attended. During this period he also became acquainted with a young caller, Walt Niezabitowski, who offered Marvin help and advice
and later became his son-in-law. Marvin was
accepted into membership in the Chicago Area
Callers Association in 1956 and has been active in that organization for the past nineteen
years. Currently he calls for two clubs which
are open dances, two closed clubs, and leads
a workshop group that meets once a week in
his basement. He also teaches the 75 basics
program of square dancing one night a week
48

Promenade don't slow down
One and three wheel around
Pass thru
Wheel and deal
Centers swing thru
Turn thru
Left allemande
Heads curlique
Boys run
Make an ocean wave
Swing thru
Spin chain thru
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Two ladies chain
Pass thru
Left allemande
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Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru
Girls fold behind the boys
Peel and trade
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Pass thru
Make an ocean wave
Swing thru
Girls fold behind the boys
Peel and trade
Right and left thru
Dive thru
Centers do a right and left thru
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande
Four ladies chain three quarters
One and three right and left thru
One and three square thru four hands
Do sa do to an ocean wave
Recycle
Dive thru
Centers make an ocean wave
Recycle
Star thru
Cross trail thru
Left allemande
DANCING THE BASICS
Jeanne Moody's material this month features position dancing for newer dancers. It is hoped that
this basic drill material will prove helpful to teachers
and callers who wish to stay within the 75 basic
program. Jeanne, who hails from Salinas, California, is the author of the note service -Tempo."
The numbers in parentheses preceding each dance
indicate the most advanced basic in that particular
pattern.
(67)
Two and four promenade halfway around
Into the middle half square thru
Slide thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru
Swing thru, box the gnat
Right and left thru, dive thru
Star thru, slide thru
Pass thru, left allemande
(65)
One and three lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off three quarters
Pass thru, wheel and deal
(Girls in middle)
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off three quarters
Just the boys square thru three quarters
Swing the partner, promenade
Don't slow down, heads wheel around
Cross trail, left allemande
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(67)
One and three right and left thru
One and three roll a half sashay
Slide thru, all roll half sashay
Slide thru, bend the line
Box the gnat
Just the centers face your own partner
Everybody go right and left grand
(67)
One and three slide thru
Do sa do to a wave, spin the top
Spin the top, pass thru
Right and left thru, dive thru
Slide thru, do sa do to a wave
Spin the top, spin the top
Turn thru, left allemande
(67)
One and three square thru five hands
Cloverleaf, sides square thru four hands
Heads divide and star thru
Pass thru, cloverleaf
Centers slide thru
Square thru five hands, left allemande

SINGING CAW
DOWNTOWN
By Dick Bayer, Fenton, Michigan
Record: FTC # 32011, Flip Instrumental with Dick
Bayer
MIDDLE BREAK
Bow to your partner your corner I sing
Circle left and go downtown
Allemande the corner weave that ole ring
And we will all go downtown
Do sa do your partner men star left around
Home you go do sa do once around partner
Allemande left come home box the gnat
Four ladies promenade once around the set
Come home and you swing with this man
Allemande left promenade home
You're going downtown
Things will be great when you're there
FIGURE:
Heads lead right circle four to a line
Go forward eight and back curlique
Coordinate and when you do
We'll all wheel and deal curlique
Walk and dodge a partner trade
Do the right and left thru now
Flutter wheel across the ring
And roll it once around there
Star thru and then do a do sa do
You'll make a wave recycle and go
Allemande left do sa do your own
Swing with that corner promenade home
You're going downtown
Things will be great when you're there
SEQUENCE: Figure twice. Middle break, Figure
twice.
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ROUND DANCES
QUEEN OF THE PROM — Hi-Hat 940
Choreographers: Lou and Ann Hartley
Comment: A contemporary waltz with big band
sound. The music could be slowed a little.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 DIAGONAL OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart,
Point, —; Together to CLOSED M face LOD,
Touch, —;
PART A
1-4 Fwd Waltz; Fwd, Side, Close end M facing
WALL; Fwd, Side, Hook; Thru, Rock Swd,
Rimerw;
5-8 Thru, Side, Hook; Thru to BANJO M face
LOD, Fwd/Lock, Fwd; Fwd, 1/4 R Turn M face
WALL to CLOSED, Close; Dip Back, —, —;
9-12 Recov Manuv, 2, 3 end M facing RLOD in
BANJO; Back, Back/Lock, Back; Heel pivot,
2, 3 end in SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD; Thru,
1/4 R Turn face WALL in CLOSED, Close;
13-16 Side, Behind, '/2 L Pivot M face COH; Side,
Behind, 1/4 R Pivot M face LOD; (Twirl) Fwd
Waltz end in SEMI-CLOSED; Pickup to
CLOSED. 2, 3 M facing LOD;
PART P
1-4 1/4 L Turn M face WALL, Side/Close, 1/4 L
Turn to BANJO M face RLOD; 1/4 R Turn M
face COH, Side/Close, R Turn M face LOD
& WALL in SIDECAR; Twinkle, 2, 3 end in
BANJO M face DIAGONAL LOD & WALL;
Twinkle, 2, 3 end in CLOSED M face WALL;
5-8 Fwd, Side, Hook; Thru, L Turn to BANJO
M face PLOD. Close; Back, Back, Lift; Back,
L Turn M face WALL in CLOSED, Close;
9-12 Fwd, Side, Hook; Thru to REVERSE SEMICLOSED, R Turn to face LOD in SIDECAR,
Close; Back, Back, Lift; Back, Side, Close end
in CLOSED;
13-16 Fwd Waltz; Manuv, 2, 3 end M face RLOD;
(R) Waltz Turn; (R) Waltz Turn end M facing
LOD;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice. Second time
end in CLOSED M facing WALL plus Ending.
Ending:
1-3 Corte, Twist, —; Recov, 2, 3; Apart, Point,
BACK TALK — Hi-Hat 940
Choreographers: Bill and Marie Brown
Comment: Easy two-step with few different type
of steps to lively music.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN-FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, —, Point,
—; Together to OPEN, —, Touch, —;
PART A
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step end BUTTERFLY M facing WALL; Side, Close, Fwd, —;
Roll RLOD, —, 2 end facing LOD in OPEN,
5-8
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Back, Close, Fwd, —; Walk Fwd, —, 2 M face
WALL in BUTTERFLY, —; Side, Behind, Side,
Behind blend to OPEN facing LOD: Walk

Fwd, —, 2, —;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A except to end
in BUTTERFLY M face WALL:
PART B
1-4 Face to Face Two-Step; Back to Back Two-Step
end in BUTTERFLY M face WALL; Rock Swd,
Recov, —; Cross, Side, Cross, —;
5-8 Side, Close, Cross end in SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD, —; Fwd, Lock, Fwd, —; Fwd, Lock,
Fwd, —; (Twirl) Walk Fwd, 2 end M facing
WALL in BUTTERFLY, —;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part B:
13-16 Repeat action teas 5-8 Part B except to
end in SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD:
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Ending.
Ending:
1-5 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; (Twirl) Side,
—, Behind, —; Side, —, Fwd, —; Side/Close,
Apart, —, —; Ack.
DORIS WALTZ — Grenn 14217
Choreographers: Bob and Beth Foust
Comment: This waltz uses only left face turning
waltzes. The music is adequate.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN Wait; Wait; Apart, Point, —; Together
to CLOSED M facing LOD, Touch, —;
DANCE
1-4 (L) Waltz Turn; (L) Waltz Turn end M face
WALL; Fwd, Side, Recov to SEMI-CLOSED
face LOD; Fwd, Touch, —;
5-8 (Twirl) Fwd, 2, 3; Pickup to CLOSED, 2, 3;
Dip Back, —, —; Recov Fwd, 2, 3;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5.8 except to end in
SIDECAR M face DIAGONAL LOD and WALL:
17-20 Cross, Side, Close to BANJO; Cross, Side,
Close M face LOD in CLOSED; Fwd, Side,
Close; Back, Side, Close;
21-24 Back to BANJO M face LOD, Back to SEMICLOSED face LOD, Close; Fwd, 1 /4 R Turn
face WALL in CLOSED, Close; (Twirl) Side,
Behind, Side; Pickup to SIDECAR M face DIAGONAL LOD and WALL, 2, 3;
25-28 Repeat action meas 17-20:
29-32 Repeat action meas 21-24 except end in
CLOSED M face LOD:
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice except last time
omit meas 32 and do a Thru, face WALL in
CLOSED, Close; Apart, Point,
DO IT EASY — Grenn 14217
Choreographers: Ed and Phyllis Fraidenburg
Comment: An easy two-step despite the wrap movement. The music is a bit different than the usual
Grenn music.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN Wait; Wait; Apart, —, Point, —; Together to SEMI-CLOSED, —, Touch, —;
PART A
1.4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Rock Fwd,
Recov/Turn to face RLOD in LEFT-OPEN, —;
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Fwd, Close, Back, —;
5-8 Back, —, L Turn to CLOSED M face WALL,
—; Cross, Side, Cross, —; Turn Two-Step;
Turn Two-Step end in SEMI-CLOSED facing
LOD;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A except to end
in BUTTERFLY M facing WALL:
PART B
1-4 (Twirl) Side, Behind, Side, —; (Rev Twirl
Wrap) Side, Behind, Side, —; (Unwrap) In
Place, 2, 3 to OPEN, —; Side, Close, Cross
to BANJO M facing LOD, —;
5-8 Fwd, Lock, Fwd, Lock; Walk Fwd, —, 2 end
in CLOSED M facing WALL, —; Side, Close,
Fwd, —; Side, Close, Thru to BUTTERFLY
M facing WALL, —;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part B:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part B except to
end in SEMI-CLOSED:
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Ending.
Ending:
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Rock Fwd,
Recov, —; Apart, —, Point, —.
MFL ODY TWO-STEP — Beim 264
Choreographers: Ken Croft and Elena de Zordo
Comment: A busy routine yet not difficult. The
music has a spicy flavor that makes one want
to dance.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, —, Point,
—; Together to CLOSED M facing WALL, —,
Touch, —;
5-8 Side, Behind, Side, Front; Side, Behind, Side,
Front end in SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD; Fwd,
Close, Back, —; Back, Close, Fwd, —;
DANCE
1-4 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step end in CLOSE D
M facing WALL; Side, Close, Side, Close;
Side, —, Thru, —;
5-8 Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step end in SEMICLOSED facing LOD; Fwd, Close, Back,
Close; Walk Fwd, —, 2, —;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 except to end in
CLOSED M facing WALL:
17-20 Side, Touch, Side, Close; Fwd, —, Side, Close;
Back Away, 2, 3, Touch; Together, 2, 3, —;
21-24 Repeat action meas 17-20:
25-28 Side, Touch, Side, Close; Thru, —, Side,
Close; Side, Behind, Side, Front; Pivot, —,
2 end M facing WALL, —;
29-32 Side, —, Behind, —; Side, Close, L Turn M
face COH, —; Side, —, Behind, —; Spot turn,
2, 3, —;
33-36 Repeat action meas 29-32 ending in SEMICLOSED:
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Ending.
Ending:
1-4 SEMI-CLOSED Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step;
Solo Roll, —, 2, —; Apart, —, Together, —,
Ack.
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TANZIE Belco 264
Choreographers: Bill and Betty Tracy
Comment: An easy two-step routine and pleasant
music.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN FACING Wait; Wait; Apart, —, Point,
—; Together to CLOSED M facing LOD, —,
Touch, —;
PART A
1-4 Walk Fwd, —, 2, —; Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side,
Close, Back, —; Step Back, —, 2, —;
5-8 Side, Close, Back, —; Side, Close, Fwd end
M facing WALL, —; Side, Behind, Side, Front;
Pivot, —, 2 end M facing LOD, —;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A except to end
in SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD:
PART B
17-20 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step end in CLOSED
M facing WALL; Side, Close, Fwd, —; Side,
Close, Thru, —;
21-24 Circle Away Two-Step; Circle Together TwoStep end in CLOSED M facing WALL; Side,
Close, Side, Close; Side, —, Thru to end in
SEMI-CLOSED facing LOD, —;
25-28 Fwd Two-Step; Fwd Two-Step; Fwd, Close,
—; Rack;
Fwri to CLOSED M
facing WALL, —;
29-32 Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step end facing
LOD lead hands joined; (Twirl) Fwd, —, 2,
—; Fwd, —, Pickup to CLOSED, —;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice except on meas
32 second time end in SEMI-CLOSED Step
Apart, —, Point, —, Ack.
MILLER'S THEME — MacGregor 5036
Choreographers: Art and Evelyn Johnson
Comment: Not a difficult two-step and the music
is adequate.
INTRODUCTION
1-4 OPEN Wait; Wait; Apart, —, Point, —; Together to LOOSE-CLOSED M face WALL, —,
Touch, —;
PART A
1-4 Twisty Vine, 2, 3, 4; Side, Close, Fwd, —;
RLOD Twisty Vine, 2, 3, 4; Side, Close,
Cross/Check end in BANJO M face LOD, —;
5-8 (Fishtail) Behind, Side, Fwd, Lock; Fwd,
Close, Back, Close; Fwd, Manuv M face
RLOD, —; Pivot, —, 2 end M face WALL in
LOOSE-CLOSED, —;
9-12 Repeat action meas 1-4 Part A:
13-16 Repeat action meas 5-8 Part A:
INTERLUDE
1-4 Side, —, Close, —; Side, Behind, Side, Front;
Side, —, Close, —; Side, Behind, Side, Front;
5-8 Side, —, Close, —; Side, Behind, Side, Front;
Turn Two-Step; Turn Two-Step end M facing
LOD in BANJO;
PART B
1-4 Walk, —, 2, —; Step, Close, Dip Fwd, —; Turn
M face RLOD in SIDECAR, —, Dip Fwd, —;
1/4 L Turn M face WALL, —, Dip Back, —;
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, Touch, —;
Recov /Turn M face RLOD,
Pivot R end M facing WALL, , 2, ; Turn
Two-Step; Turn Two-Step end in LOOSECLOSED M facing WALL;
SEQUENCE: A—Interlude—B—A—B—First eight
meal of A.
Tag: Just hold partner in CLOSED as you finish
the two count pivot of Part A last time.
58
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MacGregor 5036
CONTINENTAL SWING
Choreographers: Pete and Carmel -Murbach
Comment: The routine is not for the novice dancer.
Has good peppy music.
INTRODUCTION
1 4 BUTTERFLY M face WALL Wait; Wait; (Twirl)
Side, Behind, Side, Touch: (Reverse Twirl
end in SEMI-CLOSED) Side, Behind, Side,
Touch face LOD in SEMI-CLOSDD;
PART 1
1-4 Rock Fwd, —, Rock Back, —; (Twirl end
LEFT-OPEN) Rock Back, —, Recov, —; Rock
Apart, —, Recov, —; M wrap L Turn, —, 2,
Change Sides;
5 8 Rock Apart, — Recov, —; (Wrap) Rock Back,
Manuv to
- Recov, —; (Unwrap) Fwd,
CLOSED M face RLOD, ; Couple Pivot, —,
2 face LOD in SEMI-CLOSED. —;
PART 2
1 4 Rock Fwd, —, Rock Back, —; Rock Back,
Recov, Dig, Step; Dig, Step, Rock Back,
Recov; (Twirl) Rock Fwd, —, Rock Back, —;
5 8 (Rev. Twirl) Rock Apart, —, Recov, —; Rock
Apart, —, Recov, —; Side, Close, Side, Knee;
Solo Spin, 2, 3 end BUTTERFLY M face
WALL —;
PART 3
1 4 Rock Side, —, Side, —; Rock Apart, Recov,
Solo Roll, —; 2, —, Step, Step; Rock Side,
—, Side, —;
5 8 Rock Apart, Recov, Solo Roll, —; 2, —, Step,
Step; (Twirl) Walk, —, 2, —; (Twirl) 3, —,
4 end SEMI-CLOSED face LOD, —;
PART 4
1 4 Rock Fwd, —, Rock Back, —; (Twirl end
LEFT-OPEN) Rock Back, —, Recov, —; Rock
Apart, —, Recov, —; R hands held (Rev Twirl)
end in Varsouvianna face LOD) Rock Back,
- Recov, —;
5 8 Rock Back, Recov, Fwd, Swing; Fwd, Swing,
Back, Close; (Twirl) Walk Fwd, —, 2, —; 3,
—, 4, —;
SEQUENCE: Dance goes thru twice plus Tag.
Tag:
1-4 SEMI CLOSED Fwd Two-Step; Fwd TwoStep; Side, —, Behind, —; BUTTERFLY M
face WALL Side, Close, Apart, —.
—

-

-

—

-

Sides lead right and circle to a line
Curlique, girls run
Curlique, men run
Right and left thru, curlique
Girls turn back, step to an ocean wave
Swing thru, girls turn back
Boys trade, all promenade
WHIRLWIND
By Johnnie Roth, Nova Scotia, Canada
Heads curlique, walk and dodge
Curlique, walk and dodge
Partner trade, curlique
Coordinate, bend the line
Right and left thru, slide thru
Swing thru, girls circulate
Boys trade, boys run
Bend the line, pass thru
Couples hinge and trade
Double pass thru
First go right, next go left
Curlique, coordinate
Bend the line, curlique
Coordinate, couples circulate
Bend the line, pass thru
Bend the line, star thru
Dive thru, pass thru
Right and left thru
Square thru three quarters
Left allemande

-

-

-

-

-

-

These two are a bit different. They are from
Bill Armstrong, Los Angeles, California.
Heads square thru, eight chain one
Trade by, eight chain three
Trade by, eight chain one
Trade by, left allemande
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SINGING CALL*
MAMMY SONG
By Marlin Hull, Burbank, California
Record: Windsor # 5062, Flip Instrumental with
Marlin Hull
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Four ladies chain across
Turn the girl and then
Join all your hands and circle left
Allemande left that corner girl
Do an allemande thar go forward two
The men back up down the line
Shoot that star go right and left grand
When you meet this lady promenade her home
Give me a good old mammy song
And mammy sing about you
FIGURE;
One and three go up and back
Do the full square thru four hands
Around that ring you're gonna go
Swing thru two by two
Boys run right and then wheel and deal
Go right and left thru my friend
Pass to the center
Square thru three quarters round you go
Swing that corner lady there
Promenade her home
Give me a good old mammy song
Mammy I'm wild about you.
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle break,
Figure twice, Ending.
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From way down under come these two by Brian
Hotchkies, Dudley, N.S.W., Australia.

Heads rollaway, circle eight
Boys to the middle and back
Slide thru, walk and dodge
Curlique, walk and dodge
Bend the line, square thru
Swing partner
Promenade
Four ladies lead and flutter wheel
Circle to the left, allemande left
Go forward two, turn back one
Curlique and
Walk and dodge (everybody)
Boys run right then
Left allemande
DOWN SOUTH (71)
By Bruce Welsh, New Orleans, Louisiana
Four ladies chain three quarters
Heads promenade half way
Side ladies chain
Head ladies chain right
Send 'em back
Dixie style to an ocean wave
Girls circulate, boys trade
Left allemande
UP NORTH (60)
By Bruce Welsh, New Orleans, Louisiana
Four ladies chain
Heads right and left thru
Same two spin the top, sides divide
Everybody go right and left thru
Rollaway half sashay
Centers swing thru
Ends box the gnat
Everybody right and left thru
Rollaway a half sashay
Allemande left
Here are two using Dixie Style. They are from
Bruce Welsh, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, cloverleaf
Dixie style on the double track
Make a wave, boys trade
Right and left thru
Dixie style to an ocean wave
Girls circulate, boys trade
Left allemande
Heads cross trail
Behind the sides star thru
On the double track
Dixie style to an ocean wave
Ends trade, centers trade
Left allemande
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CURLIQUE AND COORDINATE
By Ray J. Rogers, Albuquerque, New Mexico
All four ladies chain
Heads square thru, star thru
Curlique, coordinate
Bend the line
Right and left thru
Cross trail, allemande left

Try these two dances written by Trent Keith,
Memphis, Tennessee.

Heads star thru
Pass thru, curlique
Walk and dodge
Partner trade, curlique
Walk and dodge
(Boys walk and girls dodge)
Partner trade, pass thru
Trade by, curlique
Walk and dodge
Partner trade, curlique
Walk and dodge
Partner trade
Star thru, pass thru
Left allemande
Sides square thru
Right and left thru
Curlique, walk and dodge
(Boys walk and girls dodge)
Partner trade, curlique
Walk and dodge
Partner trade
Left allemande
SINGING CALL*

NATURAL URGE
By Jim Deeter, Winter Springs, Florida
Record: Thunderbird # 123, Flip Instrumental with
Jim Deeter
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Four ladies chain you know
Join hands and circle you go
Allemande left do an allemande thar
Four boys will back up make a back up star
Shoot that star then box the gnat
Now pull her by left allemande and
Promenade like that you promenade home
Go walking along and
You follow that natural urge
FIGURE:
Heads square thru you know
Meet that corner with a do sa do
Swing thru tonight boys run right
Do a half tag you'll trade and roll
Go right and left thru corner you swing
Left allemande promenade that ole ring
You promenade home go walking along
And you follow that natural urge
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle break,
Figure twice, Ending.
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The 49 dances (squares, rounds and contras)
appearing in the Workshop section this month
will be included in the 1976 Yearbook which
will soon he ready for distribution. Well over
1,100 dances, arranged in sections and in alphabetical order, will be found in the publication. Check page 44 of this issue for more
about the Yearbook and our special PrePublication offer.
Give these two by Ed Fraidenburg, Midland,
Michigan a try.
Four ladies chain three quarters
Heads right and left thru
Sides lead right and circle to a line
Rollaway, pass thru
Ends run once and a half
Centers cloverleaf
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Circle half to a two-faced line
Tag the line right
Boys cross run once and a half
Girls trade and roll
All right and left thru
Flutter wheel, star thru
Left allemande

Try these two by Ray J. Rogers, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
Heads square thru
Star thru, half sashay
Curlique, coordinate
Bend the line
Ladies in, men sashay
Allemande left
Heads square thru
Star thru, half sashay
Curlique, coordinate
Couples wheel and deal
Turn and left thru
Dive thru, star thru
Do sa do, fan the top
Pass thru, allemande left

CONTRA CORNER
JEFFERSON'S REEL
Author Unknown
Formation: 1-3-5-etc., active but not crossed over
— —, With the ones below circle four
— — Circle right
—
—
— — Right hand star
— — Left hand star
—, Active couples down the outside
— — — — — Back
— — — —, Four in line go down the set
— Actives arch others under up to place

•=111•••
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OH MY
By Jim Copeland, Memphis, Tennessee
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Right and left thru
Flutter wheel, sweep a quarter more
Reverse the flutter, star thru
Pass thru, boys run right
Swing thru, spin the top
Grand swing thru
Centers right and left thru
Square thru four hands
Ends slide thru, star thru
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers square thru three quarters
Allemande left

These two by Tom Hightower, Sacramento,
California will keep you busy.
Heads pass thru
Separate around one
Line of four, curlique
Transfer the column, boys run
Lines of four, curlique
Transfer the column, boys run
Lines of four right and left thru
Slide thru, left allemande
Sides square thru three quarters
Separate around one
Line of four, curlique
Transfer the column, boys run
Line of four right and left thru
Slide thru, left allemande

SINGING CALL*
NIGHTY NIGHT
By Monty Wilson, Malibu, California
Record: MacGregor #2175, Flip Instrumental with
Monty Wilson
OPENER, MIDDLE BREAK, ENDING
Nighty night until tomorrow
All four men make a right hand star
You turn it once and then
With corner girl left allemande
You weave around that ring
Nighty night while my arms hold you
Do sa do and promenade my arms enfold you
You promenade and then sleep tight
Darling nighty night
FIGURE:
Heads promenade halfway around
Two and four square thru four hands
When you're through do sa do one time then
Star thru pass thru and
Bend the line my friend
Square thru four hands around I sing
Trade by with the corner lady swing
You promenade and then sleep tight
Darling nighty night
SEQUENCE: Opener, Figure twice, Middle break,
Figure twice, Ending.
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How are You fixed for Square Dance Supplies?
HANDBOOKS

Y Diplomas (indicate square

OTHER PRODUCTS
& SUPPLIES

A Basic Movements 1-50
(25it each, $15.00 per 100)

0 Plastic Record Sleeves ($12.50
per 100, minimum order 100)

B Extended Basic Movements 51-75
(25t each, $15.00 per 100)

P Paper Record Sleeves ($8.00
per 100, minimum order 100)

C Club Organization (50( each)

Q Record Case Index Cards

D Indoctrination
(15it each, $10.00 per 100)

H Story of Square Dancing
(50 each)
I Youth in Square Dancing
(50it each

Z Learn to Square Dance
& Posters (indicate #1 color
AA 12 for $1.50; #2 black and white
12 for $1.00, minimum
order 12)

($2.00 plus $1.00 postage)

BB Learn to Square Dance Post

R Sets in Order Binders

E One-Night-Stands (50 each)
F Party Fun (50(1: each)
G Publicity (50 each)

or round dance) (Minimum
order 10, 10 each plus
201 postage)

($3.50 each) (Plus postage
1 or 2 binders, $1.25;
3 or 4 binders, $1.75)

Cards ($2.75 per 100,
minimum order 100)
CC Completion Cards (indicate
Basic or Extended Basic
Program of Square Dancing)
($2.50 per 100, minimum
order 100)

S Non-Dancer Promotional
Flyer (Per 100, $3.00,
per 1000, $20.00)

T Basic Check List for Callers
(50' per dozen)

)

TEACHING RECORDS

U Velco Slo-Down ($2.75 plus
$1.25 postage
Total per can $4.00)

MANUALS
J Caller/Teacher Manual for
Basics 1-50 ($5.00)
K Caller/Teacher Manual for
Extended Basics ($5.00)

L Caller/Teacher Manual for
,Contra Dancing ($5.00)

✓ Velco Spee-Dup ($2.75
plus $1.25 postage
Total per can $4.00)
(Canada $3.15 per can plus
$1.75 (U.S.) on both
Slo-Down & Spee-Dup)

LP 6002 ($5.95)
LP 6003 ($5.95)
LP 6501 ($5.95)

HH EV 636 Microphone
($76.80)
II EV 631A Microphone
($54.30)

A or B) (Minimum order
100, $2.75 per 100)

(Hamilton $2.50)

LP 6001 ($5.95)

EQUIPMENT

W Name Tags (Indicate design

M American Round Dancing
N Hamilton Round Dance
Manual ($5.00)

DO
EE
FF
GG

X Peel Name Tags

JJ Mike Cozy ($5.95

($4.00 per 100)

plus 75( postage)

The Sets in Order AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE SOCIETY
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION AND ORDER FORM
462 North Robertson Boulevard • Los Angeles, California 90048

Please send me SQUARE DANCING
for 12 months. Enclosed is my membership fee of $6.00 to The SETS
IN ORDER AMERICAN SQUARE
DANCE SOCIETY.

NAME

New f Renew

CITY

Ltr

Description

Qty

ADDRESS
STATE

Total

Each

Calif. add 6% Sales Tax
2tORTAgE

!

Ltr

Qty

Description

ZIP

Each

Total

Total Amount (Enclosed) $

22-IMMEMININMENEEMOM ,,•.:itmMENEMANAKSIUMEt% AMMN'

T RO NG'S
(pare Dance
Digest Service

CALLER

A monthly Note Service for both newer and experienced Callers. Sufficient material for all your program needs, or for use as a supplement to your other
program aids.
Material is divided into sections to fit all dance
occasions. Plenty of variety in all areas from 75 basic
only to Workshop. All material is pre-tested to be
useful, workable figures for your programs. Sample
upon request.
Cost is only $12.00 per year (12 issues).
SDDS 750 Inglewood St. Edited and Published by
Salinas, Ca. 93901
John & Evelyn Strong
INFLATION FIGHTER FLAG
Hemmed 5-3/4x7-1/2 inches—
red and blue design on white
background — $1.00 each
Drip rail attachment $1.25
PATRONIZE YOUR LOCAL DEALER
If there is none in your area send
$1.00 per flag for prepaid shipment

Send for Free catalog
Dealer Inquiries Invited

The MAREX Co.
Box 371
Champaign, IL. 61820

VELCO

STOP

MEANS SAFETY

SLIPPERY
DANCE FLOOR
USE

U•DONNA
Bf Wee

NO DUST NO PARAFFIN
NO ABRASIVES
16 OZ. CAN SLO-DOWN
Or

16 OZ. CAN SPEE-DUP
Plus
$2.75 (USA only)
Postage
$3.15 (in Canada)
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
WRITE ,

Merit Mfg. Co.
13416 So. Estrella Ave.
Gardena, Ca. 90248

of the
MONTH
Joe Moser Fairbanks, Alaska

T

for Joe and June Moser
was 1956, for that was the year they
joined a square dance class in Eugene, Oregon.
Joe began calling occasional tips shortly
thereafter and became a full-time caller for
the Benton City Hoedowners in 1960.
The Mosers moved to Fairbanks, Alaska, in
1962 and Joe continued to call for two years.
Then he taught his first beginners' class for
the adult education program in the Fairbanks
School District. Upon graduation the group
formed a club, adopted the name of "Polar
Promenaders" and Joe still calls for the group.
Joe sincerely felt that Alaska should have
a State Festival and with his guidance the
Polar Promenaders hosted the first Alaska
State Festival in 1967. This led to the formation of the State Federation and the Festivals
have continued each year since.
Joe also had a dream that square dancers
should have a square dance hall of their own
and in early 1971 he drew up plans for just
such a hall. With the help of Walt Schuette's
financing, ground was broken and the hall
soon became a reality. Joe spent long and
tiring hours working on the building and all
HE MAGIC YEAR

outiD.ERBilit
1 7 7 I -1:71

Glenn Walters Sam Mitchell

Al "Tex" Brownlee, Artist Repertoire

Singing Calls
TB 123 Natural Urge—called by Jim Deeter
TB 124 Remember Me—called by "Singing" Sam Mitchell
TB 125 Another You—called by "Singing" Sam Mitchell
TB 126 Easy to Love—called by "Singing" Sam Mitchell
TB 127 Bonanza—called by "Singing" Sam Mitchell

THUNDERBIRD RECORDS
54

•

Bill Volner

TB 128 Spanish Fandango—called by "Singing" Sam Mitchell
TB 129 Misty Moonlight—called by Glenn Walters
Thunderbird Albums
T-Bird 1000 Bicentennial by Bill Volner
T-Bird 1100 Remember Me by "Singing" Sam Mitchell

P.O. BOX 3745

•

GREENVILLE, S.C. 29608
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labor was done by area dancers.
With the urging of area square dancers, Joe
and June started a round dance class in 1972,
which led to the formation of the Golden
Heart Round Dancers. Just recently ten new
callers completed a class conducted and taught
by Joe and these callers are now doing guest
tips at the club dances.
Joe has traveled to other areas of Alaska
to call and has been a great promoter of the
activity in his home area. The Mosers have
three children. Joe is employed in the Engineering Section at Fort Wainwright and June
also works at the Fort, in the Nonappropriated Employment office.

FROM THE
MOOR
Letters of interest to readers
appear in this section. Send
your comments to the editor
giving full name and address.
Unsigned letters are ignored.

Dear Editor:
I read in your July edition about the square
dancing in Saigon. We are members of Swingin' 8s and on June 8th our club danced for
the refugees at Fort Chaffee. It was a great
experience for the callers as well as the
dancers. We had an estimated crowd of
15,000 Vietnamese. They were very polite
and friendly people. As we started to leave

* BADGES *

ACTUAL
SIZE
*
*
*
*

ENGRAVED BADGES WITH RAISED CUTOUTS
SPECIAL SHAPE BADGES
DESIGN BADGES
STANDARD NAME BADGES

* SPECIAL EVENT AND
VISITATION BADGES From
$25.00 per 100

*SPECIAL
EVENT
RIBBONS

* FUN
BADGES

BAR
Ca. S/Tax

Each

EMBLEM $1.50
Ca. S/Tax
.09
Each
$1.59

$1.15
.07
$1.22

Have you square danced 1000 miles or more
from home?

If so—YOU can become a "ROVER". A caller's
OK will qualify a couple if they have completed
the mileage requirement. Hang your Rover
Emblem on a Bar engraved with the Town
and State where you visited and danced.
• Double sided snop-on style
for western shirts.

• Clip-on style for
dresses and no-flop pockets

At Your Square Dance Store and Badge Maker

BLUE ENGRAVERS
P.O. BOX 1070
SAN PEDRO, CA 90733

DEALERS: Write for brochure for full information

"ORIGINALS IN SQUARE DANCE BADGES"

Don Hadlock, 24813 Broodmore Ave., Hayward, CA 94544

For over 20 ears
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"THE FUNDAMENTALS OF SQUARE DANCING"
LP 6001, Level 1
LP 6002, Level 2 LP 6003, Level 3
(created by Bob Ruff and Jack Murtha)
Sets In Order Label
Excellent for schools, church and youth groups, or home
practice. These long play albums contain 66 movements
of the Basic Program of Square Dancing. Each is complete with lesson plans, pictures, and description of all
moves. Send for descriptive literature. $5.95 each
(Calif. add 6% sales tax.) Please add 500 postage.

BOB RUFF — 8459 Edmaru Avenue
Whittier, Calif. 90605

TEMPO
A note service published especially for club
callers and new callers.
Keep 'em happy and dancing with this smooth,
preworkshopped material 75 Plus 10 Basics and
CALLERLAB Quarterly Movements.
Send self addressed
envelope with 160
postage for sample
copy

Vietnamese told me how much he
had enjoyed the dancing and the callers. He
also said he had danced in Saigon and how
much he enjoyed it. There were probably
other dancers we didn't get to meet. We hope
they find a new square dance home very soon.
Don and Patsy Burris
Fort Smith, Arkansas
Dear Editor:
I have enclosed the programme of our last
Australian Convention. For the square
dancers here in Australia this was a great
event. Over 1,300 dancers registered and we
had our Melbourne Town Hall as a excellent
venue for same. We used two big halls continuously, the sets were beautiful and the round
dancing and other demonstrations were delightful. The success of the convention,
claimed one of the best yet, must go to the
committee and special thanks to Ron and Ella
Whyte, who always do a power of work to
make square and round dancing a pleasure.
Next year our National Convention will be
in "Apple Island," Hobart, Tasmania, where
it will be their first National event. After that
a few of us will be getting ready to travel
to Los Angeles for your big one.
Ecka Martin
Melbourne, Australia
a young

MODERN ALBUMS FOR SCHOOLS

Send $10.00 to

Jeanne Moody
632 University Avenue
Salinas, Ca. 93901

ARMETA

Dear Editor:
We recently had an opportunity to examine
the round dance workshop material from the
24th National Convention. Of the 48 rounds
presented by national leaders, only 12 of the
dances were done to recordings on square
dance labels. If you count Telemark as a
square dance label add five more to the group
for a total of 17—a little over one-third of
the dances presented. We think this is bad,

The Original Fun Club Badges
Send for list

ARMETA, Dept. M
12505 N.E. Fremont St.
Portland, Oregon 97230

7141e004€ Zeade,t4 at

SQUARE DANCE PROMOTION

WE'RE EXPANDING AGAIN — 14 NEW ITEMS

• FLAGS
• BUMPER STICKERS
• BUTTONS
• CAMPER STICKERS
• MAGNETICS
• MINI STICKERS
• SQUARE DANCE SEALS, ETC.
Write for New 1 2 -Page Catalog

McGOWAN SIGN & PENNANT COMPANY
SO-75
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P. O. BOX 1967, MANKATO, MINNESOTA 56001 (507) 387-3863
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NAT'L. SQ. DANCE
ATTENDANCE BADGE
Colorful Red, White, Blue Badge,
Attendance Bars Available for
Past Conventions.

$2.00 for Badge & 1 Bar. Add. Bars $.75
V

AVS4S
•
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,

v

•

DELRONS BOX 364

"P c,

LEMON GROVE, CALIF. 92045

bad, bad! Especially at a National Square
Dance Convention, we feel that the record
companies catering to square and round dancing should be given preference and the dances
written on their labels be demonstrated and
taught. Those attending could go back home
and easily obtain these records to teach to
their groups. Often the pop records to which
dances are written are out of print before a
dance is published and are not readily obtained locally but only from perhaps one or
two sources in the U.S. We should support

Send sketch for free
estimate of Club Badges,
Visitation and Fun Badges

our square dance oriented companies—their
music has added much to our activities over
the years.
Mrs. Frank Keeser
Belleville, Illinois
Dear Editor:
Regarding the article by Ralph Mix about
cueing on the records for round dances . . .
We would like to buy records that are cued
instead of having to try to read the cue sheet
when we wish to buy a record. We waste time
and are frustrated trying to tape the rounds
at a dance. We would prefer to buy a cued

KALOX- Se/co-Longhorn

HARPER
SMITH

NEW ON KALOX
K-1181 LET'S GO DANCING Flip 'Inst. Caller Harper Smith
K-1180 SQUARE DANCE SOFT AND LOW Flip/ inst. Caller. Bill Castner
K-1179 LOWGROUND/ROLLAN' Hoedowns
LATEST RELEASES ON KALOX
K-1178 MY KIND OF GIRL Flipilnst. Caller: Billy Lewis
K-1177 DREAM BABY Flip./Inst, Caller: Bailey Campbell
K-1176 GAY CABELLERO Flip/Inst. Caller: John Saunders

JOHN
SAUNDERS

NEW ON LONGHORN
LH 1011 KENTUCKY GAMBLER Flip/Inst. Caller: Lee Swain
-

BILL
CASTNER

c.o.
GUEST

LATEST RELEASES ON LONGHORN
LH 601 AFTER PARTY FUN With Ray Bohn
Recorded in stereo, a real fun Long Play Album for everyone.
At your local dealer or write direct to LONGHORN Records.
LH-1010 BIG 8 WHEELER BLUE YODELER Flip/Inst. Caller: Guy Poland
LH-1009 YOU CAN'T GROW PEACHES ON A CHERRY TREE
Flip/Inst. Caller: Jim Hayes
LH 1008 TOO MANY RIVERS Flip/Inst. Caller Walt McNeel
-

NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO
These popular dances now available with cues by Norman Teague
B-238 BETTER THINGS IN LIFE/BOSSA NOVA (Music Only)
B-248 STROLLIN7LADY BUG
LATEST RELEASES ON BELCO
B-264 MELODY TWO-STEP/TANZIE TWO-STEP
B-263 STRUTTIN' AROUND/EASY DOES IT
B-262 SLOW POKE/VALLEY OF THE MOON

PRODUCED BY KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO.
2832 LIVE OAK DRIVE • MESQUITE, TEXAS 75149 • Phone (214) 270-0616
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THE

THE SWINGER
A new handsome shoe in Patent
Leather (Urethane). 13/8" narrow
combination heel. Steel shank. Firm.
counter nylon liner square toe. Black,
White, Red, Navy. Sizes: AA-61/2 thru
9; B-5 thru 11; W-6 thru 12 No half
sizes beyond 9
$12.98
Postage and Insurance add $1.00

-600414 OP
Tue. and Thur. 11.7
Wed. and Fri. 'til 9:30
Sat. 11-6

(HAVE MOBILE STORE WILL TRAVEL)
Mail Order Catalog Available

Ruth E. deTurk

Reuel A. deTurk

1606 Hopmeadow St., Simsbury, Conn. 06070 • Phone (203) 658-9417

round dance record which we have perhaps
had a lesson on in class so we could review
and dance at home, or have guests at a round
dance party in our recreation room when we
can't have our own round dance teacher
present.
Kay and Ed Hartmann
Grand Junction, Michigan
Dear Editor:
For the third consecutive year I have just
returned from the National Square Dance
Convention . . . There are two complaints
that I found inexcusable—the scheduling of

callers and the control of sound. Callers, including myself, found themselves scheduled
for halls and times for which they were simply
not qualified. I, for one, did not specify any
ability whatsoever to be placed in a hot hash
hall. Furthermore, national and top regional
callers did not always get prime time spots
. . As a caller and a dancer I appreciate the
time the national callers donate to the Conventions, when they could just as easily be
working the circuit. Therefore, it is simply
incomprehensible to see many of them placed

GRENN, INC.

P.O. BOX 216
BATH, OHIO 44210

LATEST RELEASES

GRENN
GR 14221
GR 14222
GR 12150

"MOOVIN 'N GROOVIN" by John and Bea Souza
"JUST A KISS" (waltz) by Ann 'N Andy Handy
"COUNTRY GAL" by Fred and Emily Leach
"TWO STEP 'N RAGTIME" by Vernon Porter
"BICENTENNIAL SILVER BELL" flip square by Dick Leger

FTC
FTC 32014

"MAME" flip square by Joe Uebelacher

TOP

58

TOP 25318

"ISLAND IN THE SUN" flip square by Bill Kramer

TOP 25073

"YELLOW CREEK/CHATTAHOOTCHEE" all-time favorite hoedowns
now available again
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The Extended Basics Program
American Square Dan
of
cing

The Sasic Program of
Dalleilig,
imerican Square

Illustrated handbooks that correspond to the
teachers manuals. First volume covers basics 1-50, second volume covers basics 5175. Both contain clear definitions,pictures and diagrams of the basics.
Absolutely invaluable aids for callers and teachers. Each of
250 each, $15.00 per
these manuals treats the basics on an individual, intelligent
100.
order of progression. The caller will find all the dance drills
souARe DANcto•5
needed for teaching his new class. Manual 1 (yellow) covers
INDOCTRINATION
basics 1-50. Manual 2 (blue) covers the extended basics 51-75.
HANDBOOK
Cost of each manual $5.00 per copy.

The special Indoctrination Handbook contains
everything the dancer needs to know about
square dancing, other then the dances themselves. 15cr each-$10.00 per 100.
The EXTENDED BASICS in their Order of Teaching

The FIFTY BASICS in their Order of Teaching
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Graduation diplomas make excellent awards for the new dancer.
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These two basic check-off lists (one printed
on the back of the other) serve as instant reference points on the progress of the class.
500 per dozen.
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Brand New Hi-Hat Band Great New Singing Calls
Now Available

"GOD'S GONNA GETCHA"
Called By Lee Schmidt
HI-HAT 453

HAT

Lee Schmidt

Ernie Kinney

Coming Soon

"MOVIN' ON"
Called By Ernie Kinney

Records

HI-HAT 454

in an afternoon slot in a hall, when less experienced callers received prime evening spots
. . . The day the national callers choose to
boycott a convention will be a sad day for
all. I certainly hope that Anaheim will use
better judgment for next year. My other complaint concerned sound. There were very few
qualified sound technicians on stage to run
the equipment . . A convention this size
should not experience such a problem. National Conventions offer many opportunities
to all. However, better organization in the

future will be needed to guarantee the top
crowds, top callers, and top dancers that make
a National so attractive to attend.
David Adelberg
Washington, D.C.
Dear Editor:
Again we are approaching the season where
square dancers go all out in the procurement
of new folks for square dancing. For the most
part the common terms used are classes or
lessons, etc. Wouldn't it be be better if we

BETTINA
SALUTES THE BICENTENNIAL, 1976
Square Dancing—truly an American tradition among
thousands, will hopefully become an American heritage and
culture. How happy and thankful we should be!
The torch of leadership will pass, but prayerfully—to
even stronger hands to hold it high so countless others, too,
will become a part of the true America that made us a great,
altruistic country!

Bill and Pete Bettina
2110 N. W. Miami Court

Miami, Florida 33127

Manufacturers of Women's Square Dance Apparel

60
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8 pounds of sound
by Hilton

The Micro-75
SOUND BY HILTON
The Micro-75 delivers the same Hilton sound
which has set the standard in the square
dance field for years.

SUPER-COMPACT SIZE
The Micro-75 measures only 5 by 9 by 11
inches. It weighs in at just under 8 pounds;
carrying weight in its case is only 11 pounds.
Believe it or not, it will play 12" LP records!

BIG-HALL COVERAGE
Don't let the size fool you. This unit packs a
two-thirds as much as the
lot of power

main channel of the AC-200. We haven't
built our business by making claims that we
can't back up, and when we say that you can
cover 50 squares with the Micro-75, you can
believe it,

THE HILTON GUARANTEE
If you buy a Micro-75 and are not completely
satisfied with it for any reason, return it
within 30 days for full refund. Our two-year
warranty includes repair or replacement of
ciny. defective unit, all freight charges paid
by us, within the U. S. and Canada.

For technical information, price, and delivery, write:

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS

1033-E Shary Circle, Concord, Calif. 94518
Telephone (415) 682-8390

eov6,s

so

P. 0. BOX 1448, SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA 93401

Very Recent Releases
SC 593 Do You Remember Me by Wes Wessinger
SC 592 Little Brown Gal by Mac McCullar
SC 591 You Got To Be My Baby by Dick Hoffman

Dick Hoffman

Recent Releases
SC 590 Puka Shells by Clyde Drivere
SC 589 Ain't She Sweet by Ted Wegener
SC 588 Most of All a Friend by Jeanne Moody

used the term "Progressive Beginners' Square
Dances" to start at so and so date, etc.? Folks,
particularly those over 40, set up a mental
block when they hear of classes or lessons and
will avoid any long-term learning. Yet, even
though square dancing does involve long-term
learning, each progressive meeting of beginners is a fun dance. If it isn't the teacher or
caller should review his program. Anyway,
kick the above terminology around and
maybe we can come up with something that
will eliminate the mental block caused by the

AroWes Wessinger

Hoedowns To Swing By
SC 319 Queen Bee of Honky Hive/Walk Right Up
SC 318 Flat Out Boogie/Sneaky Reptile

terms classes or lessons.

Sid Jobs
Murray, Kentucky

GERRY SAWYER
Gerry (Robertson) Sawyer of Sacramento,
California, passed away in September. Gerry
and the late Frank Robertson owned Robertson Dance Supplies, now being operated by
their daughter and son-in-law, Frieda and Al
Massa. Gerry will be missed greatly and we
extend our sincere sympathy to husband Bill,
to Frieda and Al and to Gerry's many friends
in square dancing.
ITE FOR
A FW
RERE CATALOG

B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Billy and Sue Miller MAGNET, INDIANA 47555

Phone: (812) 843-2491

THE CLASSIC

Made fully lined, the
CLASSIC" features foam
sock lining, a steel shank
for support, a full inch of
heel — rubber capped for
sure footing, and a buckle
with elastic goring to complete the 3/4" strap. The
CLASSIC -is now available in White, Black,
Gold and Silver. Sizes
in medium 4'/2 through 10 and narrow 6
through 10. Red & Blue by order.
Black and White
$9.95
Silver and Gold
$11.95
854 Postage each.

RINGO

-

-

MID-THIGH

MAJESTIC
Glove tanned leather. Sizes 6
thru 12 N; 4 thru 12 M; half
sizes, Steel shank for support.
Black & White
$13.95
Navy & Red
$14.95
Silver & Gold
$15.95
Postage 85C

KNEE LENGTH

The shoe most square
dancers wear. 1/7 " heel
with elastic binding
around shoe. Strap
across instep.
Black and White $11.95
Yellow, Pink, Red
and Orange
$12.95
Silver and Gold $13.95
Sizes 4 to 10 — Med.
and Narrow. Postpaid.

INDIANA
ADD

4%
SALES
TAX

STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS
With 1 1/2" nylon lace. The mid thigh has 8 rows of
lace and the knee length has 9 rows of lace. These
are made for us exclusively and they're made true
to size. Colors are: white, sprout green, black, yellow, blue, pink, red, orange, purple, hot pink,
brown, navy, dark purple, multi-color, royal and
red, white and blue combination. Order mid thigh
or knee length in S - M - L - XL.
Sissy Pants-6 rows of lace.
Shorties-3" legs, 8 rows of lace.
Sizes S-M-L-XL.

$4.00

$5.50

$5.95 ea. OR 2 pr. $11.00

Postage 350 ea.

SLIPS — made by B & S
We have one of the finest 50 yard nylon marquisette slips. Cotton tops, wide elastic band,
4 tiers on '18" and up, 3 tiers on 17" and shorter. Our slips are stiff enough to insure long
life. Order 1" shorter than skirt. 18" to 26" and other lengths by special order. Colors:
white, black, blue, pink, yellow, red, hot pink, pale green, sprout green and multi-color,
turquoise, orange, bright yellow, med. purple, royal, red, brown, navy, kelly green, dark
purple, red, white and blue combinations or any color combinations of listed colors.
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$14.95 plus $1.00 postage. 35 yd. slips $12.95
plus $1.00 postage.
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Sew Your Own Petticoat
Exclusive, easy to sew
petticoat kits by

/47,47/pc,e

Each layer completely
pregathered, and features
matching reinforced rayon
binding, non-roll elastic
waistband, and three
tiers of washable, no-snag
nylon marquisette.
Flouncy, flattering construction
has minimum bulk at the waist;
all the fullness is in the layers.
Easy to follow instructions; sew
side seams & finish casing for a
perfect fit.
Style:
Two layers

not too full look
Three layers

full look
Four layers

extra full look

Total gathering:
34 yards
Total gathering:
51 yards
Total gathering:
68 yards

Kits

Custom
Made
Petticoats

$ 9.95

14.95

$13.95

20.95

$17.95

26.95

Colors:

white, black, red, pink, hot pink, maize, yellow, orange, kelly
green, lime, light blue, aqua, royal, navy, brown, lilac, orchid,
purple
(include waist measurement and length — one inch shorter than
skirt length — when ordering) Please add $1.00 per kit for postage and mailing costs.

Sewing Specialties
7429 4th Avenue South
Richfield, Minnesota 55423
(612) 869-6822

Designed and manufactured by
Annette and Gene Barry, Square dancers

beat DEALERS
Stores handling square dance records and
books anywhere in the world are listed in
these pages. For information regarding these
spec ial listings write SQUARE DANCING
Advertising, 462 North Robertson Blvd., Los
Angeles, California 90048. Our Telephone:
(213) 652-7434. Attention: Adv. Mgr.

ON THE
RECORD
and
SINGING CALLS

* ARIZONA
CLAY'S BARN
P.O. Box 2154, Sierra Vista 85635
* CALIFORNIA
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600-33rd Avenue, Sacramento 95824
* CANADA
DANCE CRAFT
3584 E. Hastings, Vancouver 6, B.C.
GERRY HAWLEY RECORDS
34 Norman Crescent, Saskatoon, Sask.
THE SQUARE DANCE POST
833 Stafford Dr., Lethbridge, Alberta

PUKA SHELLS—Scope 590
Key: G
Tempo: 124
Range: HC
Caller: Clyde Drivere
LB
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — left allemande —
home do sa do — men star left — turn thru —
left allemande — do sa do — promenade (Figure)
One and three square thru four hands — right
hand star turn it once — heads star left — same
pair do sa do — swing thru — boys trade — turn
thru — left allemande — promenade.

* COLORADO
S. D. RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Boulevard, Denver 80214

HOW TO USE THE RECORD REPORT

* GEORGIA
C-M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Dr., Doraville 30340
EDUCATIONAL RECORD CENTER
151 Sycamore St., Decatur 30031
* ILLINOIS
ANDY'S RECORD CENTER
1614 N. Pulaski Road, Chicago 60639
JANE'S RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 538, Park Ridge 60068
* INDIANA
B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL
& RECORDS
1538 Main St. (Speedway)
Indianapolis 46224
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NATURAL URGE—Thunderbird 123
Key: A Flat
Tempo: 128
Range: HC
Caller: Jim Deeter
LE Flat
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Figure has half tag, trade and roll with
a nice bit of musical interpretation. One of the
better recordings by Thunderbird with a nice lift
to the music.
+
Rating:

To get the best possible analysis all singing calls are
checked and rated by two sources. First, a rating is
mode by a square of dancers that actually dances to
each record. The records are then sent to another reviewer who rates them on recording quality, instrumentation, clarity of commands, and body mechanics. The
final - star -rating is based on a consensus of the reports from both. In all cases and unless otherwise noted,
it may be assumed that singing calls are recorded in a
medium range. In the case of hoedowns the key will he
included.
HF
Each report gives an analysis of the record
HE
and the dance. The shaded area in the
chart indicates the voice range used by
HC
HB
most recording companies. By comparing
HA
the voice range letters in each analysis
LG
with those on the chart, you should be
LF
-L E
able to determine the record's suitability
ID
to your voice. Occasionally a report will
r.
_LC
LB
be starred (*) in which case you will find
-LA
the call reproduced in the Workshop secE L6
ELF
tion of the same issue.
Some of the square dance records reported will have
rating symbols at the end of the -Comment -section.
These represent the opinion of the reviewing committee.
Symbols used indicate as follows: *Average, **Above
Average, **Exceptional, ****Outstanding.
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Comment: Nice recording musically. Callers can
probably handle melody line without too much
difficulty. Tune could become monotonous.
Rating: -ANIGHTY NIGHT—MacGregor 2175
Range: HC
Tempo: 128
Key: B Flat
LA
Caller: Monty Wilson
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: A closing number for callers with improved MacGregor music. Nice job by Monty. Figure use average with acceptable timing.
Rating:
-*+
DOWNTOWN—FTC 32011
Range: HC
Tempo: 130
Key: F
LC
Caller: Dick Bayer
Synopsis: Complete call printed in Workshop.
Comment: Volume has to be increased measureably for proper sound. Lots of dance movement
with good feel by caller Dick Bayer. Nice rhythmic
Rating:
feel.
PLEASE DON'T TALK ABOUT ME WHEN I'M GONE
—Lore 1149
Range: HC
I
Key: B Flat
Caller: Johnny Creel LB Flat
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande left — allemande thar
— forward two and star — men back in right
hand star — shoot star full around — corner by
right — pull by — allemande left — weave ring
— do sa do — promenade home (Figure) One
and three square thru four hands — corner do
sa do — swing thru two by two — boys run right
— couples circulate — wheel and deal — pass

1

bElEiAli BE•AbERS
* MASSACHUSETTS
PROMENADE SHOP
Square Acres, Rte. 106,
East Bridgewater 02333
SUE'S SPECIALTY SHOP
374 Old Boston Rd., Rt. 1
Topsfield 01983
* MICHIGAN
B BAR B WESTERN SUPPLY
315 Main Street, Rochester 48063
SCOTT COLBURN SADDLERY
33305 Grand River, Farmington 48024
* MISSOURI
DO-SAL SHOPPE
16623 E. 23rd St., Independence 64055
* MINNESOTA
FAIR N' SQUARE RECORD SHOP
150 Myrman, W. St. Paul 55118
J-J RECORD
1724 Hawthorne Ave., E.
St. Paul 55106
PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE SERVICE
2920 Washburn Circle,
Minneapolis 55423

CURRENT BEST SELLERS
Fifty dealers and distributors of Square and
Round Dance records in key cities throughout
the United States and Canada were canvassed
to find out just what records were selling in their
individual area. The following lists were made
up from that survey taken just before deadline.

SINGING CALLS
Misty
Grandma's Feather Bed
Kindly Keep It Country
Bring Back Your Love
Rotten Little Song

Windsor 5061
Jay-Bar-Kay 6011
USA 504
Red Boot 181
Blue Star 2005

ROUND DANCES
Tic Toc
Raindrops
Struttin' Around
Rhumba Basico
Tonight You Belong To Me
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Grenn 14211
Hi-Hat 934
Belco 263
Hi-Hat 932
Grenn 14216

* NEW JERSEY
DANCE RECORD CENTER
10 Fenwick St., Newark 07114
* NORTH CAROLINA

RAYBUCK'S RECORD SERVICE & CALLERS
SUPPLY,Rt. 1, Box 212, Advance 27006
* OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOPPE
1414 E Market, Akron 44305
F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Avenue, Toledo 43609
* OREGON
GATEWAY RECORD SHOP
10013 N.E.Wasco Ave., Portland 97220

More Dealers Follow

6.5

thru

NI& 5hoeThskion5

MIRE
DANCE

Presebit6

AMERICA'S NQ1

SLOE

SIZES 4 THRU 10 $10.95
Goad GOLD & SILVER
511 95

Silver

-

Black
White

I

My usual size is

Imagine+
Wearing gloves
on your feet

Bone
$1.00 Postage & Handling
tin California add 6% Tax)

Navy

El Red

1-1 Nougat
u Pastel Pink Send Check or Money Order to
MILADY SHOE FASHIONS
1—; Pastel Blue
P.O. Box 20036
El Yellow
Sacramento, CA 95820

[I Orange
Fl Hot Pink

Bus. Office

Designed by
Or ,gorra s

I{ RAC'S

5H04 43rd St , Sacramento, Ca 95824

VA@ n MIMI

RECORDS

THE RECORD DESIGNED . . WITH THE CARER IN MIND"

WW 705 "LOVING YOU"

Flip singing call by
Gary Shoemake
New Rounds by John and Wanda Winters
WW 506 "Dance With Me"

cloverflo straight across — swing corner
— promenade home.
Comment: Seems like a re-release to this reviewer.
Music is standard by Lore. Nothing special in this
recording. Rating: +
MAMMY SONG—Windsor 5062
Range: HC
Key: F, G & A Flat
Tempo: 128
LD Flat
Caller: Marlin Hull
Comment: Good feeling on this tune with nice job
of calling by Marlin. Figure is one that is over
used. Harmony part can be used for duet purposes. Rating: +
I DON'T HURT ANYMORE—River Boat 105
Tempo: 128
Range: HC
Key: C
LA
Caller: Keith Gylfe
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — left allemande —
do sa do — left allemande — weave ring — do
sa do — promenade (Figure) Heads square thru
four hands — corner do sa do — swing thru —
spin the top — right and left thru — square thru
three quarters — swing corner — promenade.
Comment: Choreography on this dance has been
used consistently in other recordings. Nothing
original. Tempo causes short quick steps for
dancers. Rating: +

WW 507 "Blue Blue Day"
Wagon Wheel Records are distributed only
by Twelgrenn and Corsair-Continental.

P.O. BOX 364 • ARVADA, COLORADO 80002

* SOUTH DAKOTA
SCHLEUNING'S RECORD SERVICE
Route 2, Box 15, Rapid City 57701
* TEXAS
EDDIES & BOBBIE'S RECORD SHOP
P.O. Box 17668, Dallas 75217
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOP
1602 Monroe, Amarillo 79102
* UTAH .
WAGON WHEEL HOUSE
728 So. State, Salt Lake City 84110
* WASHINGTON
DECKER'S RECORDS
E. 12425 Trent Ave., Spokane 99206
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL
750 Northgate Mall, Seattle 98125

TIME TO BUM AGAIN— River Boat 104
Range: HD
Tempo: 132
Key: G and A
LB
Caller: Andy Rawlinson
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — men star right once
around — left allemande — weave ring — do sa
do own — promenade (Figure) Heads promenade
halfway — in middle half square thru — slide
thru — square thru three hands — left allemande
— weave ring — do sa do — promenade corner.
Comment: Dance figure could be used for class
work if slowed. Music acceptable with above
average guitar and bass. Figure average.
Rating:
RAZZ A MA TAZZ—MacGregor 2176
Range: HB Flat
Tempo: 128
Key: E Flat
LB
Caller: Monty Wilson
Synopsis: (Intro & End) Four men right hand star
Fancy Western Style Shirt Fasteners
from the Campau Co.
Durable
.V.Attractive No special tool required
ROUND LOW RIM SYN. PEARL FASTENERS
AVAILABLE IN: BLACK, BLUE, GRAY, GREEN,
RED, WHITE, YELLOW hE 18 line 51.20 per dozen
$1.15 per dozen
SOUAR E. PLASTIC TOP
AVAILABLE IN: MARBLE WHITE, JET BLACK
.
k Plus 90d for postage and handling
We also carry Rhinestone and Nail Head Fasteners

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
STORES handling square dance records are
welcome to write SQUARE DANCING for information regarding a listing on these pages.

For professional results every time, — Hand Tool Set
— only $5.00 when you send this ad with your order!
Campau

Co. P.O. Box 518-SD

J
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— allemande left corner — swing partner — four
men promenade — home do sa do — allemande
left corner — promenade own (Break) Four ladies
star by right — turn partner by left — walk around
corner — see saw own — four ladies promenade
— home do sa do — allemande left — promenade
home (Figure) Heads right and left thru — come
back pass thru — separate round one — make
a line of four — everybody star thru — double
pass thru — centers in — cast off three quarters
— go up and back — star thru — square thru
three hands — swing corner — promenade.
Comment: Nice music improvement on MacGregor.
Timing in choreography is not as smooth as
record tends to make you feel. Callers can "doll"
this tune up for fun. Rating: **

I'LL COME RUNNING—FTC 32012 ,,
Key: B Flat
Tempo: 130
Range: HC
Caller: George Peterson
LC Sharp
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies promenade — swing
at home — join hands circle left — allemande
corner — weave ring — do sa do own — promenade (Figure) One and three curlique — boys run
right — circle four — make a line — balance there
— pass thru — wheel and deal — zoom back —
curlique — circulate two times around — allemande corner — do sa do own — swing corner
— promenade home.
Comment: A re-release, musically speaking, previously on Top label. Good figure in dance. Music
has always been good for patter as well as singmg call.
Rating: **
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tki
ANNOUNCING!
OUR NEW MEN'S
SQUARE DANCE BOOT
from
(

SQUARE DANCE
SHOES
LOS ANGELES, CALIF

A 9 inch SIDE ZIPPER BOOT
IN WHITE & BLACK

A
A

m
w LOOK FOR OUR
Lf SHOES AT YOUR
riFAVORITE LOCAL
r, SQUARE DANCE OR
• WESTERN STORE

A
A
A
A

A

(-491ST NIMES lirLc.
A

THE NATION'S 1 SQUARE DANCE SHOES
tio
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MUSTANG
and
LIGHTNING "5"

LIGHTNIN&

New Releases

Chuck
Bryant

MUSTANG RELEASES
MS-I69 I'm a Rambling Man By: Chuck Bryant
MS-168 I Promise When You Leave You'll Wear a Smile
By: Jack Bishop
MS-167 That Song Is Driving Me Crazy By: Nelson Watkins
MS-166 Ole Man From the Mountain By: Johnny LeClair

MUSTANG & LIGHTNING "S" RECORDS •
MISTY—Windsor 5061
Range: HC
Tempo: 128
Key: E Flat
LA Flat
Caller: Nelson Watkins
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain — rollaway —
circle left — rollaway again — allemande left —
weave ring — meet own and promenade (Figure)
Heads star thru — square thru three quarters
— spin chain thru — girls circulate — turn thru
— allemande left — weave ring — pass own —
promenade next.
Comment: Word metering is the key to the success
of this record. Misty, to this reviewer, is not one
of the better tunes for square dance recording.
Good record, musically speaking. Rating: **

• h•
‘Aiec9 Sm ins

Nelson
Watkins

Johnny
LeClair

Art
Springer

LIGHTNING "S" RELEASES
LS-5030 Tonight Someone's Falling In Love By: Art Springer
LS-5029 A Country Song is a Country Song By: Jack Cloe
LS-5028 Wish I'd Loved You Better By: Art Springer
LS-5027 Bring Back the Old Waltzes By: Dewayne Bridges
1314 Kenrock Drive, San Antonio, Texas 78227
AIN'T SHE SWEET—Scope 689
Range: HB Flat
Key: B Flat
Tempo: 128
LB Flat
Caller: Ted Wegener
Synopsis: (Break) Ladies promenade — swing —
circle — allemande corner — grand right and left
— do sa do — promenade (Bridge) Heads balance
(Figure) Square thru — star thru — sweep a
quarter left — do sa do — swing thru — swing
her — circle left — allemande — promenade (Alternate break and ending) Four ladies flutter
wheel — sweep a.quarter — join hands circle left
— ladies in — men sashay — circle left — ladies
in — men sashay — circle left that way — allemande — promenade.
Comment: Good standard tune nicely recorded.

Everything for the Square Dancer

e

VERY VERY FULL
SHOW OFF THE BEAUTY OF YOUR
BOUFFANT SKIRTS
TRIPLE TIERED PETTICOATS
ALL BOTTOMS BOUND

Nylon Lace over two Nylon Horsehair underskirts.
White/VVhite Binding
White/Multi-colored Binding
Black/Black Binding
Cornflower Blue/Blue Binding
Hot Pink/Pink Binding
Soft Pink/Soft Pink Binding
Orange/Orange Binding
Yellow/Yellow Binding
Turquoise/Turquoise Binding
Red/Red Binding
Green/Green Binding
Orchid/Orchid Binding
NEW . . Rainbow Colored over two white
Nylon horsehair underskirts. Vivid
Multi-colored binding on all skirts....$10.50

Atzg
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Simhins

$950

Order by Mail
Add 700 for handling
(Please send for our
Free Catalog)
Sizes :
Petite-Small, Small, Medium,
Large, X-Large and Tall-Large
Please give height, waist and hip
measurements)

119 Allen Street, Hampden, Mass. 01036
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FULL SERVICES AVAILABLE
Offering:
Square Dances on any Island
Arrival Lei Welcoming
Hotel Accomodations - All Islands
Transportation
Sightseeing
Full Escort Services
Any Size Groups - Any Time

i
i
YIawa

with

The Only Hawaii Travel Company Designed Specifically for Square Dance Groups
We -waRt...our Square Oa
visi.t-oDi toreal1V enjoy
and. .4_-hi
agreat tine square dancing. Knowing the needs of Square Dance Groups
is an important feature we offer. each tour is tailored to the wants of
the group. I:or private dances, sound equipment & Hawaii staff callers
can be arranged...or join in with one of l lawaii's square dance clubs.

Have Your Group Organizer or Your Travel Agency Contact:
SQUARE DANCE VACATIONS, HAWAII
307 Lewers
Honolulu, Hawaii 96815
(808) 923-2002

ADVISORY COUNCIL

Dick Weaver, Staff Caller
Inter-Island
Flights by
Your airline in Hawaii. Aloha Air

elloha

Bill Mueller, Staff Caller

Don Bedient, Past Chairman, Hawaii Federation of Square Dance Clubs

PROMOTION LEAFLET

Ars You 0 Wow.,
or coo You- a Craw

To get people interested in square dancing is just half the job.
Answering their questions and hopefully getting them
into a learner class is the ultimate aim.

SOIJA.R1
DANCING ix

$2.00 per 100
• for,rou

$15.00 per 1000
POSTPAID

THE SETS IN ORDER
AMERICAN
SQUARE DANCE
SOCIETY

I
t

aei t a.,pali

•wt wst !twit

". { 1 1/.1.14 -f ■
1,

Calif. add 6% Sales Tax.

462 N. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90048

Bridge in dance is tricky and callers will have
to be ready each time. Only four beats allowed
for the forward and back. Callers can let go on
this number. Rating: *.*

thru — eight chain three — corner swing — promenade.
Comment: Strictly a western style recording. Nothing unusual in dance figure. Bass response on
recording does not seem clean. Rating: . +

DON'T BE ANGRY—River Boat 103
Range: HA
Tempo: 128
Key: C
LC
Caller: Keith Gylfe
Synopsis: (Break) Walk around corner — come back

SITTIN' BACK—Bogan 1275
Range: HC
Tempo: 130
Key: F
LC Sharp
Caller: Wayne Baldwin
Synopsis: (Break) Join hands and circle — reverse

do paso — partner left — corner right — partner
left — allemande thar — men in and star — slip
clutch — left allemande — weave ring — do sa
do — promenade (Figure) Four ladies chain —
heads promenade halfway — lead to right circle
four — make a line — move up and back — star

trail single file — girls. step out take a backtrack
— turn thru — left allemande — weave ring —
do sa do — promenade (Figure) Head couples
square thru four hands — split outside two —
around one — make a line — star thru — Califor-

• Hashing It Over The widely used monthly notes that cover all your needs. $12.95 postpaid
for 12 monthly issues.
• The Fundamentals of Hash Calling (275 page book) — Learn the Jay King method of calling
real hash. $9.95 postpaid ($10.95 to Canada).
• "Hash Method" Tapes The Jay King Method on four tapes (reels or cassettes). Each reel
is $5.95 ($6.95 to Canada); C-60 cassettes are $5.95 each for the first three lessons (U.S.
and Canada). The fourth lesson (2 cassettes) is $7.95.
• A Short Order of Hash (40 page booklet)—The bare bones of the Hash Method. Complete
but without the frills. $2.95 postpaid (U.S. and Canada).
• Special "Caller Clinic" Tapes Zeros and equivalents; Fitting Figures to Singing Calls: Setups
and Getouts; Using Two Ladies Chain Fearlessly; Patter and Timing; Teaching the First Night
of Class. Each reel is $5.95 ($6.95 to Canada); C-60 Cassettes are $5.95 each for all but
the First Class Night tape. First Class Night (2 cassettes) is $7.95 (U.S. and Canada).
• How To Teach Modern Square Dancing (253 page book)—Teach Like a Pro, the first time
out. Ifs like having a friend at your elbow to see that you do things right. $9.95 postpaid
($10.95 to Canada).
• Zero Movements and Equivalents A priceless collection that includes both Mainstream and
Advanced Movements. $2.50 postpaid (U.S. and Canada).
• Postgraduate Course for "Dream Dancers" Dances written especially to produce expert
dancers at the Mainstream level. $4.00 postpaid (U.S. and Canada).
—

—

—

—

—

—

ORDER FROM: Jay King, P. 0. Box 79, Wayland, Mass. 01778
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Make your 1976 Vacation Dreams
Come True

TWA

TWO weeks to travel?
(a revised itinerary)

SEE AUSTRIA, GERMANY
ITALY and SWITZERLAND
with Jerry and Kathy Helt
and
Jack and Carolyn Lasry
September 7-21, 1976

OR

Please write for
the special "revised"
itinerary

545 -TWA

THREE weeks available?
VISIT DENMARK, SWEDEN,
GERMANY, AUSTRIA
and SWITZERLAND
with Bob and Becky Osgood
and
Bob and Roberta Van Antwerp
September 9-30, 1976

Check the Itinerary in
the October issue of
SQUARE DANCING magazine

Two attractively illustrated itineraries appear in the September and October
issues of this magazine. If you would like additional copies of either or both
tours, simply write and they'll be sent to you immediately.

For additional information write to

The AmericanSquare Dance Workshop
462 North Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90048

NEW RELEASES

MAC GREGOR RECORDS

Produced by
James Higa

MGR 2178 "I'LL BE LOVING YOU"
Written and called by Norm Phaneuf, Rhode Island

MGR 2179 "MY BARKIN' DOG"
Written and called by Monty Wilson, California

RECENT RELEASES

MGR 1101 "HOT BRITCHES"/"CABBAGE"
(Hoedowns)
Monty Wilson

MGR 2177 "SOUTHERN LOVIN'

99

Norm Phaneuf

Written and called by Fred Drouant

Mac Gregor Records 729 So. Western Ave. Los Angeles, Calif. 90005
nia twirl
flutter wheel — curlique — walk and
dodge — swing corner — promenade.
Comment: Caller seems rushed to get words in at
times. Figure not too bad for dance purposes.
Callers may get tired of tune, depending on caller
ability. Rating: +
—

BIG 8 WHEELER BLUE YODELER—Longhorn 1010
Key: E and F
Range: HD
Tempo: 132
Caller: Guy Poland
LB
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square — swing
at home — left allemande — do sa do — men
star left — turn thru — left allemande — swing
— promenade (Figure) One and three square
thru four hands — corner do sa do — swing thru

(213) 384-4191

— boys run right — wheel and deal — right and
left thru — dive in — square thru three quarters
— swing corner — promenade.
Comment: Usual Longhorn music emphasizing
good guitar and banjo. This record is for yodelers. Figure very average and overused. Dance
moves right along timewise. Rating: +

ANOTHER YOU—Thunderbird 125
Range: HC
Key: E Flat
Tempo: 128
LB Flat
Caller: Sam Mitchell
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — allemande corner
— turn partner right — men star left one time
around — curlique — boys run right — left allemande — promenade (Figure) Heads square thru

OUT WITH
THE OLD
IN WITH
THE NEW
The New T 100

NEWCOMB, a name that has been in the spotlight for many years as
designers and producers of excellent sound equipment, has unveiled
their new line of solid-state quality public address systems. Newly
designed and engineered, the ALL NEW NEWCOMB systems begin
where the previous models left off. Plan to visit our store and check
them out personally. Or, write for your brochure and discover the
many new features.

ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600 33rd Ave. • (916) 421-1518 • Sacramento, Calif. 95824
72
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Promenaders, Inc.
P. 0. Box 550, 348 South Broad
Winder, Georgia 30680
Tel : 1-404-867-6614

TRY IT

THE MAJESTIC
By Promenaders

YOU'LL LIKE IT

Leather uppers, cushioned insole
1" heel plus many other features
makes this a
Square Dancer's DREAM Shoe
DESIGNED AND MADE BY SQUARE DANCERS

FOR SQUARE DANCERS

— make right hand star — make a left hand star
one time around — right and left thru — dive
thru — square thru three hands — swing corner
— promenade.
Comment: A western ballad set to square dance
movements. This record just may be a sleeper.
Nothing special in figure but seems to fit..
Rating: *-1 77-,` +

CRY—MacGregor 2174
Key: G
Tempo: 128
Range: HC
LB Flat
Caller: Norm Phaneuf
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande left to alamo style —
balance up and back — swing thru two by two
— swing thru — balance one more time — turn
thru — left allemande — weave ring — do sa do

— promenade (Figure) Heads square thru four
hands — corner do sa do — curlique — girls U
turn back — bend the line — right and left thru
— pass thru — bend the line — walk up and
back — square thru three hands — promenade.
Comment: Figure has a slightly new wrinkle. Dance
timing has to be altered for smoothness. It has
some movements that seem "jerky" in execution
to this reviewer. Rating: +

EASY TO LOVE—Thunderbird 126
Tempo: 128
Range: HG
Key: C
LG
Caller: Sam Mitchell
Synopsis: (Break) Allemande corner — turn partner
by right — men star left — star promenade with
arm around maid — girls backtrack two times

COMING SOON
the

THE LATEST IN
CALLING
EQUIPMENT

ASHTON Speakers,
Stands and Record
Cases

ASHTON ELECTRONICS
1367 E. Taylor Street, San Jose, California 95133 (408) 292-6455
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION (Act of August 12, 1970: Section 3685, Title 39, United States Code) (1) Title
of Publication: SQUARE DANCING. (2) Filed Sept. 26, 1975. Issued monthly for an annual subscription price of six dollars at (4 & 5) 462 North
Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90048. (6) The name address of the Publisher, Editor and Managing Editor is: Robert L. Osgood,
462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90048. (7) The owner is: Sets in Order, a corporation, 462 North Robertson Boulevard,
Los Angeles, California 90048. Stockholder is Robert L. Osgood, 462 North Robertson Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90048. (8) The known
bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities
are: None. (9) For optional completion by publishers mailing at the regualr rates (Section 132.121, Postal Service Manual) 39 U.S.C. 3626 provides
in pertinent part "No person who would have been entitled to mail matter under former section 4359 of this title shall mail such matter at the
rates provided under this subsection unless he files annually with the Postal Service a written request for permission to mail matter at such rates."
In accordance with the provisions of this statute, I hereby request permission to mail the publication named in Item 1 at the reduced postage
rates presently authorized by 39 U.S.C. 3626. (Signed) Robert L. Osgood, Editor. (11) (a) Average No. of copies printed each issue during preceding
12 months was 22,850. Single issue nearest to filing date 24.400. (b) (1) Paid circulation through sales through agents, news dealers or otherwise
average No. of copies each issue during preceding 12 months was 757. Single issue nearest to filing date 1017. (2) Paid circulation to term
subscribers by mail, carrier delivery or by other means average No. of copies each issue during preceding 12 months was 21,242. Single issue
nearest to filing date 22042. (c) Total paid circulation average No. of copies each issue during preceding 12 months was 21,999, Single issue
nearest to filing date 23059. (d) Free distribution (including samples) by mail, carrier delivery or other means average No. of copies each issue
during preceding 12 months was 509. Single issue nearest to filing date 941. (e) Total distribution (Sum of c and d) average No. of copies each
issue during preceding 12 months was 22,508. Single issue nearest to filing date 24000. (f) Office use, left-over, unaccounted, spoiled after printing
average No. of copies each issue during preceding 12 months was 342. Single issue nearest to filing date 400. (g) Total No. of copies distributed
(sums of e and f) average No. of copies each issue during preceding 12 months was 22,850. Single issue nearest to filing date 24,400 I certify
that the statements made by me above are correct and complete. (Signed) Robert L. Osgood, Editor.

NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose
CAN BE PURCHASED WITHOUT A DOWN PAYMENT, WITH APPROVED CREDIT

FROM THE MINIMUM

TO THE MAXIMUM

T-40S
$419.97
(without dance caller features)
T-40-2BF
$565.94
T-50-2BF
$664.97
The above systems include
open back speakers

T-100-2481
$ 935.24
XT-140-24843
$1699.91
XT-250-24843
$1844.94
Typical closed back
speaker systems

The new line consists of T-40; T 50; T 100; XT-140; XT-250
Price governed by type of speakers. Write us for complete catalog.
-

-

New Record Cases RC-712W $29.95; RC-76W $19.95; RC-7W $14.95
All Items Priced FOB Houston, Texas

LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS
BLUE STAR
BLUE STAR ALBUMS AND TAPES
Albums 4:1016 thru 41026 are
$6.95 each plus 28C postage
Tapes are $7.95 each plus 18C postage
Albums #1027, #1028, 4:1030 and
41031 are the Lee Kopman Series of
Introduction to Challenge Dancing

2014

—

2013 — Devils Dream/Country, Hoedowns
2012 — It Do Feel Good
Caller: Marshall Flippo, Flip/Inst.
2011
2010

—

—

Tapes are $8.95 each plus 18C postage

1361

—

Sally G
Caller: Marshall Flippo, Flip/Inst.

1277 — 76 Trombones
Caller: Lem Smith Flip/Inst.

CHRISTMAS SINGLES
1276
Christmas Medley
Blue Star 1637 — Jingle Bells
Caller:
Wayne Baldwin, Flip/Inst.
Caller: Andy Andrus, Flip:Inst.
1275
Sittin' Back
Blue Star 1858 M Chrismas Square
Caller. Dick Bayer, Flip:Inst.
Caller: Wayne Baldwin, Flip/Inst.
Christmas Time's a Coming
Sw. Square 2371
'Caller. Wayne Mahan, Flip.' Inst.
Christmas Medley
Bogan 1276
Caller Wayne Baldwin, Flip/Inst.
630 — Merry Go Round of Love
Caller: Frank Lane Flipilnst.
BLUE STAR SINGLES
629 — Have a Good Day and Pass It On,
2016 — Fisher's Hornpipe/Ida Red
Caller: Frank Lane, Flip • Inst
Hoedowns

FP

1362 — Boney Fingers
Caller: Chuck acelin, Flip/Inst.

Tie Me Kangaroo Down
Caller: Andy Andrus, Flip/Inst.

BOGAN

Albums are $7.95 each plus 28C postage

ROCKIN'

Love For Pennies
Caller: Jerry Helt Flip/Inst.

Hee Haw Polka Square
Caller: Dave King. Flip„'Inst

LORE
1151 — Four Leaf Clover
Caller: Harold Bausch, Flip/Inst.
1150
Ring, Ring the Banjo
Caller. Larry Prior, Flip/Inst
—

—

—

1149 — Please Don't Talk About Me
When I'm Gone
Caller: Johnny Creel, Flip/lnst
1106

—

—

DANCE RANCH

Those Were the Days (Revival)
Caller: Harold Bausch Flip/Inst.

—

2015

—

Sugar Foot Rag/Rubber Dolly
Hoedowns

628 — Walk Right Back, Caller:
Barry Medford, Flip , inst.

SWINGING SQUARE
2371 — Christmas Time's a Coming
Caller Wayne Mahan, Flip/Inst.
2370
First Time Thing
Caller. Rocky Strickland, Flip/Inst.
—

We carry all square dance labels. Dealers: Please write for your inquiries concerning starting a dealership to:

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE P.O. Box 7308, Houston Texas 77008

JOHN
HANDS
RIC RIVERMA

1 line "Slim Jim" 85¢
Name only
regular size 85¢
Name and Town or
design 95¢
Name and town and
design (pictured) $1.25
Name and town and
design and club name

around — turn thru — left allemande — promenade (Figure) Heads promenade half way — right
and left thru — square thru four hands — corner
do sa do — make right hand star — girls turn
back — swing corner — promenade.
Comment: Good Thunderbird music. Good singing
callers can use this in their collection. Figure
average choreographywise. Rating:

ANY
STATE
SHAPE
$2.00
EACH

$1.50
We Design Club Badges
Order Any Badge in Any Blue, Green, Brown, Red,
Black, White,
Yellow, Walnut, Birch.
Color

TAKE MY LIFE AND SHAPE IT TO YOUR LOVE
Bogan 1273
Key: G
Tempo: 128
Range: HC
Caller: Jerry Thole
LB
Synopsis: (Break) Circle left — allemande corner

Send Check, We Pay Postage

PAT'S PLASTICS

— turn partner by right — four ladies promenade
inside — do sa do partner — corner allemande
— swing own and promenade (Figure) Join hands
circle around halfway — one and three do sa do
full around — square thru four hands to corner
— do sa do — eight chain four — swing corner
— promenade.
Comment: Callers may have trouble in use of this
record. Music is adequate but key range and
melody may be difficult. Dance moves quite rapidly. Rating: +

Box 847 Rifle, Colo. 81650 Phone (303) 625-1718

ROUNDS FOR
WHEELCHAIR DANCERS
CUE SHEETS NOW READY
Wheels on Dot; Ranger Waltz on GNP; Down
the River of Golden Dreams on Decca; Miss
Frenchy Brown on AM; Goodnight Irene on
Hi-Hat; Waltz of Summer on Grenn; Wagon
Wheel Waltz on Wagon Wheel; Pearly Shells
on Decca.

SOMEBODY DONE SOMEBODY WRONG SONG—
Red Boot 188

More to come!
Send $1.00 per sheet (cash or money order)

Key: E Flat
Tempo: 130
Range: HD Flat
Caller: Don Williamson
LB Flat
LEE DOWNEY
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square — promenade (Figure) Four ladies chain — heads prome•■
■
■
■
•• •■■
•• ■
nade halfway — sides star thru pass thru — do
♦
sa do — eight chain five — pull the fifth girl by
/
CALLERS and TEACHERS
— left allemande — promenade.
Comment: Dance does not seem to be square
QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE
dance type to this reviewer. -A-popular western
e
EDITED BY CALVIN CAMPBELL
tune is used in this recording that does not inand DON ARMSTRONG
duce smooth dancing. Rating: -* +
9026 30th S.W.,
Seattle, Wn 98126

•••• • •••••

• ■
• •••••W

♦

O CALLER LAB CHECK-OFF LIST
• THREE YEAR CALENDAR FOR THE WORKING
• CALLER
250 SETUPS, ZEROS, GET OUT, BOTH BOX AND
• LINE FIGURES IN A UNIQUE MIX AND MATCH
SYSTEMS WHICH ALLOWS THOUSANDS OF
• COMBINATIONS
e 20 CONTRA CUE CARDS
GIMMICKS, SHORT COMPLETE DANCE WITH UNUSUAL FIGURES
■ BICENTENNIAL AND TRADITIONAL DANCES
o
/ SPECIAL NOTE PAPER FOR YOUR OWN NOTES e
e DURABLE LOOSELEAF BINDER FITS IN YOUR
• RECORD CASE
■ LADIES, THIS IS A PERFECT GIFT FOR YOUR /
CALLER HUSBAND FOR ONLY 5 12.50

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:

e

e

♦

ZIA ENTERPRISES

e

/
BOX
336
/
♦
e
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87103
e
e
e
...................%..q..♦ ♦•••%•%%%".
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HAPPY TRACKS—Bogan 1274
Key: F
Tempo: 130
Range: HC
Caller: Mike Sikorsky
LC
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain three quarters
_ circle left — four ladies rollaway — circle left
— left allemande corner — weave ring — do sa
do — promenade home (Figure) Head couples

WESTERN SNAP BUTTONS
TECH-PEARL in 10 colors
Blue, Yellow, Smoke, Tan, Brown,
Black, Red, White, Lt. 8 Dk. Green

5 for 50C

DANCER SILHOUETTES
Iron-On for Shirts, Dresses, Vests
Red, Black, White— 4 for 500 —4 inch
6 for 50C —2 inch
Zippers, laces, ric-rac available
Add 25t for handling. Mich. add 4 % Sales Tax

T & C ENTERPRISES

231 Cedar St.

Cedar Springs, Mich. 49319
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CALLER'S CUE-CARD
SYSTEM
1915 MAINSTREAM FILE

HERE IS ALL OF THE MATERIAL THAT YOU NEED TO TAKE A SQUARE DANCE
CLASS FROM THE VERY FIRST LESSON ALL THE WAY INTO THE MAINSTREAM
OF TODAY'S SQUARE DANCING!
IF YOU ARE A NEWER CALLER--IF YOU ARE IN AN ISOLATED AREA--OR IF
YOU JUST PLAIN NEED HELP WITH SQUARE DANCE MATERIAL-HERE IT IS,
ALL IN ONE PACKAGE.
THE HILTON 1975 MAINSTREAM CUE-CARD FILE
CONTAINS ALL OF THE MOVEMENTS IN THE 1975 CALLERLAB LIST OF BASTHE FILE IS ARRANGED IN A LOGICAL
ICS FOR MAINSTREAM DANCING.
TEACHING PROGRESSION, WITH TEACHING SUGGESTIONS AND STYLING TIPS
SCATTERED THROUGHOUT, TO HELP THE NEWER CALLER GET HIS DANCERS
OVER THE ROUGHER SPOTS. ALSO SCATTERED THROUGH THE FILE ARE ZEROES AND EQUIVALENTS FOR MANY OF THE MOVEMENTS INCLUDED.
ALL OF THE MATERIAL IS IN AN EASILY UNDERSTOOD SHORTHAND, AND A
GLOSSARY OF TERMS IS INCLUDED. INDEX TABS ARE PROVIDED; YOU CAN
INSTANTLY LOCATE MATERIAL FOR ANY MOVEMENT INCLUDED, AND REFILE
IT SO THAT YOU CAN FIND IT THE NEXT TIME YOU NEED IT. THE MAINSTREAM FILE COMES IN A STEEL FILE CASE, WITH HINGED LID--ALL OF
YOUR ESSENTIAL MATERIAL IN ONE PLACE, WHENEVER YOU WANT TO REFER
TO IT!

PRICE
THE PRICE OF THE 1975 MAINSTREAM FILE IS $35.00, POSTPAID ANYWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES OR CANADA; IF AIR MAIL SHIPMENT IS
DESIRED, ADD $3.00 TO YOUR ORDER. CALIFORNIANS PLEASE ADD SALES
IF PAYMENT DOES NOT ACCOMPANY YOUR ORDER,
TAX TO YOUR ORDER.
SHIPMENT WILL BE MADE C.O.D.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
YOU HAVE 30 DAYS TO EXAMINE THE FILE, AND USE THE MATERIAL AT
YOUR CLASSES AND CLUBS. IF YOU AREN'T COMPLETELY SATISFIED, RESEND CHECK OR
TURN IT FOR FULL REFUND OF YOUR PURCHASE PRICE.
MONEY ORDER FOR THE 1975 MAINSTREAM BASICS FILE TO:

DEPARTMENT M
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS
1033-E SHARY CIRCLE
CONCORD, CALIF. 94518

INTRODUCING
A NEW SQUARE DANCE
RECORD LABEL

RECORDS
New Releases

promenade halfway — down the middle right and
left thru — square thru four hands — do sa do
corner — swing thru — boys trade — swing corner
— promenade the ring.
Comment: Tune seems to become tiresome for
dancers.
Choreography
average.
Melody
overused. Average music.
Rating: •22,, - +

RING RING THE BANJO—Lore 1150
Key: C
Tempo: 132
Range: HC
Caller: Larry Prior
LC
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain — join hands
circle left — ladies center — men sashay —
circle to left — ladies center — men sashay —
circle left — allemande corner — grand right and
left — meet own promenade her home (Figure)
One and three square thru four hands — right
and left thru outside two — swing thru two by
two — boys run right — wheel and deal to face
those two — right and left thru — allemande
corner — home do sa do — swing corner — promenade her home.
Comment: Choreography standard to a tune that
has previously been recorded. Each caller can
add or detract from this record. Larry offers a
feeling of enjoying what he's doing. Rating: +

RH 201 "MOVIN' ON"
Flip singing call by Darryl McMillan

RH 202 "SAN ANTONIO STROLL"
Flip singing call by Darryl McMillan

RH 101 RANCH HOUSE
RAMBLE/SAGEBRUSH
Hoedown

AN EXCITING
SQUARE DANCE SOUND
DESIGNED FOR
SMOOTH DANCING
PRODUCED BY

DANCING IN THE STREET—Blue Star 2008
Range: HC
Tempo: 130
Key: G
LB
Caller: Marshall Flippo
Synopsis: (Break) Left allemande — do sa do —
gents star left once around — home do sa do
— with corner girl star thru — join hands — circle
left — whirl away — swing girl you meet — promenade (Figure) Heads promenade halfway — lead
to right — circle four — make a line — move
in and back — star thru — do sa do — eight
chain five — left allemande — pass one girl —
take the next promenade.
Comment: A re-release of a tune recorded previously by Flip. Choreography is as usual, good with
nothing too different. Rating:
-'

TIE ME KANGAROO DOWN—Blue Star 2011
Key: E Flat
Tempo: 128
Range: HC
Caller: Andy Andrus
LA Flat
Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain across — chain

INDEX CARDS

RANCH HOUSE RECORDS

FOR RECORD CASES

Darryl McMillan
2439 East 17th Street
Panama City, Florida 32401

NUMBERED FROM 1-75

Phone (904) 763-3898

WITH 7" RECORDS

MADE OF HIGH QUALITY CARD STOCK

$2.00 Per Set

Postage $1.00 Per Set

CALIF. ADD 6% SALES TAX
462 No. ROBERTSON BLVD.
CALLERS' SUPPLY CO. LO
S ANGELES, CA. 90048
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em#
_,.00aHigh Performance

t

Sound Systems
120 WATTS

Model P-120M1
■ Light weight - only 23 lbs!
■120 Peak watts output
■Skip-proof "floating" turntable
■Outstanding clarity
■Reserve power for largest halls
■ Internal monitor, V.U. meter, Dual
mike inputs, full tone controls, etc.

Model P-240M
The most powerful portable equipment available.
Includes all features of P120M1 plus these extras.
■ Built-in strobe
■Variable or music-only
monitor
■ Dual channels - two
complete independent
amplifiers
■Will drive 4 XP-90R
Sound Columns for
convention use

240
WATTS

Sound Column
XP-90L
XP-90R

P-240M SYSTEM
Price List
P-240M System
P 240M Amplifier (Brown)

P-1 20M 1 System

$635.00

-

XP-90R Sound Column (Brown)

159.00

EV-631A Microphone

37.80

Remote Music Adapter for EV-631A
and P-240M Amplifier

P-120M1 Amplifier (Blue)

$395.00

XP-90 Sound Column (Blue)

159.00

EV-631A Microphone

37.80

Remote Music Adapter for EV-631A
25.00

and P-120M1 Amplifier

25.00

Shipping charge extra. Write for "Package" prices.

CLINTON INSTRUMENT CO., BOSTON POST ROAD, CLINTON, CONN. 06413

TeL (203) 669-7548

THE ROUNDANCE MANUAL
By Frank Hamilton
;111ARilAikRiCri
Ca:lerE • • 7..calrarE
2crnmittect
nan.lert

Frank

Ilarn iitoa

(rev)sed rditson)

The "Roundance Manual" for Callers, Teachers, Club Committees and Dancers, by Frank Hamilton, is the most complete
text on this specialized subject available today. Virtually everything is covered, from the business side of round dancing to
programming, to leadership, body mechanics, selection of material, etc. If you enjoy round dancing you won't want to be
without your copy. The price $5.00 (Calif. add 6% sales tax).

ORDER FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR:
SQUARE DANCING • 462 North Robertson Boulevard • Los Angeles, Calif. 90048
back — promenade her around (Figure) Heads
go up and back — do sa do — make right hand
star — turn it once — allemande corner — do
sa do own — swing corner — promenade her back
home.
Comment: A good number for fun and use in beginner classes. This recording is one of the better
ones of many recordings. Use of dancer participation helps. Rating:

REMEMBER ME—Thunderbird 124
Key: C
Tempo: 128
Range: HB
Caller: Sam Mitchell
LG
Synopsis: (Break) Sides face grand square — four
ladies chain — chain back home — promenade

l

(Opener & Closer) Four ladies chain — rollaway
— circle left — rollaway — circle left — left allemande — weave ring — do sa do — promenade
(Figure) Heads square thru — corner do sa do
— swing thru — boys run — wheel and deal —
right and left thru — rollaway — swing corner
— allemande — promenade.
Comment: Good recording musically and figurewise. Callers can get a nice lift with excellent
musical background. Quick ending to be aware
of. Rating: **+

PROGRESSIVE KANSAS CITY — Red Boot 183
Key: F Tempo: 128 Range: HC
Caller: Stan
Burdick
LC

eamedel

Originals

3509 CENTRAL N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87106

Specializing in

SQUARE DANCE DRESSES
Dacron, Polyester Fabrics
Sizes 8 to 20
142S

1 Piece or 2 Piece

WRITE FOR NEW BROCHURE
BANKAMERICARD r- BANKAMERICARD
Lodew
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master

MASTER CHARGE
WELCOME

. M. 17••

1114, IN ,

L
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LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION, INC.

ANNOUNCES
FOR THE BICENTENNIAL

A HERITAGE COLLECTION OF THREE RECORDINGS
CONTAINING FOUR DANCES FROM THE
REVOLUTIONARY ERA
I. THE MARKET LASS—Contra Dance—Flip side prompted
by Don Armstrong
II. DOUBTFUL SHEPHERD—Contra Dance—Flip side
prompted by Don Armstrong. Dance research by RALPH
PAGE. Music recorded by DUDLEY LAUFMAN and his
orchestra
III. MINUET—Arranged by DENA FRESH
MAZURKA—Arranged by CARLOTTA HEGEMANN
These dances provide not only excellent material for Bicentennial
Exhibitions but also real fun for square or round dance clubs. The
three recordings are packaged in an attractive envelope containing
historical information and instructions.

HERITAGE DANCES OF EARLY AMERICA by RALPH PAGE
A new book of special historical interest containing more than 20 dances
of early America and including instructions, historical background, and
some musical scores.
Scheduled for release in January, 1976

ANNOUNCING SEVEN NEW RECORDS IN OUR CONTRA
SERIES
Shadrack's Delight LS 193-194
LS 195-196
Yucca Jig
Raccoon Ramble LS 197-198
Inflation Reel

Up Jumped the Devil LS 199-200
LS 301-302
Needham Special
LS 303-304
The Long Valley
LS 305-306

LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION, INC.

Educational Mailings Division
1890 Darlee Court
Lakewood, Colorado 80215

Continental Squares U.S.A. Presents

AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE
HAWAII SHOWCASE

3 ISLANDS

10 days—February 2-12,1976

$67900

STAN AND CATHIE BURDICK
AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE

From Cleveland, Ohio

Synopsis: (Break) Four ladies chain across — chain
back — join hands circle — allemande corner —
weave ring — meet gal box the gnat — pull by
— left allemande — promenade (Figure) Head
couples lead right circle to line — forward and
back — pass thru — outsides California twirl —
right and left thru — chain those girls — face
same two — pass thru — everybody cross trail
— allemande this corner — come back one —
promenade.
Comment: A record callers should carry in their
case for variety purposes. Good music, easy progressive squares movement. Not difficult to call.
Rating:

nit

P.O. Box 788 Dept. A Sandusky, Ohio 44870

EXTRA! A SQUARE DANCE FLOAT in The
1976 TOURNAMENT of ROSES PARADE!
Word has just reached us that the Pasadena,
California, Tournament of Roses Parade Committee has approved a request for a square
dance float in the next parade, New Year's
Day, 1976. The big task facing the square
dancers now is to raise the money necessary
to put the float together. Those wishing more
information on how to help out are invited
to write immediately to SQUARE DANCE
FLOAT, Box #2, Altadena, Calif. 91001.

uu 1:3 m FEN®
THE
NEW
ONES
ARE SENSATIONAL

t4faaLLIC,"Clirrit:a

CALL OR WRITE FOR INFORMATION
POSTPAID ANYWHERE IN U.S. IF CHECK IN FULL ACCOMPANIES ORDER

HARLAN'S RECORD CENTER
RD 2 BOX 292 MONTOURSVILLE, PA. 17754
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Ph: (717) 435-0460
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99
2 for $30.

uur Cc egliirt
Regular $20. & $25. Value
All First Quality• Not Closeouts or Irregulars
All Easy Care
65% Polyester
35% Cotton
PINK
YELLOW

GREEN
WHITE

Sizes

Neck
13 1/2 to 191/2
Sleeve
31 to 38
BLUE
TAN

Ruffled Front
Edged in
Crocheted trim

GREY
RED
APRICOT LAVENDER

BLACK

MATCHING CUFFLINKS ABSOLUTELY FREE
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!!
Master Charge and BankAmericard

4/411;14‘411Vhi4;ii4:;eire

38 Elm Street, Portland, Maine 04111

Name
Street

City
Zip

State
Color

Card No
Expiration Date

Neck

Sleeve

Price

.

•Vig‘i Shy

Total

glad.

StreetPortland, Maine 04111
38 Elm St

Post paid

REFLECTIVE

Square Dance Figures

SQUARE
DAME
DATE BOOK

Bumper Size
ONLY

15

6" SIZE $1 •
4 COLORS — RED, GREEN,
BLUE, GOLD
Calif. add 6% Sales Tax

At your dealers—or write

LOCAL SQUARE PRINTERS

•

976 Garnet, San Diego, Calif. 92109

)

NAME BADGES
NAME ONLY, TOWN nft ,,,,
AND/OR CLUB
Illinois Residents—add 5% sales tax.
Any state shape, with name and town
$1 25 ea. and up
WRITE FOR A NEW FULL LIST OF
ACTIVITY BADGES AND NEW BROCHURES

We make and design any shape badge.
Enclose sketch and quantity of initial order
for our prices.
Write for brochure and full information

A TO Z ENGRAVING CO.
1150 Brown St., Wauconda, III. 60084

mar
resents
Distributors wanted
for entire western line

For information write

The 25th National
Square Dance
Convention
Commemorative
Coin
Available as Necklace
or Key Ring
or
Let us mount your coin

JO MAR

7282 Orangethorpe, Suite 5
Buena Park, California 90621
(714) 522-2931

GI

Nov. 1-29th Annual State Festival, Myriad
Center, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Nov. 3—Blue Ridge Shufflers Beryl Main
Dance, Wm. Fleming Hi School, Roanoke,
Virginia
Nov. 7 8-15th Annual Rocket City Roundup,
Von Braun Civic Center Exhibit Hall,
Huntsville, Alabama
Nov. 7-8-13th Annual Festival Salute to
America, Municipal Auditorium, Slidell,
Louisiana
Nov. 7 8-15th Annual Mich. S/R/D Convention, Cobo Hall, Detroit, Michigan
Nov. 7 8-20th Richmond S/R/D Festival,
John Marshall Hotel, Richmond, Virginia
Nov. 7-9—Dance Weekend, Potawatomi Inn,
Pokagon State Park, Angola, Indiana
Nov. 8-9th Annual Horn of Plenty, Fort Le
Boeuf Hi School, Waterford, Pennsylvania
Nov. 8—El Paso Area Callers Festival, Civic
Center, El Paso, Texas
Nov. 8—N. Central Dist. Fall Festival, Continental Gym, Ponca City, Oklahoma
Nov. 8—Fall Fun Fest, Ramada Inn, Billings,
Montana
Nov. 9—NEATS 2nd Annual New England
Teen Festival, Community Center, Bloomfield, Connecticut

fADMIARTERS

FOR THE LADIES

FOR THE GENTS

Petticoats, all colors in full, fuller and
fullest . . . S,M,L. $11, $15, $22
Pettipants, rows and rows of lace. Midthigh length, all colors. S,M,L,XL. $8
A Pair of Golden Slippers by Ringo. All
colors and silver, too. $14

Embroidered shirts, western style, gold
or silver on white. 141/2-171/2. $18
Plus . . many, many ties, belt buckles,
cuff links, towel holders, etc.
Mail & phone orders filled promptly!
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Everything for the
Square Dancer
Write for catalog

;tV■
Wealthy S.E. Grand Rapids, Ml 49506 (616) 458-1272

SQUARE DANCING, November, '75

Pussyfoot It
In New
Flexible Dance Shoes
Capezio°comes up with
two new folk and square
dance shoes that are light,
flexible and flattering. For
women : the new U-Shell
with leather upper, elk sole
and one inch leather heel, in
white-,- black, red, N, M, W,
sizes 4 to 10, $16.00. For
men: the soft leather
oxford with elk sole and
rubber heel, in black or
white, M, W, sizes 7 to 12,
$21.00.

For the name of your nearest agency, please write:
CapeziosBallet Makers, Dept. S10 9, 543 West 43rd Street,
New York, New York 10036.
-

Nov. 14—Shirts 'n Skirts 20th Anniversary
Dance, Clayton Ave. School, Vestal, New
York
Nov. 14-15-13th Annual Mid-South Festival,
Rivermont Hotel, Memphis, Tennessee
Nov. 14-16-8th Annual Festival, Nelson,
New Zealand
Nov. 14-16-3rd Annual Peppermint Palace
Festival, El Valle del Sol Trailer Park, Mission, Texas
Nov. 15—NW Dist, Fall Festival, Fairgrounds, Enid, Oklahoma
Nov. 15 VIVI) Council Dance, Villa Inn

Convention Center, Amarillo, Texas
Nov. 24—Free Holiday Dance, Callahan's
Irish Acres, Crescent, Iowa
Nov. 21—Fall Fling, Clearwater, Fla.
Nov. 26-2nd Annual Thanksgiving Eve
Dance, Bellevue, Ohio
Nov. 29-15th Annual Turkey Trot, Fiesta
Room, Hemisfair Cony. Center, San Antonio, Texas
Nov. 29—NW Council Dance, National
Guard Armory, Greenville, Mississippi
Nov. 29—KSDA Fall Festival, Fort Hays
Ballroom, Hays, Kansas

Dregs fO the Dance

LET YOUR
SQUARE DANCE CLOTHIER
HELP YOU I
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP
1561 Haslett Rd., Haslett, Michigan 48840

B & D WESTERN SHOP
2117 Hwy 64 70 S.W., Hickory, N.C. 28601

B-BAR-B SQUARE DANCE APPAREL & RECORDS
1538 Main (Speedway), Indianapolis, Ind. 46224

BUCK & SANDY'S WESTERN WEAR
Route #3, Box 80, Fairmont, W. Va. 26554

THE BUCKBOARD WESTERN SHOP
RFD #2, Marshall, Michigan 49068
C & M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Rd., Doraville, Georgia 30340

CALICO HOUSE
1166 Hooksett Rd., Manchester, N.H. 03104

THE CATCHALL
1009 9th Street, Wichita Falls, Texas 76301

CHEZ BEA SQUARE DANCE CREATIONS
650 N.E. 128th St., North Miami, Fla. 33161

COUNTRY CORRAL
12041 Beach Blvd., Stanton, Ca. 90680

DANCE CRAFT
3584 E. Hastings, Vancouver 6, B.C. Canada

DANCE-RANCH
Carrollton Shopping Center, New Orleans, La. 70118

THE DANCERS CORNER
2228 Wealthy SE, Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506

DART WESTERN SHOPPE
1414 E. Market, Akron, Ohio 44305

DEE'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
8551 N. Riverview Dr., Kalamazoo, Mich. 49004

DORIS' SQUARE DANCE AND WESTERN WEAR
8575 W. Colfax, Denver, Colo. 80215

THE DO-SI-DO SHOP
1138 Mosby Rd., Memphis, Tenn. 38116

DOUBLE W DANCE WEAR and WARES
1172 Edgell Road, Framingham, Mass. 01701

ELAINE'S KOLLECTIONS
2030 N. 12th Ave., Pensacola, Fla. 32503

MADELYN FERRUCCI CREATIONS
Brewster & Lake Rds., Newfield, N.J. 08344

F & S WESTERN SHOP
1553 Western Ave.joledo, Ohio 43609

FASHIONS BY MR. PHILLIP, INC.
P.O.
r

aux

ornal
..) J3 ,

Cranston, R.I. 02910

GEORGIA'S WESTERN & CASUAL WEAR
Box 158, RT. #58, St. Petersburg, Pa. 16054

IRONDA SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE
759 Washington Ave., Rochester, N.Y. 14617

JEAN'S SQUARE & WESTERN WEAR
6407 No. Caldwell Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60646

JEAN & JER
Laurel Shopping Center, Laurel, Md. 20810

KATHLEEN'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
508 W. Chestnut St., Chatham, Ill 62629

KROENING'S OF BALTIMORE
4313 Harford Rd., Baltimore, Md. 21214

LAZY I RANCH
R.R. 2, Hobart In. 46342

MAREA'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP
Car. Love & (3749) Zimmerly Rds. 1./2 mile off 832,
Erie, Pa. 16506

DO PASSO

THE MAREX CO.
5061/2 W. Columbia, Champaign, Ill. 61820
MARTY'S SQUARE DANCE FASHIONS

203 Vermont St., Buffalo, N.Y. 14213

404 Cherokee Dr., Greenville, S.C. 29607

DIXIE DAISY SQUARE DANCE & WESTERN WEAR
1355 Odenton Rd., Odenton, Md. 21113

Nov. 29-3rd Annual Road Runner Dance,
Central Hi School, El Centro, California
Nov. 29—CTC Golden Eagles Night Owl
Dance, Central Texas College, Killeen,
Texas
Nov. 29—Mini-Festival, Caldwell College,
Caldwell, New Jersey
Dec. 6—Winter Jamboree, Fonde Recreation
Center, Houston, Texas
Dec. 31—New Year's Eve Dance, National
Guard Armory, Amarillo, Texas
Dec. 31—New Year's Eve Big Party, Callahan's Irish Acres, Crescent, Iowa
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ANALYSIS, (continued from page 39)
There are some other calls that are pleasing
after pass to the center if the cue is properly
timed:
Swing thru
Spin the top
Square thru
Box the gnat
Curlique
Flutter wheel
Star thru
Reciprocate

The five syllable name, though a mouthful,

STORES handling square dance clothing are
invited to write SQUARE DANCING for information regarding a listing on this page.
ROSE

SQUARE DANCE APPAREL

3141 W. 71st, Chicago, Ill. 60629

MARY'S WESTERN WEAR
1402 S. Wilmington St., Raleigh, N.C. 27603

McCULLOCH COSTUME & DANCEWEAR CENTER
1034 Dundas St., London 31, Ontario, Canada

RUTHAD PETTICOATS AND PANTIES
8869 Avis, Detroit, Michigan 48209

SHOOT'N STAR SQUARE & COSTUME SHOP
1115 DuPont Circle, Louisville, Ky. 40207

MOBILE SQUARE DANCE VILLAGE

SKY RANCH SADDLERY
109111 S. Main St., Central Square, N.Y. 13036

4025 State St., Santa Barbara, Ca. 93110

THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE

NICK'S WESTERN SHOP

2527 W. Pawnee, Wichita, Kan. 67217

245 E. Market St., Kingsport, Tenn. 37660

THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP

OBIES WESTERN & SQUARE DANCE FASHIONS

7408 Atlantic Blvd., Jacksonville, Ha. 32211

614 S. Lake St. (Rt. 45), Mundelein, Ill. 60060

SQUARE-ROUNDER

PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE SERVICE

3413 High St., Portsmouth, Va. 23707

2920 Washburn Cir., Minneapolis, Mn. 55423

PEARL'S of RALEIGH
2620 Poole Rd., Raleigh, N.C. 27610

PEARL'S WESTERN FASHIONS
Dawes Ave., Clinton, N.Y. 13323

THE PRINCESS SPECIALTY SHOP
584 Main St., So. Portland, Me. 04106

THE PROMENADER
4194 Convoy St., San Diego, Ca. 92111

THE QUALITY WESTERN SHOP
1894 Drew St., Clearwater, Ha. 33515

RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL
750 Northgate Mall, Seattle, Wa. 98125

SQUARE TOGS
11757 Hwy. 42, Sharonville, Ohio 45241

SQUARE WEAR SHOP
5951 54th Ave., No. St. Petersburg, Fla. 33709

SULI-Q SQUARE DANCE WEAR
741 Pompton Ave., Cedar Grove, N. J. 07009

S.W.S DUDS FOR DUDES
2241 N. 56th St., Mesa, Ariz. 85205

TINGUE'S SQUARE WEAR
1987 Yale Ave., Williamport, Pa. 17701

TOWN & COUNTRY PETTICOATS
24 New Road, East Amherst, N.Y. 14051

WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC.
Rt. 115, Yarmouth Rd., Gray, Maine 04039

ROMIE'S SQUARE DANCE & WESTERN WEAR

KAY WILSON

3827 El Cajon Blvd.. San Diego, Calif. 92105

5022 Nokomis Ave., Minneapolis, Minn. 55417

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL
•
•
•
•
•

In Business since 1949 at same location.
Same day service on most orders.
Catalog upon request.
One of the largest stocks in the Southwest.
Quantity purchase discounts.

MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. BOX 7176 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011 • TELEPHONE: (602) 279-5521

does have a saving grace in that it is very
directional. The couple facing in passes into
the center, the couple facing out must end
facing the center. Pass and center are cues
important to both couples.
There are few problems in executing this
call when it is properly cued and choreographed. Many dancers prefer blending into
the right shoulder pass to ducking into the
dive thru. I hope this analysis will help those
who wish to try the call in some depth during
the corning year.

PUBLIC PRESSURE BRINGS RESULTS
Last spring the California State Square
Dance Convention was held in Sacramento
and some 8,000 square dancers descended on
the city to dance at the Community Center.
Although advance publicity had been sent to
the local newspapers, the press ignored the
event, giving it only a minor notice in one
list of weekend activities. This despite statistics which revealed that the affair was the
largest convention to date to use the facilities
of the Community Center.

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE MIKE
The "HOW" Book of
Square Dance Calling by Bill Peters

The first really complete guidebook
and home-study training manual
for new or student callers . . .
NEVER BEFORE A BOOK LIKE THIS!
Here at last is a truly in-depth caller guidebook directed primarily to
the needs and requirements of new or student callers—or to dancers
who have sometimes wondered what it is like to be "On the Other
Side of the Mike". Its 347 jam-packed pages have been described
by many leaders as the most complete how-to-do-it manual ever written
in the field of caller training.

ACCLAIMED BY EXPERTS EVERYWHERE!
I am very impressed ... It is a tremendous work ... an excellent reference text. LEE HELSEL ... It probably contains more good solid information than anything that's been put out yet ... your writing style is excellent. JAY KING . . It is a fine book and 1 will take it with me to the
callers' clinics I conduct to show the other callers. HAROLD BAUSCH. An
invaluable help to the new caller or to the veteran, this collection is a
gem loaded with information. BOB OSGOOD

A MUST FOR EVERY STUDENT CALLER
A real bargain at only $14.95 per copy. Order postpaid by sending
check or money order to BILL PETERS, 5046 Amondo Drive, San Jose,
California 95129
Canadians add current exchange; Californians add 6% safes tax. For
air mail please add $2.50.
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PARTIAL CONTENTS
• How to analyze and develop square
dance figures and movements • How to
acquire successful timing techniques •
' How to memorize and retain square
dance figures and patterns • How to develop and use sight calling technique.'
• How to work with square dance music
— And how to make it work for you
▪ Haw to select and present singing calls
the most detailed outline of this subject
ever presented) • How to project emphasis and command • How to plan and
present an effective square dance program • The art and science of square
dance teaching • How to organize and
conduct a beginners' class • The techniques of square dance leadership • How
to become an effective caller showman
• The role of the Caller's Taw • Special
instructions for female callers • Haw to
study and practice calling skills • How
to get started as a caller.

SQUARE
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PRESENTING

THEALL NEWNEWCOMB T SERIES
MUSIC/PA. SYSTEMS

NEW SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS! — ON PLUG-IN REPAIRABLE CIRCUIT
BOARDS! GREAT NEW REPRODUCERS!
DOZENS OF MODELS AND COMBINATIONS! JUST IN TIME FOR BICENTENNIAL
CELEBRATIONS!
FABULOUS NEW MONITORS WITH RECORD PRE-VUEING!
AUTOMATIC VOICE OVERRIDE!
MORE POWER! LESS DISTORTION THAN EVER BEFORE!
INSTANT PAUSE! AND EXPANDED TEMPO RANGE!
LIGHTED CONTROL PANELS!
NEW FILTERS AND ANTI-FEEDBACK!
INCREDIBLE NEW TONE ARM! PLAYS AT ANY ANGLE! GREATLY REDUCES
RECORD WEAR!
. .. and these are just a few of the highlights. Get the complete story — write for
free catalog.

■
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NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO., Dept. SO-11, 12881 Bradley Avenue, Sylmar, California 91342

IMPRESS YOUR BEGINNERS USE SQUARE DANCE NAPKINS
100 - $2,00
500 - $7.00 postpaid

150 - piece set - $6.00
75 - piece set - $3.00 postpaid
8 luscious colors • 8 fantastic designs • 8 mottos

SQUARE DANCE STATIONERY

A Great Door Prize

THE SQUARE PRESS 909 - 13th Street, Sioux City, Iowa 51105
Following the successful conclusion of the
convention, a letter was drafted and signed
by many of the local dancers. Mailed to the
papers, it pointed out the neglect of publicity
along with the fact that several thousand
dancers brought business to the city and a
boost to the Convention Center.
In early July a half-page article appeared
in The Sacramento Bee, including a picture
of dancers and a well-written story about the
convention, the background of square dancing, costuming, music, etc. The dancers feel

their efforts paid off and the newspaper article was an endeavor on the part of the paper
to redeem its earlier oversight.
Just shows that not only does the public
respond to what it reads, but so do newspapers and other news media.

IN MEMORIAM
Friends will be saddened to learn of the
passing of two members of the square and
round dance activity recently. Harry Hack,
Danville, Illinois; Hollie Rossiter, Westminster, California.

Route 8

Greeneville,

College Hills

Tennessee 37743

RB 189

SAY YOU LOVE ME AGAIN
by Ralph Silvius

RB 190

BANDY, THE RODEO CLOWN
by Elmer Sheffield, Jr.

RB 191

I WONDER WHERE YOU ARE TONIGHT
by Don Williamson

RB 192

PLEASE, MR. PLEASE
by Bob Vinyard

RB 193

DAY DREAMS ABOUT NIGHT THINGS
by Richard Silver

RB 194

WHAT TIME OF DAY
by Allen Tipton

JK 6012

Red
Bates

EVERYWHERE YOU GO
by Bill Addison

JK 6013

RHINESTONE COWBOY
by Red Bates

RB 5001 WORRIED MAN BLUES
by Lee Kopman
Ralph
Silvius

90

(Advanced Patter
Pulse Poll Series
Pass the Ocean, Lock it, Chain Reaction)
Bill
Addison
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"CLOUD NINE" COMFORT by Coast

lieu

"RINGO" The Original
RINGO— Unlined with an elasticized
throat, an instep strap joined by an
elastic ring. Cushioned innersole and
1/2" heel.

For RINGO with new 1" high heel add
$1.00 to price shown for low heel.
ALL LEATHER BODY
(except some heels)
Special rates for new class members
and helpers. State number of couples
when requesting information.

FOR SQUARE AND ROUND
DANCERS
Now made to order in all colors and
styles.
Colors— Yellow, Orange, Lt. Blue,
Hot Pink, Lilac, Bone, Lime, Red,
Purple, Navy, Brown.
BLACK or WHITE
$11.95
COLORS
$12.95
GOLD or SILVER
$13.95
Sizes 4 thru 11. Medium or Narrow
widths.

FREE POSTAGE 1

We‘ep Waters( Wear
104 WEMPE DRIVE

-

CUMBERLAND, MD. 21502 _

PHONE (301) 724-2925

Callers' Supply proudly presents
The
all NEW

IN1

ILUI

11:::1 MI 1E3 ®

FANTASTIC SOUND AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!

gimo","
1100"--.
144,71/1MIO

MODEL T-40-2461
Consists of the T-40
amplifier/turntable
plus two CS-461
compact column reproducers. This
highly portable
three-case system
provides great
sound for most
uses.

Totally new from the inside out, the T Series incorporates vast improvements in all areas. Six new amplifier/turntable models and
eleven new loudspeaker systems along with a multitude of matching
accessories such as covers, record cases, mounting brackets, microphones, monitors and cassette recorders are available to satisfy the
needs of every caller, teacher and round dance instructor. Check
these new features available on the various models:
• AUTOMATIC OR MANUAL VOICE OVERRIDE INSTANT PAUSE
• DUAL ANGLE STROBE • ALL NEW TONE ARM • LOUDNESS COMPENSATION • HIGH AND LOW FILTERS • PRESENCE CONTROLS
• CIRCUIT BREAKER PROTECTION • LIGHTED CONTROL PANEL
• ANTI-FEEDBACK CONTROL • UNIVERSAL IMPEDANCE MICROPHONE INPUT - WIDE RANGE TEMPO CONTROL •

MODEL T-40

WRITE FOR FREE
BROCHURES

85 watts power

NEW COMPLETE PORTABLE ALL-SOLID-STATE
MUSIC AND PUBLIC ADDRESS SOUND SYSTEMS

T SERIES ®
Isn't it time you considered moving up to a NEW NEWCOMB SYSTEM? We have sets in stock and we are ready
to serve your calling needs. Check the prices below and
then write us today for a free color catalog.

T-40-2BF
T-40-2461
T-50-2461
T-100-2482
T-100-2DP4

$565.94
$725.91
$824.94
$995.24
$1095.24

All Systems F.O.B. Los Angeles
Californians add 6% Sales Tax

MODEL T-100-2482 consists of
the powerful T-100 amplifier/
turntable plus two of the highly
efficient CS-482 column reproducers. A system
to provide terrific
impact on any
crowd!

MODEL T-100
200 watts power

100 watts power

Callers' Supply Conipany
lino N. RAP=RTefIN BLVD. * LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90048
TEL. (213) 652-7434 • HOURS: MON.- FRI. 1-5 P.M.

a feature for dancers

JOE

BARBARA

BARBARA: At one of the first workshops
when our caller taught us how to do a Swing
Thru, he showed it to us from a standard
ocean wave position and then immediately
had us do the same basic from an Alamo style
formation, with dancers facing alternately
around the square the men facing in and the
ladies facing out, in an Alamo style (A).
JOE: Perhaps because we learned the
movement from both setups right at the beginning, we have never had a problem with
it. In a standard right hand ocean wave, the
traffic pattern was always to turn half by the
right with the person whose right hand you
held and then those who could would turn
by the left hand half around.
BARBARA: This, of course, is the procedure
from an Alamo style. The dancers turn first
by the right hand (B) and then, after four steps,
take the left hand of the next person (C). Releasing by the right with no hesitation, they
turn by the left (D) and in four steps take
the right hand of the next person (E).
JOE: Once again the men are facing in and
the ladies are facing out. We have been taught
that unless and until another call is given, both
hands are retained. Quite frequently, depending on where we are dancing, the caller may
have us balance forward and back. Here it's
94

For Joe and Barbara this month the
conversation turns to an Alamo
Style Swing Thru.

important to remember that the balances are
short steps, two forward and two back, with
the feet kept well under the body and not
an awkward step, kick that tends to throw
a person off balance.
BARBARA: While this may seem to be a
fairly simple pattern to some dancers, we find
that it has proven to be a problem to others.
Quite frequently friend caller will intersperse
this with a left swing thru or the simple directional calls that go with Alamo style. However, if the dancer has his definitions down pat
he'll have no problem.
JOE: And one final shot. Don't forget that
the turns in a swing thru or an Alamo style
have their center or pivotal point at the spot
where the two hands are joined. This means
that each dancer turns equally around the
other. We hope this will help.
SQUARE DANCING, November, '75

WHITE SATIN STRIPE
Very fine marquisette with a white satin stripe
woven into the fabric.

27.95
A

Pantalettes to match are custom-made for you! Please sen(;)
measurements for: length, waist, crotch front & back & hip.
$9.95
Handling charge
$ .75

CLOUD NINE . .

50 yd sweep .. . .$27.95
75 yd sweep . . .$37.95
100 yd sweep .... $47.95

CLOUD NINE FIREFLY
Colors:
F luorescent Orange
Fluorescent Magenta

$29.95

The soft, bouffant petticoat everyone has been waiting for.
Soft as silk and billowy as high clouds on a warm
spring day. In white--and following colors:
Hot Pink
Electric Blue
Candy Pink

Moss Green
Dark Brown
Light Pink

Apple Green
Lite Blue
Yellow

Black
Orange
Lime

Red
Navy

Royal
Lilac

Grape

Mint

GRUNDEEN'S WORLD of SQUARE DANCING

"When we come to flutter wheel and sweep a quarter I change it
to 50 cents. A quarter just won't make it these days. .

The BEST SQUARE SHOE
in All America
At This Price
COMPARE AND
YOU'LL AGREE

Widths A-B-C-D-E-EE-EEE
Sizes 6-12
Colors
Black orBrown
We pay postage anywhere
—

All Leather

Top Quality

GORDON BROTHERS
2488 PALM AVE.

BOX 841 - HIALEAH, FLORIDA 33011

